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}i'OHEIJORD
In this paper) I shall discuss the requirements of obtainh:l(3
valid prmdes under the var-Lous state 1m-IS and the regulations
of the Securities and Exchange Cornmiss:i.on.Because of the many
state juri.sdictions involved) it is not possible to define eXactly
the requirements of each. Hovever , I shall 1'01101., the general
practi.ce and attempt to pof.rrt out the significant variations there-
from. I shall also point out how several recent proxy contests
were waged and make some reconrrnendations for changes in SECregu-
Lat.Lons and state Laws to secure a greater voice for the indepen-
dent stockholder.
The\·rriter is greatly indebted to the University of Kansas
City for the use of its law library, without vh.l.ch this paper
would not have been possible.
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IN'l'HODUCrr I ON
Defini tion. The legal definit:i.on of a proxy is: A person who is
subst.Ltut.ed or deputed by another to represent him and act for
him particularly in somemeeting. Also the instrl)ment containing
1the appointment of such person.-
TIle piece of pape r commonlycalled a "proxy" has been
defined by a court as nothing more t.han the evidence of the
relationshtp of' pri.ncipal and agent, as regards the right to
vote at a stockholders' meeting.2
Historical Development. '1'11eright of a at.ockho.Ide r to vote by
proxy at corpora-te meetings has not automa-tically f'o Ll.owed the
rise of the business corpor-atdon, At commonlaw a s·tockholder
has no right to vote by proxy at corporate meetings, in the
absence of spectal authorization such as by corporate charter
or article of incorporation or by by-law.3
:8x.press clauses pennitt:ing proxy voting were to be found
in the charters of compant.es organized in the Un.i.t.ed States in
the late 1700's and the early d.ecades of the nineteenth century.4
IHenry Campbell Black, Black's Len'l Dictionary (l~th ed.;
st. Paul, Minn.;I..Jest Publishing Cc , , 1951), p. 1392.
2Duffy v. Loft, Inc., 17 Del. Ch. 140, 151 A. 223, 227 (1930).
3Leonard H. j\;xe, Coryorate Proxies, )·~lMich. L. Rev. 38 (19L~2).
4Ibid., p. )-11.
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Inasmuch as manyof the early governing statutes and cor-
por-at.e charters wer-esilent on the subject of proxy' voting,
stockholders resorted to the use of by-laws to secure the right
to cast their votes by proxy. 'The courts generally held that the
authority of a by-len,,) even in the absence of legisla'tive sanction,
was sufficient to confer the right to vote by proxy. 5 1'he question
of the powe r of proxy voting by by-law is one of historical interest
only, howeve r , because every state but one, viz., Lcva , now has
a statute authorizing proxy yoting.6
The fact that the right to vote by proxy Ls weLl, settled
at Law does not imply, howeve r , that the requj.rements and procedures
of so voting are uniform and equally "lvell-de:fined. statutes have
been enacted, by the various states "rhi,chgovern the procedures of
vot.Lng in corporations chartered by the respective states. 'I'he
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 gave the Securities and Exchane;e
Commissionthe authority to regulate the proxy voting process
for those securit;ies wh l ch are registered and "listed" on a national
securtties exchange) The SECalso regulates proxies of electric
or gas public utility holding companies which are registered under
tihe Public Utili,ty Holding CompanyAct of 193rf3 and proxies of
investment companies which are registered under the Investment
5Ibid., pp. 42-46.
6See 'I'ab.l.es A and J3 for a tabulation of significant state
statutory r-equf.rement.s .
7Securi ties Exchange Act of 1934, 15 u. s. C., Sec. 78n (1958).
8Pub1ic utility Hold:j_ngComparylkt of 1935) 15 U. s. C., Sec.
79 (1958).
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C·· , 9ompany ACT,.
Pr-Lo.rto the regulation of proxies by the SEC) the stock-
holder typically received once a year a f'Lne.Ly printed pr-oxy
card whf.chhe was asked to sign and return. Loss describes the
practice at the time:
Ordinarily the proxy author-i aed one or more persons to vote
the stockholder's shares to elect directors and take any other
action which vias considered desirable. ~I'hiswas the sum and
substance of the corporate ownerI f) sol.emn right of suffrage.
Too frequently the owner of the shares was given no assurance
that the i terns mentioned in the noti ce of the meeting were
tbe only ones which the nanagement ~xpected to bring up for
consideration at the meeting. The stockholder was merely
invited to sign his nameand return his prcxywa thout being
fu,rn~she~ the ~,n~orrnationresential to the intelligent exercise
of hlS rlght or franchis2.
'l'he primary evil that required correction was the ease
with whf.ch corporate management could perpe-tuate itself in office
by misuse of the corporate proxy and by concealment of important
Lnf'orma.ti on from the stockholders. This evil was made possible
by tbe rapid growt.h in the size of corporations and the number
of stod:holders, and by the ,videspread distribution of the stock
ownership.ll
To eliminate some of these abuses and to make it possible
for the stockbolder to intelligently exercise his vote, t he SEC)
under section l~ of the Securities Exchange Act12 promulgated a
set of rules designated as Regulation x-lh, commonlyreferred
9Investment CompanyAct of 1940, 15 U.S.c., Sec. 80a (1958).
I°Louis Loss, Securiti,~s Hegulation (Boston: Little, Brown
and Company,1951), p. 521.
llEdvmrd Ross Aranowand Herbert A. Einhorn, Proxy Contests
for Corporate Control (Nel.,T York: Columbia University Press, 1957))
p. 01.
1')
c:Appendix I.
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;1'to as the SEC"Proxy Hu.les.!:J jls Hegulation x-14 now stands, it
_ . lL~consists of eleven 11.11e8together w:LthSchedules X-1Lj.Aand X-l)l-B.
Schedule X-Ill-Aspecifies in twenty-one items the informati.on
required to be included in a "proxy statement" wh Lch mus t be given
to each person Villoseproxy is s oj.LcLt.ed , In add it.Lon to the proxy
s t.at.emerrt , the proxy rules r-equi r-e that a copy of t.he annual r'epo.r-t
to stockholders accompany or precede the proxy statement and that
management.must include in its proxy s.o.Li.cLt.at.Lon material a one
hund.red wor'd statement in suppor-t of any proposal of a security
holder 'which it opposes.
Schedule X-l)j·B speci:fies certain information wh.ich must be
included in the proxy statement for all director nominees., rather
than merely for the management nominees, if the election is to be
a contest.
13U. S. Securities and Exchange Commission) Proxy Rules
(Chicago: CommerceClearing House, 1956).
Ilj.See Appendix for the proxy yules and Schedules X-1LI·A
and x-lhB.
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1. rrEE CORlJORATE PROXY
Nature and Effect. The form necessarily provides for the appoint-
merrt of a person or persons) usually ofi:'iCeI'S of the corporation,
w Lth power-s of substitution of others, to cast the stockholder's
vote at a meeting of the corporation's stockholders to be held at
a stated time and p.Lace for specifi.cally enumerated purposes.
'I'he effect of the appointment is that the vote of the stockholder
is heard '.Ii th the same force and e f'f'ect as though he >verepersonally
present at. the meeting.
Noparticular f'orm of '<lords is ne ceaaary to constitute a
proxy.15 The instrument should, hovever , ShO\;1 an intention on the
part of the stockholder to empowe r the person to whomit is given
to act in voting the stock, and thati t is free from all reasonable
grounds of suspicion of its gennineness ani authenticity.16
Generally the form Ll.st.s in abbreviated terms the business
expected to be transacted and provides an opportunity for the 8tock-
hold.ereo direct his vote for or against certain proposals.
The proxy) as has been pointed out, const.I t.ut es evidence of
the appcd.rrtmerrt. o:f an agent or attorney for a special purpose and
for a limited period of time. It gives the stockholder an 0])])01'-
15Gentry-Futch v , Gentry, 90 Fla. 595, 106 So. 1~'r3 (1925);
Smith v , San Francisco & N.P. Ry., lJ.5 Ca1. 584,2:-7 P. 582 (1897).
161n re St. Lawrence Stemnboat Co., 44 N.J. L. 529 (1882).
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tunity to give his vot i.ng rel)resentative special instructions
on spec.i.r'Lc matters.
'I'he proxy is a necessary instrument for the expedl.t i.on of
corporate busi.neas because of the vd.despread distribution 0:1:' cor-
porate securities and the separation of owner-shLp and management.
Because of t.heLr ,'fide dispersion, stockholders cannot, conveniently
attend corporate meetings in person and the present-day stocYJlOlders I
meeting d.epende upon the proxy Lnst rumerrt to obtain a quorum..
It has been pointed out that no particular form of HOl'ds
i.s necessary to const:ltute a proxy. However , some f'orma L require.-
ments are necessary.
state Jurisdictions. Ttle only r'equ.lremerrt imposed by most state
statutes as to the form of the proxy Lnstrumerrt is that it must be
in wri·Ul1f.iS.Someof the states have statutes governing the duration
of the proxy. Tne var-Ious states restrict the validity of proxies
to periods of from eleven months to three years from the date of
execution, unless the stockholder specifies in the proxy the length
ofUIlle for which the proxy is to continue in force. .Maine, Massa-
chusetts and NewHampsh:i.rerequire that a proxy be valid for a
specified meeting only, whereas North Carolina and Virginia permit
proxies to be valid up to ten years from their date of execution.
See Tables A and ]3 for a tabulation of some of the significant
requirements of the states in regard to the form of proxies and the
voting of proxies.
P.J.nlOStall of the states pemit a corporation to set a
record date, at some specified maximwnnumber of days prior to the
date of the stockholders' meeting, upon which date determination is
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made as to the stockholders entitled to vote by reference to the
stock records. Someof the states provide i~hatJ i.n absence of' such
a record date set by the corporation) stock shall not be voted if'
it has been transferred on the books of 'cne corporation vrithin
a specified number of clays precedi.ng the stockhold.ers r meeting .
.Almost all of the states have statutes dealing with cumula-
tive voting :for directors--many of them make cumu.Lat.Lvevoting
mandatory and many of them make it permissible if it is provided
for in the corporation's by-laws.
SECJurisdiction. rr.r1e::3ECProxy Hules impose specific req_uirements .1"(
Ttlese are illus-trat,ecl by the proxy examp.l.ein 'I'ab'LeC, wh.ich meets
the SECr'equ.iremerrt.s. The Proxy Rules wi11 be discussed i.n
Chapter II in the order in which they affect the items in the
srunple proxy in Table c.
17See Appendix II for the SECProxy Ru.l.es.
r
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THEXYZ COMl..?AI\lY
Proxy Sol:i_cited by Management
(bold facei;:,ype)
The undersigned. hereby constitutes and appoints ThomasAble,
Richard Bakcr, and.Harry Charles, or anyone or more of them acting
in the absence of the others, ,.;rith full IJovTerof substi tution,
the t.rue and Lavfu.L attorneys and proxies of the undersigned, to
attend the Annua.l.Meeting of the stockholders of' The XYZCompany
to be held at Room200, 355 North Meridian ~;treet, IndianapoLis,
Indiana, on April 15, 1961 at 10:00 AM,and any adjournments
thereof, to vote the shares of' said corporat.ion standing in the
name of the undersigned Hith all the powers the undersigned wouId
possess if personally present at snch meeting:
(1) For the election of directors.
(2) :F'OR0 or AGAINST0 the proposal that the by-lmrs
be amended to provide for cumu.Lat.Lve voting on all
elections of directors. (Managementrecommendsa
vote AGAINSTthis proposal.)
(3) At their discre-tion upon such other business as may
properly comebefore the meeting.
If no specific direc·tion is given, this proxy vrill be voted
against the proposal for an amendmentt.o the by-Taws to provide
for cumulative voting for directors. (bold. face type)
At -the time of preparati.on of this proxy, managementknows of
no other business which will be presented for action at the meeting.
Dated _
Signed----------------------
O
Ohn J. Doe J
J_23 Easy Street
Indianapolis,
Indiana
Please sign exact Ly as name appears to the left.
vmen signing as executor, admin:Lstrator, attorney,
trustee or guardian, please give full title as
such. If a corporation, please sign in full cor-
porate nameby president or other authorized
officer. If a partnership) please sign in
partnership name by authorized person.
No postage is reg_uirecl if returned in enclosed envelope and mailed.
in the U.S.
stockholders who are present at the meeting may Irithdraw their
proxy and vote in person if they so desire.
Table C. Sample Form of Proxy
II. F'OPJI1 OF' PROXY
Since the states Impose few requirements as to "the form of'
proxies, this chapter will. concern itself primarily with the
rcc-luirements of' the SECProxy Rules. However , wher-e state Laws
do exist, comment"rill be made as to t,heir effect. Because of'
the fe" state requirements as to form, the 'I-I'ritel' believes that.
a corporation should, as a practical matter of ease of prepa-
ration and uniformi.t.y :frommeeting to meeting, and as an
evidence of Lt.s f'a.ir--rn.i.ndedapproach to stockholder relations)
generally conform its proxies to the SECrequirements even though
this is not required. Certainly such a practa.ce woul.d eliminate
some possible misunderstandings between management and the stock-
holders and in some cases possibly Hard off proxy contests by
dLsg.runt.Ledstockholders.
Party Soliciting the Proxy. SECRule x-14A-1.~(a) requires that
the form of proxy shall indicate in bold face type whethe r or
not the proxy is solicit.ed on behalf of management. The iden-
tifying st.at.emerrt can appear on any part of the proxy form, so
long as i't is in bold face type. No par-tLcuf.a.r form of expression
is required.
Since the requirement is only that the solicit.ing party
iden'cify itself as to whebhe.r or not i't is solicit.ing on behalf'
of management, it wou.ld appear that) :i.nthe case of the non-manage-
ment proxy) the rule wouLd be complied ui th by t.he simple assertion)
"l'his proxy is not being solicited on behalf' of management."
- 7 -
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However, it is common:practice to identify the so.l.Lc.lt Lng party,
e.g.: "This proxy is being solicited by and on behalf of John Doe
in opposl.t.Lonto the management,"or, "ThLs proxy is solicited by
the stockholders' Protective Committee of the XYZ Company. It is
not solicited by management.,,18
The SEChas penni tted the use of a proxy fonn wh.i.ch merely
gave the name of the soliciting group ,'lithout asserting its 0pp08i-
tion to management.19
The states make no reqUirements that the soliciting party
identify itself, although it is generally necessary to do so if
the proxies are really needed and any follow-up is to be made to
secure them.
Proxy Agents. It is customary to name tvm or three proxy agents.
In the case of a managementsolicitation, the proxy agents are
usually officers or directors of the company.20 However, unless
t.he state statute, artJcles of incorporation, or by-laws require it,
it is not; essential that the person who is appointed to act as
21proxy holder should himself be a stockholder. The proxy holder
may be an entire stranger to the corporation.22 It is important
that the proxy instrument expressly endowthe proxy age ncs ,-lith
2"two powers. .) 'l'he first of these two powers is that in the absence
l8I·bl·d_" , 1pp. 1Q-3.
19
Ib'd_l_.)
20 .
Ib:LCL, p. 142.
21
Gentry-J.iutch v. Gentry, op. cit.; B3.bcockv. Chicago Rys.)
325 Ill. 16, 155 N.B. 773 (1927).
22Ibid.
23
A:ranowand Einhorn, op. cit., pp. 142-3.
- 9 -
of any of them) the other or others attending the meeting have
full pmler to vote the proxy. '1'his Hill eliminate the Ilossibili ty
of a challenge to a ballot not signed by all the proxy agents
named in the proxy form. The second pove r whLch should be expr-eas Ly
conferred is the pover of SUbstitution. This permits a named
proxy agent "rho is unable for any reason to attend the meeting to
name another person to :fill his role. rrhe power of substitution
protects against unanticipated situations wh'i ch might arise be tween
the time of solicitation and the meet.Lng ,
The proxy agent or proxy holder is an agent for the grantor
of the proxy, and is under a duty to vote in the best interests of
his prlnc:i.pa1.
21~ In the exercise of the authority conferred by the
proxy instrument, the proxy holder must comply with the instructions
given him by the grantor of the pr-oxy'. 25 The stockholder who is
being represented 'by the proxy agent is not bound wher-e the agent
, ' 'b '1 r» • th 26aC'GS 1.11 au r a i • The grantor of the proxy is justified. in re-
Yoking the authority granted in the proxy if the proxy holder
Lrrt ends to use the proxy to promote an Ln.i.qu.lt.ous project of' his
mm27 and the stockholder is not committed to an act performed 'by
1 h '1 - lIt " i' '1 28t..re proxy o.tue r so.i.e y for n.s csn: oenc ra t., Neither does the
24'~Jil10ughbyv. Port) 182 F. Supp. h96 (1960); Hauth v. Giant
portland. Cement Co., 9bA. 2d 233 (1953); s'tate ex reI Weedev-. ---
Bechtel,) 239 Iowa 1298, 31 N.W. 2d 853 (19l~8); Mutual Reserve Fund
Ufe Assn. v. Taylor, 99 Va. 208 at 219, 37 S.E. 854 (1901).
21')
"Bache v , Central Leather Co., 7[3N.J. Eg_. 4[34, 81 A. 571 (1911).
26Lo,·mmnv , Harvey R. Pierce Co.) 276 Pa. 382, 120 A. l~04 (1923).
27Ree~ v. Balli'>: of Ne"\"burgh,6 Pai8e (N.Y. 337) (1837).
28Hice & Hutchins v , Tril)lex Shoe cc., 16 Del. Ch. 298,
1117 A. 317 (1929). -
- 10 -
proxy agerrt have the authority to perform any act which his IJrin-
cipal, the proxy grantor, could not peri'orm if he were personally
present at the meetLng, For example, the proxy agerrt cannot
vote upon a proposal wh.i.chis illegal or contrary to public policy
since the grantor could not vote upon such a matter.
Date and Place of Meeting. For sollcitations';rhi.ch are subject
to the SECProxy Pules , it is necessary to identify the meeting at
~fhich the proxy will be exercised because of the ReLIc x-14A-)-I.(c:l)
requirement that lINoproxy shall confer authority ... to vote at
a'n:yannua.Lmeeting other than the next annual meeting (or any ad-
journment thereof) to b8 held after the date on lThich the proxy
statement and f'orrn of proxy are first sent or given to secur-Lt.y
holders. II At the conc.Lusi.on of that meetLng, the agency relation-
ship is automatically terminated. Aranowand Einhorn note that
just because the SECspeaks only of an annua.Lmeeting, this shoulcl
not 'be taken to mean that a special meeting of stockholders can
crea-t;e an agency relationship whi ch vrill exi.st beyond the particular
meeting. This would be a viola-tion of the spirit of the Proxy
Rules and they conclude that the SECprobably would not a.Ll.cwit.
If the form of proxy is subject; to the laws of l"-1aine,.t-.1assa-
chusetts or NewHa.mpshireit is also neccssa,ry that the date and
place of meeting be specifically identified since these sta-tes I
statutes restrict the validity of proxies to one speciflc meeting
only. 1r/heneverthe proxy is restricted to one meeting, the phrase
29}'10bile& O.R.R. v , Nicholas, 98 Ala. 92, 12 So. 723 (1893).
30Aranowand Einhorn, or. cit., p. 14~·.
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"and any adjournments thereof" should always :fol10w the date of
. 31the meet~ng. It is considered desirable to make express the a11th-
ority to vote at any adjournments of the specified. mee'ti.ng to avoid
-the possibility of a later challenge.
If the proxy is regulated only by state law) other than the
three above-named.states _. it is permissible to use a form llhich
confers authority on the proxy holder to vot.e the st.ock Hi thout
limiting the authority to anyone meeting or anyone period of time.
In such a case, the authority conferred ex.lrrbs until revoked by
the grantor or for a length of time l)rescribed by a state statutory
provision on the dur'at.Lon of proxies, generally eleven months.
Scope of the Authority Conferred. 'me proxy instrument should
authorize the proxy holder described therein to attend and vote at
the meetinr; with all t.he powers the grantor of the proxy wouId poa-
seas if he we re personally present. In the case of a proxy subject
only to state Laws , general language similar to the above probably
wou Ld be suf'f'LcLerrt to authorize the proxy holder to vote for diree-
tors and on p.ropoea.Ls and resolutions or any business properly
32before the meeting. The courts have held, however) that there .ls
no authoriza:tion under such a general proxy to vote for u.nusual
and important. actions Guch as t.he sale of all corpora-te assets,33
31Ibid.
32Gol{ v. Consolidated Coppermines Corp., 19 Del. Ch. 172, 165
A. 136 (1933); Farish v. Cieneguita Copper Co.) 12 Ariz. 235 at 2L~l,
100 P. 78J_ (1909); McKeev , HomeSavings & Trust Co., 122 101m 731
a-t 735, 98 N.l-J. 609 (1902~); Atterbury v. Consolidated Coppennines
_Corp.) 26 Del. Ch. 1, 20 A. 2d rrh3, 7217 (191:.1).
33Shield v. Lone Star Life Ins. Co.) Tex. Civ. .ll.:pp. 1918, 202
S.H. 211; Abbott v. P.rnericanHard Rubber Co.) 33 furb. (N.Y.) 578,
584 (1861).
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the reorgcmization. of the ex'i.sti.ng corporat.Ion into another COl'-
, . ~ .. ,... -:) 11
por-ar.aon of a dllferent state,.)r t~he abandormerrt or surrender of' the
charter of the company,35 the voluntary lig_uidation of' the corporate
affairs) 36 or the dissolut:i.on and vTind:ingup of' the corporation. 37
Howeve r , if the s tockho.Lder- execut.Lng the proxy had notice that such
unusual matters were to be considered, or was aware of the financj_al
status of the companyand knew that definite action vas necessary
if the companywere t.o continue to opez-at.e , there should be no in-
herent obst.ac.Le to a general authorization similar to the one des-
cribed above covering these extraordinary trCl.nsactions,38 for such
propositions are ltr:ithin the contemplation of the stockholder when
he executes the proxy.39
For those :proxies which are sub,ject -to SECregula·bion, no such
general language "l>rillsuffice since the Proxy Hules impose certain
sped-fic reg_uirements. Ru.le X-l~-A-l~(a) reg_uires that the f'orm of'
proxy "sha'l.l, identify clearly and j.mpartiaLly each matter or eroup
of related mat.t.er's intended to be acted upon, whether proposed. by the
management or by security holders." Thus the proxy must specifj_cally
state that the proxy holder is to be authorized to vote for the
31lFarish v. Cieneguita Copper Co., OD. cit.
35Smitb. v. ~)mit.h , 3 Desaus. Eg_. (s. C.) 557 (1813).
3t)-1cKeev , HomeSavings & Trust Co , , oJ?. cit.
~~7 r 6J Hossing v. State Bank of Bode) Idl Eova 1013, 1 5 N.H.
254 (1917).
3non're
,t1..(:o. ... ,
39Gml v. Consolidat.ed Coppennincs Corp.) OJ? cit.; Ieiningcr
v. North"'"fiffiericanNat. ute Ins. Co.) 115 Nc"b.sen, 215 N.H. 167
(1927); Mc:Cleanv. Bradley, (C.C.A 6th, J92Jj) 299 F. 379; Bake r; v.
Seat.tle-Tacoma Povrer Co., 61 Wash. 578, 112 P. 647 (191~); ""TIlden
v. Quuker Oats Co, , (C.C.A. 7th, 19~~2t)1 F'. 2d 160.
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election of directors) to vote on apeci.f'Lcproposals bef'ore the
meeting, and to vote on other matters which may come before the
meeting. The SEC requirements in these three areas are discussed
separately beLow.
Election of Directors. A.swas pointed out above, the Proxy
Rules r-equ.irethat the fonn of proxy specifically list the matters
to be acted upon.
Hule x-lhA-4(d) states that "No proxy shall confer authority
(1) to vote for the election of any person to any office for which
a bona fide nominee is not named in the proxy statement ...." This
rule vlaS intended to eliminate the practice by the management of
certain corporations of soliciting proxies for the election of direc-
tors w.i thout making any disclosure of the persons who wou.ldbe nonn ,
nated and for 'Whom the proxy wouLd 'bevoted. This practice is stj.ll
widespread among companies whose proxy solicitations are not subject
to the SEC Proxy Hules.hO
Of interest, here, is the SEC requirement that the proxy state-
ment contain certain important background information with respect
to each person nominated for election as 2. director. It is not
necessary that the proxy instrument refer to the nom:ineeslisted
in the proxy statement~l although it may be advisable. It appears
Under cumulative voting the soL'lc.iting group may want to al10,.
to be sufficient merely to state tha.tthe stock will be voted for the
election of'directors.
cate its voting strength among less than all of the nominees who
Ij.°,.t\.rano'Wand Einhorn, 0E. cit., p. 121-5.
Lj.1Ib" d1 _o
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were named in the proxy statement. This would appear to be a devi-
ation from t.he authority granted to vote for all the nominees named
in the proxy statement. It can be argued logically that, "There the
cumulative voting right exists, the signing stockholder must 'be
deemed to realize that the mechanics of cumu.Lat.Lve voting, in order
to achieve maximumresults, may necessitate concentrating on f'ewer
than all of the nominees. However, Aranml and Einhorn conclude
t.hat. it is advisable to eliminate the possibility of a challenge
to the proxy agents I authority if they und_ertake to vote cumula.tively
by modifying the language of the proxy form to state that the proxy
L2
will be voted cumulatively for any or all of the nominees. l-
Proposals. The Proxy Rule x-14A-!}(a) requirement of clear
and impartial identification of each matter intended to be acted
upon requires specific and separate mention of proposals and resolu-
tions to be voted upon at the meeting.
Rule x-14·A-L}(b) requires that "Meansshall be provided in the
form of' proxy "Therebythe person solicited is afforded an opportunity
to specify by ballot a choice between approval or disapproval of
each matter or group of related matters referred to therein as in-
tended to be acted upon, other than elections to office." Usually
the matters to be acted upon are listed on the proxy form and next
to each matter two boxes are placed- -one labeled "for" and the other
"against." By checking the appropriate box, the stockholder can
indicate the way his proxy is to be voted.
The meaning of the term "clearly and impartially" in Ru.l.e
X-I1l-A-Ll-(a)has been interpreted by the SECas prohibiting the use
J.j.2Ibl·d., 1·6p. lLl· "
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of the proxy form to electioneer for or agaLnst propos it.Lons to
)1""')
be voted upon by the stockholders . ._,..) 'I'he ComnriasLon has taken the
position that it is acceptable to LncLuue in the form of proxy a
simple statement of the fact that the management t'avor-s or opposes
I,),
any of the matters 'co be acted. upon pursuant to the proxy:'·'·
the Commission regards as contrary to the rule any st.auemerrt or de-
vLae which advocates any proposal, obscures the presentation of any
proposal, misleads or confuses the security holder, brings pressure
to bear upon him in the exer cf.se of his right of choice or makes
tt mechanically more difftcult for him to vote one way rather than
another. J-Imongthe devLceswh'Lch the Commission '''ill regard as con-
trary to the rule are "argumerrt.s or recommendations as to t.he merits
of proposals, emphas I s upon the management's position beyond the
mere statement of the fact that management favors or opposes a
proposaJ, the use of' a.1TOIVS or any other visual device designed to
direct the shareholder's attention to the place on the proxy for
voting one \Jay and aTilayfrom the place 1'01' voting the contrary, and
the switching of boxes in order to procure the result desired by
. lilt5rnanagemen'C. '
Aranow and Einhorn cite occasional placement of the "against"
box preceding the "f'or " box in connection with proposaJ.s to which
the soliciting groups we re opposed. 'I'hey conclude that these varia-
tions are pos s ibly due to changes in the Cornmiss ion t s staff or poli cy .
}, ,...
Such a use of the proxy is an exception, not the rule, they believe. '+0
L~3Ib·dl • J
LI5 Ibid.
~·5Ibid.
4.6 '
Ibid., r- lh8.
p. 147.
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'1'0 meett;b.e "clearly and impartially" requirement, then) -the
solici ting group must consider carefully Lhe IJresentation of' the
proposals so that they do not influence the decision of the stock-
holders or make it more likely that they ,.[ill vote in the vay advo-
cated by the solid ting group. Some0:[' the items to be considered
are 'the arrangement of the boxes to be checked for or agai nst , the
manner of the listing of the proposals) and the size and weight. of
type used.
'1'heSEChas prov:ided for the grant.ing of discretionary authority
to the proxy holder if the stockholder executes the proxy 'but cloes
not indicate hoVl his proxy is to be voted. Rule X-lhA-h(b) provides
such authority if' "t.he form of proxy states in bold face type how
it is intended to vote the shares represented by the proxy in each
such case." The proxy should alvays take advantage of this provision
and include in bold face type a statement. as to how it is intended
t.o vote for each proposal in the event the stockholder does not
Lnd.Lcat.ehis choice. Somestockholders will fail to check the boxes
supplied either through inadvertence, because they entrust 'the de-
cision to management) or because they agree with one si de or other
in a proxy contest. The inclusion of the required statement Would
avoid a challenge as to Lhe right of the proxy holder to vote such
a proxy.
Other Business. In most cases the only business whl ch will
be transacted at the meeting is that wh.ich is Lnddcat.ed on t.he proxy
form. '1'heSECProxy Rules are aimed.at eliminating the elements
of surprise and sharp practices from proxy contests. However, an
alert soliciti.ng group should adopt the a-ttitude that anything can
- 17 -
happen at t.he meeting. To be pr-epar-ed for unexpected matters coming
up for vote) the proxy form should confer the dis cr-et.i.ona.ryauthority
permitted. by Ru.LeX-l1~A-4(c). ':Phis Ru'l.erequires t.ha't, to obtain
such d.lscr-et.Lonary pover, the soliciting group must not be "awar-e a
r-eas onabj.e vt ime prior to the time t.he solid tation Ls made that any
such other matters are to be presented for action at the meeting and
prov:Lded further that a specific statement to +hat effect is made in
-the proxy stat.emerrt or in the form of proxy. It A typical "Tording of
thi.s statement is contained in the sample proxy in 'I'ab'l,eC.
Dat-e of Execution. As vas previously pointed out, many states re-
strict the vaJj_dity of a proxy to a specified period of time from
the date of :its execution. In such cases, the presence of the date o.r
execution would not be necessary to the validity of>the proxy) but
it would be hiC;hly desirable from a prac td ca.Lstandpoin-t) since,
if contested, proof wou.Ldhave to be given as to the date of execution.
Al.so , the date of execution is important "Thenit is necessary to
determine \Thich of' two or more proxies executed by the same stock-
holder is to be accepted by the inspectors of election as the valid
one. Since a later proxy revokes all earlier ones, the date on \lh:i.ch
the proxy was executed becomes vl t.a.LLnf'ormati on,
In the case of proxies subject to the Proxy BuIes, no such
option exists because Hule X-14A-4(a) requires that the proxy form
"shall provide a specifically designated blank space for dating the
p.roxy , If Fur-t.he'rmor-e , the SECrecogrlizes the im,porta11ce of' tlle date
'Of execution in determining the validity of proxies in Rule X-l4A-lO,
which reads; "Noperson making a solicitation \Ihich is subject to
this regulation shall solicit (a) any undated or post-dated proxy;
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or (b) any proxy whLch provides t.hat; it shall be deemed t.o be dated
as OJ: any date aubs equerrt to the date on whi.ch it is signed by the
security holder. 11
Aranowand Einhorn point out that "If jot were possible to so11-
cLt a proxy wh i ch vas already dated the day of the meeting, or vlhj_ch
prov:i.ded that it shall be deemed to be dated as of the clay of the
meet.Lng , or vas undated and the day of the meeting could be '\vYi-t,ten
in as its execution dat.e , then the facti on which secured such a
proxy would have no concern about the stockholder's subsequently
)'7changing his mind and giving a proxy to t.he opposing t'act Lon, IN-
Rule X-ll~A-lO, of course, prohibits such a form of proxy and
thereby guarantees to the s-tockholder that. he can change his mind
at any time prior to the meeting and have his decision ef'fecti ve.ly
expressed at the meet ing,
Signature of the stockholder. The signature of the stockholder is,
of course, essential to the validj_ty of the proxy.
The proxy norma.l.Iy contains a statement asking the stockholder
to sign exactly as his name appears on the stock records., which
should be t.heway his name is _printed on the _proxyf'orm , 'llIi.s is
especially important in the event of a proxy contest since the
opposing faction 'will probably look for every possible technical
basis for challenging the validity of proxieS. One of the most
frequent grounds for a challenge is that the signature of the stock-
holder deviates f'r'om the vrayhis stock is registered on the company
l~8
books.
47Ibid. , p. 151-
l~8
Ibio:. , I) • 155.
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Howevar , not all devLat.Lons of signatures from the exact
manner of recording in the stoc1;:_bookare f'a't.aL to the valicHty of'
the proxy, as Ivill be pointed out in Chapter IV. 'Theuse of an
ini tial instead of speLli.ng out of the christian name 1,S not enough
t .. h' " . !'1_Cl'0 r-equa.re 1,; e a.nspect.or-s 'to reject the proxy. ,/
A stockholder may authorize a tb.ird party to sign the stock-
ho.Lder I S name to a proxy, and the mere fact that the signature on
the proxy is not :Lnthe handwriting of the stoclrnolder does not in-
validate the proxy. 50
In a recent case, the court held that the use of a stamped
facsimile signature is sufficient to cloak the proxy Ivith the pre-
sumption of authenticity and, where there vas no showing that such
a signature vras not authorized, proxies signed in a such a manner
were properly count.ed at the meeting. 51
The signature directions should also advise executors, admini-
strators, attorneys, +rust.ees and guardians to give their full title
when sLgrd.ng the proxy. The requirements of the states vaYlJas to
the authority granted to such fiduciaries and agents to sign
proxles. In some jurisdictions an administrator, executor, guardian
or conservator may sign proxies without the transfer of the stock
to their names on the books of the corporation. Most states grant
fiduciaries the right to execute proxies; hO\1ever, in most cases
the stock must be transferred on the stock books to the name of the
49At·terbury v. Consolidated Co;pperrninesCorp.) oJ? cit.
50Standard Pmrer & Light Corp. v. Investment Associates,
29 Del. Ch. 593, 51 A. 2d 572 (19I~7).
51Schott v , Climax MolybdenumCo•., 15L:. A. 221 (1959).
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fiduciary. See Table B for req_uirements by state.
'I'he last two statements in the sample proxy in Table C, i. e.,
no return postage required and -the right of stockho.Lder-swho attend
the meeting to vithrlraw their proxies, ar'e not necessary under either
the Proxy Rules or state law. They do) however, frequently appear
on proxies for what.ever-aid they may be in getting stockholders to
sign and r-etu.rn their proxies. Somes't.ockho.Lder-s may be reluctant
to execute a PI'OX'J unless they will st.:Ul be free to attend the
meeting and vote in person.
Freq_uently proxy fonns carry the statement that all prior
proxies are thereby revoked. Imether or not such a statement is
made, a later proxy revokes an earlier one. The only reason for
including such a statement is to overcome arw doubts that may exist
in the mind of the stockholder who has already given a proxy to an
opposing faction. 'I'his statement on the form of proxy vou.Id appear
to 'be unnecessary since the proxy statement would normally infonn
the stockholder of his ability to revoke any proxy he has already
execut-ed by the execution of a later one.
III. STOCKHOLDERS I ME:E'l'ING
Generally the stockholders are asked to vote on questi.ons
wh.i.chare reserved t,o them by statute, articles of incor:poration
or by-lEnv. As a general rule, stockholders cannot act on the ordinary
business of the cor.poration~2 The board o.r directors and the cor-
porate ol:'ficers set companypolicy and see tlmt it is carried out.
'I'he major reSI)onsibility of the stock.holde:r.·s) thus, is the periodic
election of the board of directors) vho in turn elect the off:icers.
Indeed, 'I:;heright to vote is an es aent.La.L of owner snf.p or stock. 53
Statutes may require an annual, meeting, but, the statu'tes fre-
quent.Ly provide that either the certificate of incorporation or by._
lairs may detennine the manner of calling and conducting meetings
and the method of voting. Annual meetings c~eneralJy deal 1{ith org[m:L_
zation for the ens ui.ng year. 'I'he d:irectors are elected at that t:Lme
and. other matters may also be cons f.dered ,
F'req_uently matters other than the election of directors are
considered at special De etings of the stockhold.ers. Special m(::I2t.inrrs
{J
are appropriate for the consideration of mat.ters which requj.re 8tock_
holder decLs Lons bel~'\veenregular annual meeting dates such as merGer
proposals or changes in the capital structure of the company_
52conti.nental Securities Co. v. Belmont, 206 N.Y. 7, 99 N.E.
138 (1912 .
53~·Jm.R8.ndEJ.ll& EJonsv , Lucke, 123 IJlis c. 5, N.Y. SUPI).121
(1924) .
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Other than the matrt.ers to be considerecl, there is no difference
between the r-equf.rement.s for obtaining proxies for annual. and, special
meetings.
Except for statutory r equ.ire..merit-sor provh;ions in the by-Taws ,
all stockholders registerc;d as owners at the time of 'the meeting
are ezrt i.t.Led to vote. In modern times; vith ownersnap of stock .i.n
many corporations fairly H:idespread, this arrangement makes holding
of a meeting on the date s,pecified very dii'ficult because of last
minute changes in the m·mership of shares whd.ohwou.l.dnot be recorded
at the date of the meeting.
At the present time, thirty-six of the states have pas sed
stat,utes pennitting a corporation to set a "record date" prior to
the date of the meet i.ng to a.Ll.ow-the corporation time to prepare
a list of stockholders of' record and to tabulate proxies. Any trans-
fers of stock after 'the record date set may not be considered for
purposes of determining the right to vote at the s'tockholders! meeting.
Such a record date may be set by the corporation, under the terms
of 'the typical state statute, at any date up to a maximwnnumber of
days before the date of the stockhold.ers' meeting.5!.j
The same result is obtained by a statute providi.ng that no
st.ock shall be voted which has been transferred on the stock records
of the companywithin a specified number of days prior eo the meet:l,ng.
Such a statute exists in seven states, although six oi' the states
provide for its use only in the absence of a record date set by the
company. 'T'heuse of such a law would disenfranchi se both the trans-
:feror and transferee of any shares ,dthin the specified I)eriod.
5L~see'l'able B for a listing of the state st.at.ut.es,
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Cumulative Voting. Cumul.atd.vevoting theoretically gives minority
stockno.Lder-srepresentation on boards of directors proportional to
their stockholdings, as contrasted w:Lth straight voting where the
minority stockholder could elect no one since he commands less than
a majority of the total vote.
Under the cumulative voting system, a stockholder may multiply
the number of shares registered in his name by the number of directors
to be elected and cast all these votes for one director or dis-
tribute them as he wishes among several nominees. At the presen"t
time, tw"enty-five states guarantee by statute the right of the stock-
holder to vote cumulatively. Another eighteen states make cumulative
voting pe rm'LsLb.Le if the corporation by-Taws provide f'o r it.55
As previously pointed out, whe re the right of cumu.Lat.Lvs- voting
exists, tt is advisaOl..e to modify the language of the proxy f'orm
to state that it will be voted cumulatively for any or all of the
nominees. This notice should avoid a later challenge from a proxy
giver that the proxy holder did not vote the proxy in accordance
viith the aut.hor Ity conferred.
Inspectors of Elections. Statu-tes, charters J or by-laws may provide
for the appointment of inspectors of election. No special qualifi_
cations are necessary for inspectors but they are um ally laymen
selected to exercise good business judgment.56 Inspectors are not
necessary unless statutes, charters, or by-laws require them.57
55see Table A.
56comrnents--Judicia.lActions of Inspect.ors of Elect:i.on,)+8
Mich. L. Rev. 483 (1950).
57Fletcher, eyc. COrps-, (Perm. Ed.), Sec. 2018 (1952).
If they are r'equa red , and authority fo:1'their selection is not
given to the stockholders) directors) or pT sidj.ng officer) then
L- '-'1
the common law applies and. appo.i.rrtmerrt is made by the stockholders.)0
fl' 1 t t' t b ld ~, 5q_ 'L eas ··woJ.nspec 'OI'S S iou ue enosen. /
The duties of the inspectors of eLectLon consist primarily
of the tabulation of ballots and t.he certification of the result.60
'I'hey are essentially minist,erial rather than judid.al offieers.
For example) the court ruled that they should not have t.aken cog-
nizance of an alleged variance betwce n proxies in absence of prooi'
given by the person vhos e signature Yla;::;allegedly forged, since the
process of' determining vhe thez a :forgery exists .i,n judicial and not
min1.sterial. 61
HOVlever,the inspectors do make decisions which carry judicial
connotations. For examp.Le , they take note of defects on the face
of' the proxy such as the signature of a trustee, if the st.at.e
statutes do not authorize trustees to vote by proxy, si.nce the in-
spectors are presumed to knO'\{ that fiduciari.es cannot grant their
d1.scretionary power's to others.
'I'he inspectors may, upon occasion, be required to decide
issues of fact, a.l.t.hough they generally must accept prox1.es whI ch
have the appearance of prima f'acl e aut.hent.LcI'ty and vhos e genuine-
is not contest;ed.62ne s s
58state v. Chut.e, 31~MilID.135, 24 N.H. 353 (1885).
59:Matter evrHer Co., 203 App. Div. 65, 196
N. Y. 81.J.pp. 309
60Hartt v. Harvey, 32 Barb. (N.Y.) 55 (1860).
61Standarcl Power & Light Corp. v. Investment Associates, SE. cit.
62!ltterbury v. Consolidated Coppermines Corp., op. cit.
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They are judicial officers to the extent that theh' decisions
,,)
are va.Lf.d.until set aside by a competent court. OJ 'I'his is necessary
in order to avoLd undue delay in the tabulation 01' proxies for the
corporate meeti.ng, The alterna~Giyes wouId be either a new election
or a revievr by court action, both of I-Thichwou.Ld.incur expense and
61+delay.
The rule appears to be that if a sumna.ry investigation and
detennination may 'be made, the Lnspect.crs should take steps to settle
t.he question, but in doing so act honestly and in a r'easonabj,e manner.65
This rule appears t.o be a practical. approach to the resolution of'
questions of va.Li.d.l t:l of proxies, Since, whenproof sufficient to
overcome the initial presumption of the validity of a proxy is pre-
se:nted, the inspector's should be pennitted to investigate even though
the defect is not apparent on the face of the proxy if it can be done
summarily and uithout undue delay to the election.66 HOI-rever,if no
objection is made vrithin a reasonable time after the ballot is cast,
the inspectors must accept it.67
In an apparent desire to af:finn corporate elections, the courts
have frequently upheld the decisions of the inspectors of election.
The burden of p.root' rests upon the person who challerJges the regu-
63umatilla \vater User's J\ss'n v. Irvin, 56 Ore. 411+,108
J? 1016 {1910).
6Lj'Comments--Judicial Actions of Inspectors of Election, op. cit.
65Burke v. Vlis\-1all, 193 Misc. 1~", 85 N.Y. Supp. 2d 187 (191~8);
Pope v , 1dhitridge, 110 Md. 1~68) 73 A. 281 (1909).
66pope v. mlitridge, op. cit.
67Coolbaugh v. Herman; 221 Pa. h96, 70 ii. 830 (1908).
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6qlari.ty of a prm,-'Y0 and the decision must be made vhether or not
the groo:f offered is sufficient to overcome the presumption that
a proxy regula:c on its face and apparently the act 0:[' the stock-
bolder is valid and shouLd be accepted.69
If there are challenges to votes and the acceptance of certain
proxf.es , the inspectors must record them and the reasons therefor
and announce at the meeting the ru.lings made thereon by theinspec-
+01'" 70'./ . ,.::.) ..
Whenthe Lnspect.or's have completed the exami.nat.Lon of 1)roxies,
and tabulated the votes represented by the proxies, they report
to the presiding officer of the meeting by affidavit the results
of their ivork.7J. In the event of' an oppos i tion vote, the report
sets forth the number of shares votecl £'or and against proposals.
68Investment Associates) Inc. v. Standard Power & Light COl'E:_)
01" cit.
69Th' ,1.0_ •
70Kauffman v. If\Zerberg, 59 Cal. App. 2cl 730, 111-0P. 2d 210
(l91~3); Matter of Chenango County Hut. Ins. Co • , 19 Hend. (N.y.)
635 (1839).
71Aranowand Einhorn, op. cit., p. 362.
IV. ~fHO .MAY vors
Hith the increasinglyuidespread owne'rah.l.p of stock has come
a multitude of problems in deter.mIning vhether to accept or reject
proxies executed by the manyowners and representatives of the OImers.
In addition to individual holdings, corporation stock lisLs
ShOVT corporations, partnerships) various kinds of trusts, tenancies,
and fiduciary accounts. The corpo.rat.Lonmust also deal with the
representatives of deceased stoek..holders and persons under legal
disability •
.All the shares represented by these accounts are ent,itled to
be heard in the exercise of st.ockho.Lde.rbusiness. Ii~they are to
be represented at meetings, who"\Jill execute the proxies and hOlT
should the proxies be signed'! '1'hese questLons are discussed in
this chapter.
Conclusiveness of the stock Book. 'l'heoretically, the owner of stock
at the time of the election has the right to vote. But the appear-
ance at the meeting of' various persons clairning to be stockhOlders
would result in confusion and uncertainty)2 To avoid such a 8itua-
tion, most states have made it pennissible for a corporation to
designate a date prior to the meeting upon YThichthe list of eligible
voters is dete:nnlned.73 Somestates permit a corporation to close
T)
GoAranO"l,rand Einhorn, op. cit.) p , 31~3.
73See 'I'ab.l,eB for certain provisions as to stock records.
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its transfer books a specified number of days prior to the meeting.
Thust.he primary qualification for voting is that one',:; name
is on the st.ockho.Ider list. But the question arises as to whether
this is the only determinant of the r-Lght to vote. Somestates have
made the stock book conclusive, the only evidence of the right to
vote. Other states provide that the stock book is only prima facie
evidence of the right to vot.e. In either jurisdiction, t,he stock.-
holder list is conclusive as t.o the inspectors of election since
the inspectors are not judicial of't'Lce.rs and cannot, look behj.nd the
7ltrecords. In prima facie jurisdictions, hovever-, a court of review
can look behind the stock records to Lrrvest.Lga'te facts or circu111-
stances concerning the ri.ght of shares to be voted and the proper
person to vote it.
In the follmring d:l.scussion of the rights of various types of
securi ty holders to voce, the significance of these stat-u:tory
differences should be apparent.
J\gents and Attorneys-in-Fact. A person serving as an agent or
attorney-in-fact should sign a proxy in the name of his princj_pal
exactly as it appears on the stock book f'ollowed by his own Signature
and his title.75 For' examp.Le, the proxy should be Signed, "John J.
Doe, by XY, Agent," or, "John J. Doe, by XY, Attorney-in-fact."
It is advisable to include proof of the agent's authority to execute
the proxy in order "coavoid a possible challenge to the validity
71l-Ma-l:.terof' Bruder & Son, Inc.) 302 N.Y. 52) 96 N.Ii.:. 2d aLl
(1950); Matter of Robert Clarke, Inc • .1 186 App, D:i.v.216) 17h N.Y.
Supp. 314 (1918).
75Standard Power & Light Corp. v. Investment Associates, 0'.- - ~ cit.
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76of the groxy.
In a case tn wh.lch there vas no indication of' representative
capacity on the executed proxy) but the stock record bore an acldress
in care of' the agent, the court held that the proxy should be ac-
ceptecl. 77 If the election is not contested, jot wou.l.d Seemthat the
Lnspe ct.ors .fOuld be justif·ted in accepting a pr-oxy signed by an
agent or attorney-in-faet in the name of the stockholder of record)
even though no evidence of the agent's authortty vas submitted,
since the inspectors are not responsible for findings of i'act. 'I'he
courts frequently refer to prirna facie authenticity, meaning that
the inspectors must generally use only what; is placed before them
and make decisions vithou-t suspiciousness of mind and any necessity
to inquire unless there is awell-:founded challenge.
Brokers and Nominees. r..ranyshares are held jona "street name,II the
name of the broker, so that the stock books indicate the broker as
registered owne r of the stock, whereas he may have no actual interest
in the shares or only a minor interest, i.e.) the amount of any
margin extended to the actual ovne r , Since only owners or record
may vote,r{8 proxies signed by brokers or nominees must be accepted.
The broker should sign his firm name or individual na.me
exactly a.s it is carried on the stock books as required :for any
other proxy. See the "Corporations" and "Partnerships" sections,
a.s the case may be, for more detailed discussions of the reqUirements
for proxies executed by brokerage firms.
2d
2d
76 Ax 't r-8e, 012. c~ -., p. ) .
77Atterbu~J v. Consolida.ted Coprclmines Corp., 012. cit.
78rawrence v. 1. N. Parlier Estate Co., 15 Cal. 2d 220,
765 (19+0 ; Drob v. Nat. Mem.Park, Jnc . , 28 Del. Ch. 2521-,
589 (192!-5 ; Matter of l~obert Clarke, Inc . , op. cit.
100 P.
Ll-l A.
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I-t; has been said that nominees 11011l1all;yhave thepover to
vote ,vi thout obt.aining the consent of the beneficial owner and that
the corporation viII recognize the nomin.ees as the true ovners,79
80even though they have no benef'LcLa'Linterest. It is the province
of a revieiling court to reject a vote whLch was found to be in viola-
tion of the equitable rights of another.81 It is presumed from the
condu ct. of brokers I customers that it is by the customers I i.nstructions
that their shares are so registered; thus i.t is presumed that the
broker has obt.af.ned the authori ty to vote the shares 82 and 'I::;hatthe
()3
act perfOTI11edexpresses the viII of the owne r ,0
Not\:rithstanding the fact that the courts have assumed that a
nominee-executed l)roxy is an expression of the beneficial owne r ' s
will, the proxy rules of the NeilYork stock Exchange prescribe that
no member f'Lrm shall execute a prox.y for stock registered in its
name unless the firm is e1ther the beneficial ovne r also or is
d_irected to do so by the beneficial ovner , ~'he various regional
stock exchanges as a matter of practice and custom ordinarily follmr
the policy expr-es sed in the rules of the NewYork stock Exchange
unless they have adopted rules 0:[ their own. In a recent case, the
court took judicial notice of the stock exchange regulations cj.ted
79Atterbur,r v. Consolidated Coppermines Corp., 0p. cit.
80Mclliin v , Innovia Corporation, 28 Del. Ch. 176, 39 A. 2d
209 (19l~4) .
81Tracy v. Brentwood Village Corp., 30 Del. Ch. 296, 59 A.
2d 708 (1948).
82In re Pressed Steel Car Co. of N.J.) (D.C. Pa. 1936) 16 F.
Supp. 329·
83Hexter v. Colum'bia:BakingCo., 16 Del. Ch. 263, lL~5 A.
115 (1929j.
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above, 8~~so these regulations as sume quasi-legal status.
Nonnally 'brokers and. banks administering nominee accounts
Hill obtain instructions from the beneficial ovne r before executing
the proxy, even though the stock exchange proxy rules may not be
applicable. An exception to this is pe rmf.tt.ed by the proxy rules
of the NewYork Stock Exchange ."Ihich aLl.owa memberbroker to vote
the shares if instructions from the beneficial owner to the broker
are not received by a certain number of days before the meeting.
}?ecauseof the problems involved in a broker getting instruc-
tions from all the beneficial owner's of a particular security, the
possibility exists that he may execute a proxy or proxies for a
total of few'er than the total number of shares held. Such a proxy
should be cOlmt,ed.85 'rhe broker may, after tabulating instructions
i'rom various beneficial owne rs , execute a proxy or proxies in excess
of the total number of shares held due to error or duplicatj~on i.n
response or error in tabulation of the responses. Such a proxy
should probably be accept.ed for the total nu.rnberof shares held
since the inspectors could not. reasonably disenfranchise a stockholder.
A proxy form on wh l.ch t.he number of shares 'being voted is omitted
may be voted for all the shares recorded in t.he name of the owne i-,86
corporations. As a general rule, a corporation owning stock in
another corporation is entitled to vote it by proxy.87 A fe,..]'states
8L~Schott v. Climax MolybdenumCo., op. cit.
85vJilson v. Hensse1aer & Saratoga Rd. Co., 52 N.Y. Supp. 2d
847 (19~5)·
86iJick v. Y01mgstownSheet & Tube Co.) Ll-6 Ohio App , 253,
188 N.E. 51h (1932 .
87Gowv , Consolidated Coppennines Co.rp, , op. ci 1:..; Bigelow
v. Calumet& Hec,la Mining Co.) (C.C•.h. 61:.h,1909) 167 F. 721.
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have sped_:fically sanctioned it by statute.
It has been held that prox.i ea manually signed with the COl'-
. 88porate name of the registered owner are va.l.a.d, To avoid. challenges,
however, it is prcbab.ty better practice to have the corpora te name
signed by an officer who adds his signature and title. The latter
type of signature 'would certainly seemmore desirable Lf any di[~-
cretionary aut.hortty Ls granted to the proxy agent.
As has been observed before, there is a presumption of regu-
larity when a proxy is signed as the name appears on the stock
records. This is no less true in the case of a corporation. As
a judge stated, "I can see no reason for req_uiring the e.xec1..1.tionof'
a proxy in such case to be attended wibh all the fonnalities re-
quired :for the execution of solemn corporate acts. J39
A troublesome question arises when proxies are signed by a
corporation in a fiduciary capacity. Normally such a proxy may be
accepted unless there is evidence of disagreement betwean the fidu-
ciaries. See "Executors, Administrators and Guardians II or 1!'Trustees"
sections for a discussion of proxies of :fiduciaries.
EscrO\,;r. The fact that stock may be held by a person other than
the regis·tered owner under an es crow agreement does not affect the
voting right of the owner. 'I'he stockholder has retained title and
is entitled to notice of stockholder proceedings and to vote.90
Executors,? Administrators and Guardians. Executors, administrators
and guardians have the right to vote in the name of the stockholder
88Gowv. Conso1ida.ted Coppennines Corp , , op. cit.
90Alexander v. QuaEty Leather Goods COrl).) ,150 Misc. 577)
268 N.Y. Supp, r~99 (1934).
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stock standing on the cOI1_)orat,ionbooks at the -(,imeof bis death. 91
'l'vrelve scat.es h<.lvespeci,fically provided that such persons may vote
stock without a trans:fer of name on the corporation's books (See 'I'ab.le
B). In such cases the evidence of the authority of the executor,
administrator or gua.rdian to sign a proxy should accompany the proxy.
Such evidence is generally a certii'icELte signed by a j'lJdge, clerk or
ot.he r officer of' the court wlri.ch appo:Lnted him.
The proxy should be sLgned Ln a manner similar to the fol.lmring:
"AB, executor under the will of CD, A13,administrator of the cst2.t,e
of CD," or, "AB, guardian for CD.1192
Perhaps the most connnonpractice is to register the stock as;
"A13and First funk, executors, care of l"irst funk. T! In such cases,
and indeed Ln almost ever'J case in which a bank is one of' the exeou..
tors, it, is the general business practice to accept a proxy signed
only by the bank.93 Courts have held that inspectors of' elections
are not justified in rejecting proxies signed by only one of tvo or
, 01.,more execu-cors.'/ r-
lin old court case held that a proxy signed by heirs or next
of kin of a decedent :rather t.han by his executor or administrator
is void.95 In the case of a small es t.at.e or small holdings, and in
the absence of' a proxy contest or a challenge, :Lt is unlikely that
91Do.vidsonv. iunerican Paper Mfg. Co., 188 1;.1. 69, 175 So.
736, 225 P. r(96 (1924); GOIv v. Consolidated Coppennines Corp.) op. cit.
92Axe) op. c.It , , p. 58.
93Ibid.
9~·Atterbury v. Consolidated Coppermincs Corp., op. cit.;
Sellers v , Joseph rencrof't & Sons Co, , (Del. Ch. 1941) 17 A. ~:'d831.
95Scho118.rieValley R.E. Case, 12 Abb Pro (N.S.)(N.Y.) 391.~(1872).
a co.rpor-at.Lon wouLd reject :OJ. proxy sIgned by an heir or next of
kin if he also indicates his capacity. 'I'o <10 so wouLd he; to de:ny
the vote t.o the party vho has the property interest in the stock
involved.
I{hile it is generally agreed that an executor may give a p.roxy
where :Lt cont.af.ns express direct:i.ons as to the manner in whLch the
vote is to be cast, cour-ts have questioned the r:Lght of a pe r-son
acting in a fiduciary capacity to give discretionary authority by
proxy. This problem is discussed in t.he "Trustees" section.
If stock is registered in the name of a person adjudged to
be insane) a pres"Lmrp'i;;ionis raised that the ins ani ty continues l.mtil
the 96contrary is proved. The guardian, and not the incompetent, has
the right to vote.
Individuals. One of the most frequent l?roblems in the determination
of the validity of proxies is t.he variance of stockholder signatures
from the ,-rayin wh.ich the st.ock is recorded on the corporation boob;.
li'requently the stockhoj.der signs his full namewhen the corporation
books 6h01-1only initials in place of the Cbristian UEune)or vice
versa. Other minor variations occur. In one court case) stock
registered in the name of "James J. BormanII vas represented. by a
proxy signed "J. H. Borman.!I Both of these variations should not.
render the proxy invalid, the court .ru.Led, on the theory that since
the proxy was mailed to the stockholder as his nameand address
appeared on the books, and the same proxy \'18.S received bade by th
corporation, the difference in names '\las not enough to require the
inspectors to reject the proxy .97
96 GO'\l v. Consolidated C01)permi.nesCorp., op. cit.
97Atterbury sr , Consolidated Coppermines Corp., oJ?. cit.
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There are many reasons why a corporati.on record may carry
the wrong or misspelled name of the stockholder and he ',.,iJJ_sign
his correct name 01' :Lxlitial and make no attempt to have :Lt corrected
on the books since he suffers no inconvenience by the error.
Jo:Lnt Owncr-s • Aver:! common registration of stock, and one fre-
quently advocated by brokers for a husband and \-life, is the phrase,
"A and. B., as j oint tenants I'Tith right of survivorship, and not as
tenants in common.TT A less common registration is that of "Tonarrt.s
in common.It The eli'ect of these t.wo is very different and theY\vill
be considered separately.
Proxies executed. by tenants in comm.onmust contain the sig-
natures of all such owners because the interest of each is separate
and one cannot represent another tenant in commonexcept under a
povrer of attorney. If one tenant in commonis deceased) the re-
maining tenant or tenants should be ,joj.ned in signed by the executor
9<:'1or administrator of the estate of the decedent. 0
Joj.nt t.enant.s , on the other hand, may exe cut.e valid proxies
over the signature of one of them, if there is no obje(~tion by any
of the othel' joint owner's .99 It is des ira b.Le , however, that ·the
proxy be signed by both joint tenants .100 'I'he fact that both names
are apparently signed. in the same hanc1il:riting does not affect the
validity of the proxy.lOl It is presumed that the nOn-signing joint
O\vnereither authorized the other owner to sign his name, or that
98Axe, 0p. cit .., p. 58.
99Atterbury v. Consolidated Copperrnines Corp., op , d t. j
Standard Pover & Light Corp. v. Investment Associates, OF. cit.
10°Aranml and Einhorn, op. cit., p. 38h.
101Standard PO\ver& Light Cory. v. Investment Associates,
op. cit.
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the non-signer has adopted such act.l02
If one of the joint "i~enantsis deceased, t.he proxy should be
signed by the survivor, or survivors, e.g., !lAB, surviving jo:Lnt
tenant, II and, if aval.Lab.Le, evidence of the dea+h of the other
10·;>
tenant should accompany the proxy. ..J
Married~vomen. The courts unanimously agree that a married woman
may confer the authority to vote her stock by proxy, even tho1..1.gh
she is vot.Lng stock registered in her' maiden name}-.O~ l,4here a "loman
signs her married name to a proxy, and the stock j.s registered in
her maiden name , the inspectors should accept the proxy if' there
is anything in the signature which indicates the identity of the
signer with the regis·tered owner. 105 For example, if' stock is regis-
tered in the name of Jane Jones, and t.he pr-oxy is signed "Jane Jon:;s
Bt'mvn," or "Mrs. Jane Brown," it should be accepted. If no such
connecting feature is present, the ins.pectors should accept. "I·rritten
evidence that the signer was the same person as the holder of recordJ-06
Minors. The right of an infant to vote stock registered in his own
name is not clear. In the absence of a statute, the general rule
seems to be that an infant can not vote stock held in his name, either
in ]Jerson or by pr-oxy . 107 Courts have held that the property rights
102Ibid.; Atterbury v. Consolidateo_ Coppennines Corp., op. ci·t.;
Stephens Fuel Co.) Inc. v , fuy Parbray National Bank, 109 r. 2c1 18b
(2d Cir. 19ho).
103Axe, op. cit., I). 58.
10hr.a,I-Trencev. 1. N. Parlier Estate Co., op. cit.; Ca:pitol
Hill Undertaking Co. v. Render, lL~9 Okla. 132, 299 P. 8511- (1931).
105j\ranow and Einhorn, op. cit., p. 379.
106Ibid. r- 380.
107State ex r'e.l., Voight, v. Voight, 2 Ohio API'. lL~5(1913).
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of a minor should be exercised through a guardian and the right of
108a stockholder to vot.e is a property right. Onew1'i.te1'has c1'iti-
. d t.l . l' 109C:Lze. "nJ.s conC_US:Lon.
The fact that. the stockholder is an .lnf'arrt may not be dis-
closed on the stock records. In such cases the corporation is
likely to accept-the illegal vot es of Lnf'arrts , In cases where an
infant holds a subs tarrt.i a'L interest, it is .li.keIy that he '(-!iII be
represented by a duly appointed guardian.
One of the large "brokerage firms f'o l.Lows the practice of re-
g:istering as a "custodian" a person making a gift of secur:Lties
to a minor. 110 The custodian is given the right to vote by proxy,
This practice Ls apparently Lnd.i.cat Lve of the po.l i cy of major cor-
I)Orations in accepting such proxies.
Oral Proxies. To determine the validity of oral proxies, each
case must be considered on its ownmerits. The difficulty in the
hancJ~ingof oral proxies is demonstrated by the fact that most
jurisdictions require that proxies be ,-Irit.t.en , The difficulty :i.s
in the proof that. an agency exists.
It wOLiLd seem that the inspectors shou.Ld accept an oral proxy
of'f'e red by a person who is a.ccomparried by a witness whowill cer-
t.ify under oath or by a notarized cleposition of the vritness. If
t.he person purported to represent. the principal is one whohas
represented the stockholder on other occasions it woul.d also seem
l:.hatthe Lnspect.or-s should accept the vote, in the absence of a
challenge.
108Aranmr nd Einhorn, op. cit., p. 379.
109Axe, op. cit.) p. 226.
110MerriJ.l, Lyrich , Pierce) Fermer and Smith.
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Partnerships. One p..artner of a firm has the t vot.e stock________ . . _.0_"" .' power '-0 co
registered in the name of the partnership a',t meetings of the cor-
poration.lll '1'he recomt"n.endedform for signing the pr-oxy is, "'1.'he
ABC Company, by XY, partner. 11 112 HOI<Tever,the proxy may be signed
:Lnthe :partnership name only and it should be accepted by the insp8c-
torS as prima f'ao i.e valid even though the signature does not indicate
that it 'was signed by a pcHtner.
ll3
If there is disagreement beti<Teenthe partners as to how the
vote shall be cast, the stock cannot be voted.
1lh
If one or more partners are deceased, the surviving partner
has the right to possession and control of the personal :property
and to represent the stock owned by the partnership. He may vote at;
meetings until the affairs of the firm are finally closed up.ll5
116contrary. 'l'his is as it should be bec[;tuse the pledgee is not the
Pledged stock. '1~l1egeneral rule is that so far as the corporation
is concerned no one has the right to vote except the person in whose
name the stock is recorded, in the absence of any agreement to the
owne r of the stock; he merely holds it as collateral security.
I
However, the inspectors of election cannot look beyond the books
111ll!cIain v , ]j:mova corporation, 28 DeL Ch. 176, 39 A. 2d
209 (1941:); G01'Iv , Consolidated Coppermines Corp., on. cit.
IJ
:,') , . t .)?84.•
.~Arano"vland Einhorn, £J2' c~"'., p.
113G011v, Consolidated COPJ?erminesCorp., oJ? cit.
114Hey v , Dol~flhin) 92 Hun. (N.Y.) 230, 36 N.Y. s. 627 (1895);
Tunis v. YIeStonvi1le,·M. & H. Pass. R.R. Co., 149 Fa. st. 70, 24
A. 88 (1892).
l15Kenton Furnace R. & II/ag. Co. v , McAlpin, 5 :B'ed.737 (C.C.
Ohio 1880); People ex reI. Allen v. H~, 16 Cal. 113 (1860).
ll~isk Dis count Cor . v , Brool'dyn Taxi cab 'rIanS. Co., 270
App. Div.
I
.91, 502, N.Y.S. 2d 11·53 (1946); J?erllmrdv : Leonard,
231 App. Div. 625, 248 N.Y. Supp. 1+97(1931).
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oi' the corporation. Tnus if' the record shows a transfer to the
pledgee, his proxy "rill be accepted by the inspectors unl.ess there
is evidence to indicate -that he is merely holding the stock as col-
la-teral and who the actual owner is ,117 However, a court can look
beyond the stock records to determine the real OImer.ll8
It should be po.Lrrted out that in those jurisdict:ions in whi cn
the courts have held that the stock books are conclusive evidence
of the right to vote, the pledgee will be given the vote if his name
appears on the books as registered owner , In those states Ln vrhich
the stock books are merely prima facie evidence o:ftitlethe general
ArLzona , Maine and Missouri presently have statutes wrn ch pro-
rule set out above would apply.
vide that the pledgor o:f stock is entitled to vote his stock regard-
less of who is registered as owne r , Manyother states have laws
which deal with the circumstances under which the pledgor or pledgee
may vote.
Heceivers and Trustees in funkruptcy. A receiver has the right to
vote stock placed in his care by court orderl19 and the court may
direct the giving of a proxy to the receiver to enforce his right
to vote.l20 Nine states provide that a rece:Lver may vote vrithout a
transfer of the stock to hi.s name if his authority is granted by
raian appropria-t;e court order. c: However, a bankrupt may have the
1l7Hentworth v. French, 176 Mass 4h2) 57 N.E. 789 (1900).
118Matter of' Schirmer, 231 App . Div. 625, 248 N.Y. Supp , l~97
(1931) •
11G~Strang v. Edson, 198 Fed. 813 (8th Cir. 1912).
120Atkinson v. Foster, 13L~Ill. 472, 25 N.E. 528 (1890).
12lSee Table B.
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right to vote stock registered in his name on the transfer books
even though his property has ves t.ed in a trustee under the Bank-
, 122ruptcy Act, if there has been no notice of bankrupt-cy.
'l'ransferor-,'T'ransf'eree. The general rule, in the absence of statu-
t.o ry provisions to the contrary) is that a person to whomstock has
been transferred is entitled to vote the stock irrespective of
whe t.her or not the stock has been transferred to his name on the
s-tock books •123 HOi-lever)the common1<11-1 rule is rarely applicable
because mos-t state statutes penult corporations to se-t a r'ecord
dat;e prior to themeeting, on wh.i.ch date the list of stockholders
1 . .bl t . d J 24-e 19l e 0 particj_pa te in the meeting is deteYmlne_. -
The laws of seven states provide that shares shall not be
vot.ed. .if they have been transferred on the books of tbe corporation
wi'thin a specified number of days preceding the meeting, unless a
record, date has been slJecified.125 :3uchlaws disenfranchise both
the transf'eror and the trans:feree.
In a jurisdic-tion in 1-lhichthe s-tock books are conclusive
evidence of' the rights of ownership, any stock transferred after
the record date but before the meeting could be voted by the trans-
feror.126 If' th t' d book as prima f:<-l(,'l' e.. e s at.ut,e recognized the recor - ~ - -
evidence only, the transfer of shares after record and before the
l22I(resel v , Goldberg, 111 Conn. 11-75, 150 A. 693 (1930).
123People ex r'e.L, Pickering v , Devin, 17Ill. 84 (1855);
Commonwea.l.t.h ex re1 Morris v , stevens~ Pa. st. 582, 32 A.
111 (1895).
l248ee Table B.
125Ta'ble B.
l26Hick v. Youngstovn Sheet & 'rube Co., op. cit.
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meeting r-evokes a :proxy given at a prior time.l27 Also, the trans-
feror carmot execute a valid proxy even though he was the holder of
record on the record date since the courts can look beyond the books
of record. Under either tY]!e of Law, it ahou.l.d be pointed out) the
inspectors of election "wouldbe obliged to accept the proxy of the
registered owner since the inspectors are not judicial officers and_
must accept as bona fide what appears to be bona fide.
In a conclusive statute area, the transferee of stock can gain
the vote of stock t rans rer-red after the record date and prior to thc?
meeting by simply obtaining a proxy from the seller, i. e , , a proxy
wh.i.chnames the buyer as the proxy agent f'or the seller.
'l'rustees. Trustees holding stock for the benefit of others are en-
titled to vote that stock at corporate meetings either in person or
by proxy ,128 'l\lenty-eight states have sta-tutes wh.ich penni t fiduei-
aries to vote by proxy.129 mlile it is generally agreed that a fidu-
ciary may give a proxy which cont.a.i.nsan express direction as to the
manner LrrwhLch the stock is to be voted, courts have held that a
proxy ,,'hich delegates to the proxy holder the authority to vote as
he sees fit is void.l30 Such a proxy wou.Ldconstitute a delegation
by t.he trustee of authority i{hich was vested for his personal judg-
merrt • It should be pointed out that such discretionary proxies are
not being solicited by corporatlons under the SECproxy rules.
It has been held that, although it is preferable that the
1~7In z'e Giant Portland CementCo., (Del. Ch. 191~1)21 A. 2d
12ctdson v. Norristmm Penn. Trust, 359 Pa. 386, 59 A. 82 (19}~8).
129.3eeTable E.
13Cblahev. Arnett, 38 Idaho 736) 22.5P. 796 (1924); Noremac,
Inc. v , Centre Hill Court, 161l-Va. 151, 178 S.E. 8T{ (1935); stateex-reI. Voight v. Vo:j_ght)of. cit.
t.rust.ees attach evidence of their authori ty ·t~othe proxy, such evi-
dence is not a legal requirement,131
W]:lenthere are t,w or more trustees) all of them should sign
·the proxy, 132 Th.l.s maynot be required if feller than a.ll of the trus-
tees are empoveredby the other trustees to sign for all) and the
inspectors should accept a proxy signed by only one of a number of
co-fiduciar1es in the absence of oral or vlritten objectton by another
n' duc i 13-:)CO-IJJ'UClary. .) TJb,enall names are apparently signed by the same
person, the proxy is prima facie valid until it is shown that the
person signing was not authorized to do so by t.he others .1311'
The signature of all the trustees indicates tha.t they agree
upon the manner j.nvlhich the stock is to be voted, If it comes to
the attention of the inspectors, vhere fever than all of the trustees
have signed, that the trustees are in disagreement, the proxy cannot
be accepted.135 However, this rule has been modified by t,Jerrty-three
states to permit the majori ty of fiduciaries pres ent at corpora tion
meetings to vote the stock where t'\w or more persons are deSignated
as fiduciaries ,136 This wou.Ld appear to pe rnrlt a majority of trLlstees
to override ob,jections of a minority and vote the stock.
Revocation and 'Termination of Proxies. 'Thedur'at ion of the authority
given to a proxy holder by a proxy may be specified in the :proxy
131standard Povrer& Light Corp. v , Investment ASSOciates, Sl2_. cit.
132In people ex reI. Courtney v. Botts, 376 Ill. 476, 3~ N.E.
2d ~"03(19tl).
133Aranowand Einhorn, Ope cit., p. 382.
13LJ-standard Power & Light Corp. v. Investment Associates) op. cit.
135Ibid•
136See Table B.
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Lnstrumerrt 02' it maybe restricted 'by st.a'tut.e to a specified per-Led
1:Fof tj,me after execution, most common.Iyeleven months. - I In the ab-
serice of a restrictj_on in the proxy form or statute, the proxy is
generally valid until the purpose for which it is granted is accom-
plished or until it is revoked by the grantor.
O d" "1 ~ b' b.l, 138l' J.narl y 1:1. proxy cannot, e J.rrevoea e. However, a proxy
,,"hieh is coupled with an interest which the rece:Lver of the proxy has
int.he shares he is to vote can be irrevocable.139 Generally an in-
terest vrhich will sUPl'ort an irrevocable proxy need not be in the
stock itself but any property interest of the proxy ho'I.de r for wh Lch
140st.ock is held as security. ~ Someinstances in wh.ich pro~d.,eshave
been held to be irrevocable because of a coupled interest are:
Reciprocal proxies to joint mmers,ll~l proxies to vote stock for a
specii'ied period given in order to secure a change of managementand
nell capital,142 to carry out a contract for the acquisition of stock
'by the majority stockholders from the minority stockholders over a
period of twenty years during which time the stock was to be held by
the majority stoc1tholders as deposi.tari,es, 1):3 to secure cred:i.tors
1T{See Table A.
1385 :Fletcher, Cye. of Cory. (Perm. Ed.), sec. 2062 (195~2).
139In re Chilson, 19 Del Ch. 398, 168 A. 82 (1933); S'ca.tev.
Rushe, 219 Ind. 559, 39 N.E. 2d l~33(191+2).
lL~ODeiblerv , Chas. H. Elliott Co., 81 A. 2d 557,368 Pa.
267 (1951).
l~-lHey v , Dolphin, op. cit.
142Craig v , Bessie FurlW,eeCo., 19 Ohio N.P. (N.S.) 5L~5 (1917).
143Groubv, Blish) 88 Ind. App. 309, 152 N.E. 609, 153 N.:i:<:.
895 (1928).
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" . I},I,whose claims were secured 'by debentu.res, -t- t- and to carry out the
terms of' a contract for the acquisition of control of a corporation.1h5
Tne SECrequires that all proxy statements required under its ju is-
diction must specifically at.at.e whether or not the grantor of a
proxy has the power to revoke it. 1)·~6
In the absence of controlling provisions of a statute or cor-
"n01'a"";ebv 1 ' d . r r1' cu.Lar' ma 1L"'71;' (, <' -. aws, a proxy need not be reVOKE:Hi any paLo . _._I nne r .
If the stoclrJ101deI' changes his mind after he delivers a proxy and he
want.s to revoke the proxy given, he may do so by notifying the com-
pany e~"~h'f' 11 Ih8 TJ 1 t.t.end the ' ."""'_' -"- u er onna y or infonnally. ne can a so a" "v meE-;-t;ulg
and vote his shares in person, which revokes any proxy givenY~9
The sale of stock after a record date ts a technical revocation,
but where bot.h t.he buyer and seller are content with the control of
the voting pmver, the seller need not give the buyer a new proxl50
and the inspectors of election may properly count shares which had
been sold after the record date and before the date of the meeting;l51
.Frequently a stockholder will give more than one proxy for the
144Mobile & O.R.R. v. Nicholas, 98 Ala. 92, 12 So. 723 (1893).
145Srnith v , San Fr-anc i.sco & N.P. q." 115 Cal. 584, l~7P.
582 (1897).
11~6Schedule1411.,i tern l.
14~(Bc-tchev. Central Leather Co., 78 N.J. Eq. l~84, 81.A. 571
(1911); In re Schwartz & Gray, 77 N.J. L. ~.15, 72 A. 70 (1909).
18It 1A..'{e, op. cit., p , 259.
lL~9Bachev. Central Leather Co., op. cit.; Thomsenv. Yankee
Mariner Corp.) 106 Cal. App. 2d h54, 235 P. 2d 234 (1951); BJ.rleson
v , Hayu·tin, 273 P. 2d 124 (195~-).
150Thol11psonv , Blaisdell, 93 N.J.L. 31, 10'( A. 405 (1919).
15l1{Jickv. Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co., op. cit.
same meeting. The last pr-oxy c;:ivcn revokes a.Ll,prevf.ous proxies, 152
but. if it, cannot be det.errm.ned which pr-oxy was last given or if
both bear t' .' . d 153ne same date, both should be rC,Jecte . In a recent
case in wh.i ch hlO proxies executed by one stockholder of' record
Here not, in toto, in excess ofebe total shares registered in the
stookhol.de r- IS name; the court said that both proxies should be count-
d 1511-e .' 'I'hd.s problem arises largely from broker-given proxies by
which the brokers are expressing the varying '\-7ishesof berief'Lc LaL
owners.
Ten states have a statutory provision requj.ring that ,\-7ritten
notice of termination of autbor:i ty of the proxy holder be given to
F':5
t.he aec re t.ary of' the corporat.fon by the stockholder. ;)
As under the rules of agency, the death of the principal, the
grantor) 'dill t.e rrm.nat.e the proxy.156 However , seven states provide
by statute thatt:he authority of a proxy holder is not revoked by
the death or incapacity of the grantor uril.ess written notice of auch
is given to the corporation.157
152Standard Pmver & Light Corp. v. Investment JI.ssociates) £E.
cit..; Pope v. '\-Jhitridge, op. cit.; Bache v. Central Leather Co.,
op. cit.
153n T.Jl·t Ld . ,-.r.-opev. wm rl ge, opo cat .
15L~ .i-Imerlcan Hardl.-7areCorp. v , Savage Arms Cory., DeL, , 136
A. 2d 690 (1957).
155fJee 'l'ab1e A.
566
920
156rn re Gibbons Hill, 234 App. Div. 153, 254 N.Y, Supp. 566
(1931); Tomners v. Bank of America, 217 App. Div. 691, 218 N.Y.S.
(1926) .
157See 'I'ab.l,eJ\..
V. SOLICI'rATION OF PROXIES
As has been pohlted out ,the ovmel'ship of stock not; only
enti tIes the stockholder Lo a share in the profits of' the c0l1)or-
at i.on, but it also entitles him to a voice in the selection of its
management. This franchise, hov!ever, ,.[QuIdbe an empty right unless
the stockholder was fairly and full informed of the management
policies and actions and had available to him an instrument by wh i ch
he could e f f'ec tLvely 1 J'udJm1,ents . 158- express his persona cr"
It 1'0110-v1sthat the keystone of the regulation of' proxy sol:i.-
citation j_s disclosure. The SECproxy rules were evolved in 1935
vith the objective of stimulatinr7 the ear1y stockholders' meeting
b
through proxy solicitations that makemandatorY the furnishing of
pertinent data to shareholders. In a large measure, the proxy
regulation t.akes the meetings, that the stockholders can now rarely
hope to attend, t.o the stockholders. The proxy rules not on.ly
effectively restore the right to an infonned vote, but as ,,7111be
seen, discussion and the exchange of ideas among stockholders is
again encouraged through the stockho.l.der comrrnmicationand proposal
rules.159
On September 2l~) 1935, the SECadopted the first set of proxy
rules under the au.thority granted by Section ILj. (a) of t.he Securities
158Aranowand Einhorn, op. ci t., p. 82.
159Emezaon and Lat.cham, op. ci t ., p. 16.
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and Exchange !\ct of 1934.160 The present proxy rules, designated as
B.egulation X-l~., consist of' eleven rules161 and Schedu'Les X_l4A162
and X_ll~B.163 Schedule X-ll.JAsets out the information r-equ.i red vto be
included in the proxy statement in regard to twenty-one matters.
Schedule x-l4B extends many of' the requirements of Schedule X-lliA
to all liarticipants in contested elections.
Coverage of the Reg·ulation. "Basically, the proxy regulation's
:principal .lrnpac t is in its RuLe X-llj.A-3(a) requirement that proxy
s01ici tors cleliver to sharehoJ.ders a 'proxy statement I of prescribed
content. II 164 Section 111-{a},and therefore Hegulation x-14 as well,
II'
"I
have as almost their sole t.es t for determining whether a proxy state-
merrt must be used in soliciting proxies the answer' as t.o Hhether or
not, the security 1'01' wh i.ch the solicitation is to be mad e is regis-
tered and "Li.s t.edII on a national. stock exchange. If the security
is registered and "listed," the proxy rules and the proxy statement
prov:ision apply, unless the security is an "exempted security, II
whd.ch will be discussed later.
Tne manner of solicit,ation does not affect the jurisdict:l.on
of the proxy rules because neither Section X-l~·nor Hule X-lL~A-3
limits its jurisdiction to solicitations by use of the mails, through
interstate conunerce, or by the facilities of a national securities
exchange. However, the regulation applies only to solicitations
160Appendix I.
161Appendix II.
162Appendix III.
163Append.ixIV.
164Emersonand Latcham, op. cit., p. 23.
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.in respect of the particular class of a ccmparzy' s securLt.Les whi.ch
are listed on a national securities exchange. Non-listed cLasaes
of securities are not covered and are outside of the regulation's
proxy statement requirement even if they are convertible to IIlisted"
securities. Coverage vests when the securdcy 'becomeslisted, and
this occurs when the registration application filed under Section 12
oi' the.8x.change Act becomes effective.165
Rule X-11+A-2lists seven types of solicitation whi ch are exempt
from the coverage of the proxy rules. The exemptions of particular
interest are:
(a) Non-managementsolicitations of ten or fever pcz-aons . 'I'hf.s
means that a non-managementgroup as a vhole gets ten solici-
tations; the Individual membersof such a group do not each
have ten attempts. ~L'heten includes not merely each person
who gives hls proxy, but each person 1'11'10 is solicited either
oraJ,l.y or in "0[1'1ting irrespective 01:' i{hether he gives, refuses
or withholds a proxy.166
(b) Solicitations made by brokers or banker's who are l;isted on
the companybooks as owners of record and who actually hold
t.he stock in their names for the benefit of their customers.
(c) Solicit.ations already regulated. The protec"tion already 801'-
forded in such cases as the filing of' a Securities Act regis-
tration statement, a plan of reorganization under the National
Banlcrupt.cyAct or solicitation under the Public Utility Holding
CompanyAct is deemedto obviate the necessity for further
165Ibid.
166Emersona d 'l'~ t h . t 26n .LB.' cam, op. c~'-., p , •
corrtro'Ls through the proxy ru.Les.167
(d) The "tombstone II advertisement. Such an advertisement is limited
to an uncolored presentation of a :fewessential, noncontro-
versial facts168 and is frequently used to inform stockholders
of a source from whLch they may 01:Jtaincopies of a proxy st.at.a-
ment.
~lhat is Solicitation? The terms "solicit" and "solicitation" are
specifically defined by Rule X-ll~A-1. 'Thedefinttion makes no d.is-
·tinction between vrritten or oral solicitation.
Bu-ta dif'ficul·t problem in the definition of "solid t.at.Lon"
is the determina·tion of what communications are a part of a solici-
tation, and therefore subject to the filing) disclosure, and anti-
fraud provisions of the proxy ruleB.
Rule X-l~·A-l includes as a solicitation allY "cormnuniclxtion...
reasonably calculated to result in the procurement) ,,,ithholding or
revocation of a proxy. tI 'l'his raises the question as to intent of
the party issuing a ,communication. If he intends to fol101v it up
by actually soliciting proxies, the sender has performed a first
step in a p.Lanending in solicitation in the interpretation of the
courts.169
Not Lnf'z'equent.Iy f.n a proxy cont.est , the first communication
sent out to a stockholder by an opposition group will be an attack
on certain policies 01' management,with a request to stocklwlders
who agree vli th the opposition to sign and return attached post cards
167Ibid., p , 28.
168Aranowand Einhorn) op. cit., p. 24·2.
l69sEC v. ~, 132 F. 2d 781~, (2d Cir. 1943); SECv. Topping)
85 F. Supp. 63 (S.D.N.Y. 1949).
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expr'easLng their agreement. 'I'o answe r the charges made in such a
letter, management; may send a letter of rebu·tta1. Both of these
letters may contain no reference to a future intention of solicitine;
r(oproxies.-
\Jhether any given act.Lva ty carried on llithout having £'ile(l and
delivered a proxy statement is a "first stepl! in a solicitation
appears to d.ependupon a t~~lofoldtest applied by the SEC, according
to P.:r:anov:r and Eirl.l1.orn.17l This test is: (1) does the sender u1ti-
mately intend to solicit proxi.es'l and (2) is the communicationmade
under circumstances reasonably calculated to result in the procure-
merrt , withholding or revoeat:i..onof a proxy'?
The applieation of this test is often difficult because the
SECmust guess from the commv.nicationitself and the surrounding
circumstances what "\{ill be the folloW-Upto the particular communi-
cati.on. 'I'he surrounding circumstances wou.Id include, amongother
things) ·the ident,ity, position, security holdj.ngs, and reputation
of the sender.172 Because of the uncertainty of detennination 8,S to
"hether a particular com.rnunicationconstitutes a solici·tation, if
there is any doubt, it is generally advisable to "play it safe"
and t'o.l.Low the filing requirements of rules X-12~A-6and X-I1+A-ll.173
'l'he distr1bution of any material deemedto be a solicitation, if
made prior to the ConunissionIs authorizatj_on to mail the proxy
statement, wou.Ld constitute a violation of the proxy rules.
J.70Arano,"and Einhorn, op. cit., p. 89·
17lIbid., p. 91-
172Ibid•
173Ibid.
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The furnish:Lng of a proxy form to a securi-ty holder upon the
unsolicited .renuest of such .<>e'c'lrl·,\-'V'r'lolc1eris 1'O-t a so.l.i cL+a"-l' 011':1. ~ ~ -,J "P .-- v. '-'- ,
by specific provLs Lon of rule x-14A-L
SECFiling Requirements. One of the primary purposes for the regu-
lation of' proxy solici ta-Gions is to insure that the s-tockholders
receive full and accurate information concerning 'the affairs of the
companyand of its of'ficers. Machinery to achieve this objective
is provided by proxy rules X-lll-A-6and X-ll~A-ll.
Ru.LeX-ll~A-6(a ) imposes upon the solic:Ltirlg group the duty
of filing ,lith the Comnri.as Lon preliminary copies of its proxy state-
ment, form of proxy and other soliciting materiaL 'l"aj,s prelim:Lna:rJ
filing must be made at least ten days prior to the date f!definitive
copies" of such material are first sent or given to security holders.
The rule states that the prelimiJ:k9.rycopies are "for 'the i,nfonnation
of the CommissiononJ.y;f! thus, any opposing group is not given access
to the contents and thereby given the opportunity of countering in
adV13.nce.
The purpose of' the ten-day period is to a.lLow the Conunission
time ,to r-evLew the soliciting mateI'ial and make commentsand specify
any appropr'iate revisions in the mater'ial.
Definitive copies are required 'by rule x-14A-6(c) to be :filed
wit.h the Commissionnot later' than the date such material :is first
sent or given to security holder'S. At the same time copies must be
filed with each national securities exchange upon "/hich any security
of the companyis listed_ and registered. "Definitive copies II are
described by the proxy rule as 'being "in the form in wh.ich such
material is furnished to security holdcr's.1t
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Advert:isements are included in the filing requj.remerrts. Press
releases and radio and televi.sion scripts are required to be f:Lled
in definit.ive form not later than the date they are used; they need
not be fil.ed in preliminary form, although such filing is permissible
if' the ConrrnissionI s commentsare des i red before the material is used.
The Proxy Statement. JIS previously stated., the proxy regulat;ion IS
principal irnp2.ct Ls in its rule X-ll~A-3 (a) requirement that ]JrOXlJ
solicitors :furnish each person solicited vlith a wri t.t.en proxy state-
ment. The statement must be furnished prio:c to or concurrent with
the solicitation and it must contain the infonnat:Lon specified in
Schedul.e ll~A.rrl~
In view of the fact that t.he COTIllnissionand the courts have
def'ined the term !fsolicitationtl so broadly that. it frequently in-
cludes preliminary communications to the stockholders as "first steps II
in a solicitation, a literal interpretation of the rule would reqv.ire
the sending of a proxy statement with or prior to such a preliminary
communication. However , in practice these preliminary letters have
been us ed by both managementand non-managementgroups and the Com-
mission has not required that they be preceded or accanpanied by a
proxy staternent.l75
The current practice is to send the proxy statement to the
st.ockholders at the same time that the fonn of proxy is furnished
to Lhe s·tockholders. 'rhis mayor may not be the first connnunication
which the stockholders receive .176
17)~Appendj.xIII.
175Jb:·anOl.;rand Einhorn, op. cit., p. 157·
176I·bid.) .p. 158.
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'1'0 achieve one of the primary obj ectives of the regulation
of prox1es, that of adequate di.sc.Loaur-e, rule x-l4A-3 (b) jlUI)OSeSan
additional obligation upon groups soliciting on beha.Lf of management.
For any-annual meeting at vrri.ch directors are to be elected, and
for 11hich proxies are solicited for management, the proxy statement
must; be accompaniecl or preceded by annual financ:i.al statements.
NI.anagementLs permitted to solicit prior to furnishing the financial
statements ii' the statements are not ready at the time of solicitation
and an opposition group is soliciting. However , in such a case,
managementmus-t indicate in its proxy statement that such statements
are to be f"Llrnishedwhen available. In such a case, the annual
r-epor-t must 'be supplied at least twerrty clays before the meeting.
The annuaL report is not deemedby the Commissionto 'be "soli-
citing material, f1 unless the issuer specifically requests that it 'be
so considered or incorporates it in the proxy statement by reference,
and. thus i-t need not be "f'LLed " l"ith the SEC. Hovever, copies must be
supplied to the Commissionfor its infonnation.
Sehedule l)~A. The prOJC"Jstatement is the stockholders r :principal
source of in:fo:nnation concerning the nominees, directors and matters
to be acted. upon at the "forthcomingmeeting.
1'he information requirements of' Scheclule lli-A,whach must be
incorporated into the proxy statement, are so voluminous and dependent
upon the circumstances that we shall not examine them in detail.
However, the requirements may be surnmarized briefly. Items 1 t.hro ugh
5 comprehend general disclosures in all proxy s-tatements regarding
revocability of the proxy form, dissenters' rights of appraisal,
identity of' the actual solicitor and the source of the funds used
to pay the costs of the solicitation, interest, of the solicitor and
J
J
,I
others in the matters to be acted upon; d-< ,aD, ownez-ahf.pof the cor-
poration's voting securities.
luI other items of Schedule 14A are applicable only to par-
ticular proxy statements depending upon the spe c.l f'Lc circumstances
or proposals.
Schedule lhB. 'I'o provide in:for.tnation concerning the persons res-
pons ible for and having an interest in proxy cont es t.s , '.fhieh often
has a bearing of the accuracy of statements made to stoddlolders
by solid ting groups, the SECin 1956 adopted proxy TItle X-ILIA-II
and related Schedule llj.B.lTT
Hule X-lhA-ll. defines Hpartielpants" in a contest very broaclly
and requ,j,res that each participant, upon his entrance into the con-
test, must file a statement containing the information called for
Information required by Schedule ll!',Bincludes the identity
by Scbedule 11j.Buith the Commissionand the national secur:i.ties ex-
changes upon 1{hir;hany security of the companyis listed. Further,
a summa.ryof the major portions of Schedule lhB are r-equi red to be
Lnco'rpo.ra't.ed in the proxy statement furnished to the stockl1.olc1ers.
and background of each participant., his present principal occupation,
his employment during the past ten years, and criminal convictions
class of the c@'yporationIs securities ownedbeneficially or of record
during the past ten years. AJso required is the amotlnt of each
by the partiCipant, acquisitions of such securities during the pre-
vious tvo years and funds borrol{ed for such acquisitions) beneficial
v;i th regard to fv,ture ernployment or transactions ,dth the corporation.
ownerah'i.p of securities of affiliated cOl'P.orations, and agreements
177Appendix IV.
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The information rer,fuired of the par+,l'ci.parrt.s"'- ~ ~c v_ ,vill be observed
to paraf.Le.l that reQuired by Schedule 1)+1\ item 6, <>:» in regard to
nominees for election as directors. The effect of Schedule IhB is
to re(luj,re all Particil), ants. "vThetb~eror not. .h:l, __ /" _"'c ey are nominees) to
disclose their interest. It J.s designed to discourage the use of
"front men" acting in the place of real parttcipants 1/;h088 identity)
interest and background are not, disclosed.178
Obviously, the 1nformatton reqLdred by Schedule l4B should
give an indication of the background and motivation behincl a proxy
contest and provide a basis for exarnining t.he proxy soliciting
material.
Aranow and Einhorn point out that the necessity for filing anci
thereby disclosing the information req.uired by Sched,ule Ill·B, as well
as the burden of compiling the information, may weLL, in some cas es ,
deter certain groupS from initiating a proxy contest.1
79
poration responsible to the "vTil1 of the stockholders) rule X-l)_~A-g)
stock1101ders Proposal~. In order to make the management of a cor-
whereby a security holder can require management to include in its
frequently referred to as the proposal rule, provides the machinery
proxy statement a proposal submitted by the stockholder. 'I'l1.C proposal
must be a proper stJ.bject for action by the stocld101ders. If manage-
merrt a sta:tement of. at least one hundred words by the su1')mitting
merrt opposes the proposal, it must also includ_e Ln its proxy state-
f:>todcholder in support of hiS proposal. In addition, management.
must provide in its form of proxy a means 1vhereby the stoclrJ-lOlders.---~--.-
178j"ranO"vTand Einhorn, 912· cit., r- 170,
1'79~., p. 203·
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may indicate approval or disapproval of the pr oposa'l..
rl11,)", r aa.L rul,e .iLe r .', , D 1 '. . It..LLL pr opoaa _u. }JI .Lvi. ge .1S exp res s.ry gi.veri 'co any secu:tity
h01der entitled to vote at a meeting of security holders of the
issuer. II The dete:rmination of whomay (ru.alify to submit a proposal,
then, seems to be simple. But not all owner's are recorded as such
on the corporate books. }l'or eX8..mple,if the stockholder has trans-
ferred his voting rights to a vot:Lng tru.stee) the trustee) and not
the beneficial owner, would be ellti tled to present a proposaL lf30
Another question arises when stock is held in the name of a nominee
of a beneficial owner. Such beneficial owners who are not record
owners may nevertheless present proposals) but they must furnish
management vlith reasonable proof, such as a letter signed by the
and are entitled to receive a proxy form from the record mmer.
181
record owner , that they are the beneficial owner's of voting securities
The rule states that a proposal submitted "(·lithrespect to an
annual meeting more than sixty days prior to the date on which the
management first released proxy soliciting material in connection
with the last, annual meeting shall "prima facie be deemed to have
been subm:Ltted a reasonable time before the solicitation" as required
'by the rule. However, the rule simply establishes a prima facie
test, and does not state that noticevdth:Ln the sixty-day :perioc1.
may not Ln a given case be reasonable. Emerson and Iiltcham cite
examples of' cases in which no exception was taken to a shorter notice.l
82
They further point out that if a proposal submitted ,dthin the sixty-
180Ernerson and Iatcham, oJ? cit., p. 97·
l81~., p. 98.
182:&nersonand Latcham, oJ? cit., pp. 93-94.
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day period materially involves information not made available to
stockholders until after the sixtieth day, as for examp.l,e information
in:i.tially comnrunicatedto stockholders in the annual report, such
carcumstances should be cons:i.dered in determining whether the sixty-
day test should operate to bar LncIus ion of the particular proposal.
It \-1ill also be observed that the sixty-day rule applies onJ.yto
proposals to be pres ent.ed at annual meetings. 'I'he timeliness of
no't ice of proposals to be made at special stockholders' meetings
is left open for detenTlination on a case-ny-case basis.
'I'he proposal rule does not apply to elections to office.
Thus, a stockholder cannot compel tbe management'[:;0 include as a
proposal the nomination of a slate of opposLtion directors. It may,
hovever, be used to propose as to the method of electing directors.
The determination of what constitutes a "proper subject for
action" by security holders is the most di:ffj.cult question posed lW
the proposal rule. 'l'he SEChas taken the position that the Lawof
the state in which the corporation is domiciled is the determinant
of "hether a particular proposal is a proper subject. for action by
securi ty holders. 'I'he rule places the burden of' proof upon the
managementto show that a particular security holder's proposal is
not a proper one for inclusion in management's proxy material. I:f
managementcontends that a proposal may be omitted because it is
not proper under st.at.e law, managementmust refer to the applicable
statute or case law and furnish a supporting opinion of counsel.
The determination that state law is the applicable standard leads
to manyproblems because manystatutes do not delineate the division
of authority between the stockholders and the directors. Emerson
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and Lat.chamhave concluded :183
(a) If it is clear frClJ11the state stat1J.te or commonLaw that a
given subject Ls one exclusively for the directors, a proposal
for the amendmentof the by-laws in the particular area wou.Ld
be barred.
(b) If the corporate charter, articles of incorporation, or by-lmrr:;
SlJecifically res·trict a subject matter to director action,
stockholder propoaa.l.s in the area wou.Ldbe barred.
(c) Howevor, a at.ockho.Ldez-proposal that the charter, articles or
by-laws be amended to permit stockholder action in the area
wcu.Ldcertainl:), be permissible.
(d) If under st.at.e Imr the given s1).bject matter is exclusively one
for director action, a }Jroposal that the security holclers recom-
mend or suggest that the directors consider, or actually tru<;:e)
a desired action wou.Ldappear vlell ,vithin the pennissible area,
provided t,hat it;s subject is not day-to-day business operations
of' the company.
'I'he management is also permitted to exclude the pr-oposa.Lfrom
its proxy statement and form of proxy for any of several spec:i.:fic
reasons. Such reasons are that the proposal is desic;necl to redress
a personal grievance, that it has been included in the pr-oxy stD.te-
ment previously but. never introduced c.d:.t.he meeting, 0 that a similar
proposal has previously failed to achieve ;:;1. specLf'Led percentage
of the total vote.
I
I'
Mailing of ·the Opposition Proxy JlfJaterial. As a further attempt to
facilita te communication bet"lleen fellow stoclulOlders, the SECin
183-,~ .Dlacrsonand La:tcham, op. c~t.} p. 101.
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rul.e X-.IL~A-7 provides a means wher-eby stockholders can obligate the
management to either mail a stockholder's proxy statement or furnish
him a list of ·the stockholders if managementintends to solidt i t-
self. This .ru.Ledoes not obl:i.gate the managementto provide a list;
of stocYJwlders. Such a list :l.s one of the most valuable aids to
an opposition group--and one of the most difficult to obtain. The
right to secure a stockholder list depends upon state law. 'Theproxy
rule merely gi.vea .the opposition group a means of getting its proxy
statement into the hands of the other stockholders if the management
refuses to nlrnish the stockholder list and either cannot be forced
to do so under the particular state la;';vor such a list cannot be
obtained by operation of 1m-I in time for effective use. For many
reasons the insurgent group woul.dprefer a stockholder list "i·th its
many uses in addition to being a means for mailing mater1al. For
,just this reason, managementwould generally prefer to mail the proxy
material ra-ther than furnish the opposition such a list.
It has been pointed out that rule X-14A-7is inadequate to a
group of challenging stockho.l.der'sbecause the managementwill gener-
ally elect to mail the proxy material rather than furnish the opposing
group a stockholder list. IW so doing the managementwill furnish
the opposing group little information that is not obtainable other-
wise. In return the managementwill be able to control to a very
great extent the timing of the proxy contest by delaying the mailing
of the opposition Is material until it is ready to mail its own,
In order to avail himself of this mailing privilege, the stock-
holder must be one entitled to vote at the meeting, he must request
184Aranowand Einhorn, op. cit., p. 35.
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in wri-tir\JYcert·a'D.dat.a . th b n t kh 1d d'b ..... cc concernJ.ng e num er or s oc 0_ ers an
the estimated cost of mailirlg a proxy statement, and he must defray
the "reasonable!! expenses to be incurred. by the corporation in the
performance of the acts requested.
False or Misleading Statements. Rule X-l1I-A-9prdhib:its solicitation
by means of any commun:Lcation,written or oral, whf.ch is false 01'
misleading vri-tl1respect to any material fact, or which omits to
st.at.eany ma-terial fact necessary in order to make the statements
made not misleading. 'I'hisrule is at the very heart of the regu18;Uon
of proxies and. it has been to court more f'reg_uent.lythan any of the
other sections of'the proxy rules.185 The experience under the rule
is discussed below.
Enforcement of the Proxy Rules. The most significant tool of the
SEC in securing compliance with proxy rules has been its informal
methods, centering on its "letter of comments.lll86 'Ibisletter is
the means of elimination of false and misleading information and the
inclusion of sufficient accurate info:rmation in the proxy materials
before they reach the stockholders. It is presented to the solicitirlg
group after the group has filed the preliminary copies of soliciting
material reg_uired by t.heproxy rules and before the distribution of
-I:;hefinal so.l.Lc it Lng materials. In most cases, the Commission has
thus been able to secure compliance.
In the event a soliciting group either refuses 1:;0 revise its
materials as suggested by the Commission or fails to file its pro-
posed materials at all or otherwise violates the proxy rules, the
185Emerson and Latcham, op. cit., p. 81.
186Aranow and Einhorn, op. cit., p. 40~.
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Commission may resort to court action. T' C' •.ne ,_,ecur~ties Exchange Act
expressly em_POl{ersthe commission to obtain a federal court injunction.
In p.rac td.ce , the courts have enjoined- the use of proxies improperly
obtained and restrained -1:,1181olcliIlt<sof annual meetings until a Lat.er
date'i{hich wou.Ld enable those stockholders whose proxies were thus
127
invalidated to execute new and valid proxies, -,
'I'he courts have a.Lsc compelled soliciting groups to pe rf'orm
positive acts reguired by the proxy rules such as the maLting of
stockholder communications or the furnishi.ng of a stockholders list
and the inclusion in its proxy material of' stocJmolder proposals.
188
Other po.rties have been compelled to send corrective statements to
stockho1ders189 8.ndto reso1icit in conform5.:tyi{ith the. proxy rules ,190
B:;yond the civil remedies available to the Cormnission, the
[;,ecuri ties 19::changeAct alsO provides criminal penalties, a nne
and/or imprisonment, for willful violations of any regulation adopted
under the Act.191 Such a remedy appears to be of secondary intereBt
to the commission since it apparentlY has not undertaken any'such
prosecution in enforcing the proxy rules. But certainly a criminal
d ".n a Inlag.rant; situation.
suit could be institute· -'"
Ii·
187f'>ECv ; O'Hara Re_election Committee, 28 F. Supp. 523 (D.
Mass , 1939J; SECv. Oldn 01=)' ~:!!.;~ECv ,~Trans~neri ca cor,..,'.1 67
'G' C" . 326 -r;:;-D eJ~19i-6T: 3EC v , May, 13 ~ F. oupp. 2~7 i:l.D.N.Y
_['• .:.>upp. \.LJ. ..' - - •
1955) •
188S
ECv , Trcms~exi ca Corp., oJ?• cit.-
l89sEC v. Okinl ~.-
19115 U.S.C., sec. 78 ff(a) (195
8).
1905EC v , Transamerica Corp., oJ? cil·- ...,..
VI. PEOX'{ CONTEST'S
HA number of mythf; and misconceptions have clouded consideration
of the position and potential of proxy contests in our economic demo-
cracy. Not the least of these is the commonlyexpressed feeling that
there 8.1'e '[-,00manv proxy COT1+-es+"11 192 rrrhe number' f~v _ ,;" v." LU 0.: non-management
solic;i;tation8 ;18 not large. During 1951 there ,·rere filed with the
SEC 1,'791 proxy statements) of which t'Jenty-five or 1.39% were non-man-
agement proxy statements; during 1952 there were filed 1,803 proxy
statements of i"hich tventy-seven or 1.49% ,fere non-management. 193
These percentages of non_management filings vary only slightly from
II '
the average percentages that have obtained over the ten year period
"I! ,II
1943-195
2
• 194 In 1951t there vrere t"lvcrrty-one contests and in 1955
:11,'
'1..',
II.
seventeen contestS. 195 Moreover, the number of actual contests :['01'
control is a small propor-tion of all cont ests. Thus it simply is I It.~:
aJll
not true that non_management groupS are using tbe provisions of the
SEC proxy nlles as an instrument fox' proxy contest harassment of
management.
contrary to the feeling that t.here are too many proxy contests
and (~ontests are necessarily harmfu.l., E:tnersonand Latcham
_, that proXY -
193Ibid., p. 119·_-
195Ara110
Vl
and !Sinhorn, ~. cit., p. 3·
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cite a survey of the non-management proxy solicitations filed with
the SEC during 1951 and 1952. The survey reveals that proxy corrt est.s
are almost invariably the result of !!pooror decadent management if
not actual. mismanagement.196 To the extent that contests are success-
ful in r Ldd.Lng a corporation of such a managemerrt-, they could hardly
be considered anything but beneficial.
Karl' describes the kind of company around wh i ch a proxy fight
might develop.l97 He points out that it will likeJy be a "consez-vat.tv., "
company, one whose management is more concerned about possible bad
times ahead than the opportunities of future profit through expansion.
It may well be a rich company in tenus of its assets,but a poor
company in tenus of its annual earnings and its dividend payments.
More often than not it "Tillbe a company whose competitive position
has been declining over the last few years, or, in a growing market,
a company which is content to maintain past levels of production
and profit. Typically, he points out, management will have failed
in the duty of keeping stockholders informed of the company's goals,
prospects and achievements. If the salaries and expense accounts of
management are out of line in comparison to those of its competitors
a proxy fight; is all the more likely. Finally, Karl' says that, it
will usually be a company in which management owns or controls less
than fifteen percent of the stock. Any outside group must think
t"lice before attempting to gain control of a ccmpany , no matter hO\-7
poorly managed, when they need to vTinan extra fifteen percent of the
196Elnerson and Latcham, OR. cit., p. 139·
197DavLd Karl', Fight for Control ( Ne" York: Ballantine Books ,
1956), p. 5·
uncommf,tted proxies to offset management.holdings.
It has 'been charged that some proxy contests are "deliberately
plotted attacks by ambitious men who are looking around for vulner-
able and potentially lucrative situations. ,,198 Certainly imprOI)er1y
ambf t:i.ous men are to be deplored. })nerson and latcham. point out,
however) that ambj.tion to be directed at so-called "vulnera'ble and
po'tential1y lucrative situations I! trou Ld seem highly apt to be aimed
p.roxy contests .199 Even if the insurgent group should actually include
at poor or decadent management, one of the prime motivations for
a person bent on his ownenrichment, it maywell be that his ini'tia-
.IJ
II'
an incu.rnbent management operating the companyat a loss, or\rith
tive may 'be at least as desirable as, if not somewhat preferable to,
Ii (I
profits too small to permit reasonable dividends. J~'venif the new-.
comers prove to be incompetent managers the contest may still be bene-
I ,I
ficic.tl in that it operated to rid the companyof a stifling, decaderrt
")00rnanagement.'-
Most proxy contests, which usually mark a high in shareholder
acti vity, nave resulted in increased dividends. In fact, the 'vIall
street ~nab after the NewYork, NewHaven & Hartford proxy fight,
quot.ed a broker who declared he did not know of a single case in
whLch shareholders did not benefit on a dollars and cents bas is as
[!I. I
the result of shareholder acti vi ty incident to proxy fights. 201
'I.'hecase histories of three of' the recent prominent proxy
------------ -------------------
198v
Jall street JOu~' January 22, 1953, 1')' 1, col. 6.
199Ernersonand Latcham, sr· ci_!., p. 140.
200Ibid., p. 139·-
20lGilbert, ~, p.5·
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contests are presented below to illustrate the issues involved and
the techniques employed. No attempt Hill be made to assess the
motives of the participants of either side.
The Sparks - vii thington Company(1950). 202\ ..711i1ethere have been a
number of repeated Lnst.ances in recent years of proxy contests ini ti-
ated by s t.ockhoj.ders with relati ve.ly large holdings seeking management
control of various corporations) the Sparks-Withington contest marked
the :fin1t occasion on wh.ich a "grass r-oot.s" or rank-and-d'I Le stock-
holders' cornrnj_tteeof an Lndustr.ia.L companylisted on the Ne\1York
;:3tockExchange has been able to oust management in a pr-oxy contest.
This fight tells the amazing story of hO,\>1in only six weeks a
young, small-town accountant gained control of a multi-ml11ion dollar
televiSion, radio and auto parts finn through organizing and leading
a stockholders comrnd.t.t.ee.
The company, ;just pr-Lor to the proxy contest, had assets of
nearly nine million dollars. While annual net sales averaged approxi-
mately 16 3/4 million dollars during the five post-~\Jorldv7ar II years,
commonstock dividends during the same per:Lod had averaged only eight
cents a share, and Ln three of the five years, 19h6, 1947, and 191.1-9,
the commonstockholders had received no dividends vrhatever.
'The companyIs record annoyed John J. Smith of the accounting
finn of Smith & Skutt, .Jackson, Michigan, vhere four of the Sparks-
Withing-ton manufacturing plants wer-e located. Smi-th o"l-1118d2,200
commonshares of' the company's stock. A:fter some investigation he
concluded that the managementvaS "inefficient and decadent," that
the officers owned too little stock, and that they had too many out-
I
202IDnersonand Latcham, op. cit., PIJ. 51-70.
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side business i.nterests. Smith conferred wit.h another stockholder
and they formed the Protest Committee of independent and non-manage-
ment st.ockho.Lder-s.
The committee studied the SECproxy rules carefully with a
view to using them to the fullest extent possible in forcing the
company to circulate in Its ownproxy statement the committee's
proposals and to mail the committee's proxy material.
Smith made his first step under the proxy rules by l..rri.ting a
letter on August 29, 1950, to Harry A. Sparks, companypresident.
Smith Lnf'ormed Sparks that, as a stocl<::h01der,he vas submitting
three proposals as ":proper subjects for action" by the stockholders
at the approaching October 25, 1950, annual meeting.
In brief, the proposals vrere that (1) the by-Taws be amended
to provide that the sbock..holders rather than d.Lz-ecto.rs select at each
annual mee·ting the firm of independent public accountants, (2) the
directors be authorized to limit officers' salaries to $25,000 per
year) unless the officer ownedat leas t tvo thousand commonshares,
or the company's net consolidated earnings after taxes exceeded six
percent of i.ts combined capital, surplus and surplus reserves, and
(3) the stockholders elect a three-man committee to investigate and
report on eight specified matters. f3mithIs letter further advised
that he intended to present his three proposals at the annual meeting
and asked that they be set forth in the managementproxy sta temerrt..
J:tr means of this letter, 8mith obligated the managementunder
proxy rule X-lLJ·A-8to do three things: (l)to set forth his proposals
in managementIS ownproxy statement, (2) to identify his proposals
in managementI s proxy form, and (3) to pr-ovi.de a means Ln the manage-
ment proxy form by which a security holder might vote either for or
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against each of his proposals.
In order to fully utilize the pr'ovf.e.ions of rule X-IL~A-8(b),
Smith in his letter inquired whet.ne.rmanagementwou'Ld oppose the
proposals. In addition" he requested that if management opposed. the
proposals, the management proxy statement include his name and add-
ress and one hund.red 'Wordsof reason advanced by him in support of
each of his three proposals. .As a res u.l.t, the 1950 management proxy
material gave the stockholders an opportunity to vote for the Protest
Committee' s proposals or, of course, for management's ownmaterial
prepared in an effort. to defeat the proposals.
Thus the Protes'c Committee accomplished its first objective,
'U:mt of having the company circulate in its ownproxy statement the
committee's proposals. But the companydid not mail the cormnittee I s
solici ting material under rule x-14A-7, the conmf.t.tee I s second object-
ive. S'rnith had asked management in his letter to mail the committee's
proxy material or advise him if the management elected to furnish
him with a list of stockholders' names and addresses in lieu of
mailing the committee I s proxy material. For several weeks Smith
received no re:ply and finally on September 13, he obtained, as a
matter of state law and apart from the SECproxy rule) a list of
s t.ockho.Ldez-s •
The Protest Committee armed with the list of stockho.ldexswas
in a position to solicit proxies after management disseminated its
proxy statement. 8mi th had ~)6,ooo in savings which were \{iped out
by the cost of solicitation. Smith, his "\-life, brother, :friends ard
neighbors surged allover Jackson and the Mid"\-Testin their search
for votes. Smith owned a small airplane and did a lot of flying in
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his solid tation of proxies but flying\-las expensive.
ManagemenVs sof.t c.i.t.atton was being made by one of the country's
veIl-known pr of'essdona.l solicitors) Georgeson and Company,who had
access to banks and brokers holding stock whose beneficial owner's
they alone knew, But what the Protest Committee lacked in funds and
experience, they made up in ardor.
'Ine insurgents I proxy statement was very effect:ive. It began,
"Have you been keeping score on Sparks-Hithington'l!J Another question
asked, "Do you wond.er-why other companies had their largest prof:Lt
per sales year in 19h9 while Sparks-lvithington had its smallest? II
'I'ab.Lesshoving the poor earnings were followed by the comment, "your
Protest Commit-teecan It resist the conclusion that managementhas
gone stale and fearf'ul and that your companyis static and therefore
liable to 'die on the vine!"
The contest grew more bitter day by day. Jl!Ji=magementsent out
several f'o.l.Low-cup so11ci tations and used some personal solici tat10n.
One of the last efforts was a 146-iwrd collect telegraphic f'orm of
pr-oxy to management whfch was designed to be sent by the stockholder.
The conm.ittee attempted to counter the managementbarrage by tvlO
penny post card mailings.
Whenthe meeting finally convened, the proxy battle was not yet
finished. The meeting lasted four days because the committee had
entered -the meeting i..rith proxies for ho,OOOmore shares than manage-
ment had secured.
Gilbert describes the meeting:
As the meeting dragged on hour after hour and day after day, soli-
citors scoured Ohio and Michigan attempting to change minds and votes.
Nov'Smith and his friends were in the meeting and now they were out
of it, off and about the countryside working on shareholdersl-lho
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had signed for the committee only ·to change their minds af't er
li.stening to the silver words of' Georgeson I s professionals .203
Whenexhaustion finally terminated the meeting, Smith and his
Protest Committee allies wer-e in control of Sparks-Hithington 'by
1.3 J 962 votes. ManagementIs solicitation expenses totaled :$51,165
versus S'rnith's expenditure of' approximately ~p6)000.
This case illustrates that the rank-and-file shareholders can
w.i.n on -their 01dYl "\>1t thout the aid of fortunes if they have enough
drive and organization.
The Hel'TYork Central Hailroad (1951/-).2021- The fight for control of the
Nell York Central Railroad which Robert H. young waged in 1951~1-18.8
perhaps the most publicized proxy fight in fmerican history. Young
put on a campaign that combined gaudy high-pressure Holly,rood-type
publicit,y vitht;he f'Lnes se of Hell-planned- Madison Avenue advert:isinc;.
'rue scope of the pUl;lici ty barrage is indicated by the fact that
Young !s nevspape r advertising alone cost ~lj296)000and management's
newspaper bill came to $332,000.
Young had gained a reputation as a flcunboyant r-a.iLroader and
captured the imagination of the public years before he tackled the
Cerrt ra.l , As chairman of the Alleghany Corporation, a holding company
which controlled t.he Chesapeake and Ohio Ib.ilroad, he sponsored a
series of advertisements entitled: itA Hog Can Cross l\merica\,li thout
Chang i.ng 'rrcdns--But You Can't."
In 1947, Young released. another spread of advertisements paid
f'or by the C. e", O. advising the Central h0\-1to operate its business
203Ie>T1sD. Gilbert, Dividends and. Democracy (Larchmont, Ne'iT
York: Pilnerican Research Council, 1956), p . 179·
~04-- Karr, OE_. cit., pp. 9-)~0.
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'vTi-tl1the title: "HemoFrom The C. & O. to The Nev York CentraL If
.1'1. year later, he f'o.lLowed this \lith a "Thank YouMemoFrom C. & O.
to The NewYork Centra L." Th.l.s advertisement stated, 1f'I'heC. & 0.)
largest owners of -the Central, have pub'lLc.Ly made three reccmmcnda-
tions for improving the Central's serv:Lce. All three have been
acted on or pr'cnri.sed , II Thus Youngwas established as a man to be
reckoned ",lith in. the public mind. Unhappy train passengers and
stockholders, disturbed by shrinking railroad earnings, wer-e intri-
gued byYoung's ne\{ ideas. His railroading ideas--some realistic,
others considered slightly far_fetched--inc1uded roller bearing
freight cars) mechanically refrigerated cars) and Low, light-vTcight,
high-speed passenger trains, all aimed at. arresting the inroads of
busses and a:irplanes.
Young and his partner, Allan P. Kirby, president of Al.Leghany,
v.ieved the CentrB_l as a major vehicle for putting tbese new ideas
into practice. The Interstate CorrUllerceCommission put a damper on
merge r overtures by the C. & 0. toward the Central. The I. c. c. also
barred Young from takiJ:1_ga seat on -[:;heNel-TYork central board of
directors, whLch was offered him after the C. & 0. had acquired
several hundred thousand shares of Central by 1947. The 1.C.C. ruled
that such a move wou.l d violate the anti-trust Laws .
:IV January, 195L~) the C. & 0. owned 800,000 shares of Central
and Young and Kirby owned anct.her 200,000 shares. By con-trast, the
Central. board held a small number of shares, the chainnan of the
board 60,000 shares and the president only 1,000 shares.
Young and Kirby started their campaign by restgning from the
c. & o. Young then demanded that he be named chairman and a director
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of the Central. He also demanded that Kirby be appointed a director.
1!f.tisthe board turned down on the grounds that it would be "Lrrlm.l ca'l
to the best interests of the eompany.1I
Despite the faet thatt.he Central, under president Hilliam S.
\Tnite, had in tlW years increased its earnings more than thirty-seven
percent on a 2.3 percent Lnc reas e in gross revenues and doubled the
di vidend rate, Young \,;as not satis fied.
lIB soon as the Central made known its rejection of his demands,
Young jumped into action. He made nu.rnerousradio and television
appearances and granted interviews to' any reparterwha asked regard-
less of the time of day. Both camps set up high-po\vered prapaganda
forces. The Young publicity forces were cormnandedby ThomasDeegan,
Jr., a fo:nner vice-l)resident of the C. & O. and former newspaperman.
Press conferences were held daily.
ManagementIs story was spread by the Central's public relations
cLepartment, Robinson-Hannagan Associates, Inc., a national public-
r'e Lat.Lons firm, and the Foote, Cane and Pelding advertising agency.
B'J contrast, the Young forces made much of the fact they prepared
their own advertising I-rithout the aid of an advertising agency.
Young's first fusillade was aimed at the bankers of ' the Central
board, especially -the chairman of the J. P. Morgan Companyand the
presidents of the Mellon National Ban1cand rrrust Company, the First
National Bank of NewYork, and the C'hase National Banlc. Yaung charged
that these men controlled the Central for their O1>m purposes without
owning more than a token number of shares. At the time these men
owned a total of only 2,600 shares of Central stock, a.l.though the
institutions they represented controlled more than t.verrty billion
dollars in assets. Asked Young, "rrue directors and officers of
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these four banks interlockvri th fifty- other industrial companies and
f'our-t.een other railroads having assets of' more than $107, 000.>000, 000.
Em, much of the unda,vided loy-al ty- of thes e four men do y-ou think
your Central enjoys?"
Almost from t.he beginning it seemed that Young vas able to turn
many of management IS thrus ts Lnt.o as sets. Central's l;lhit.e ca.Ll.ed
a+t.entrl.on to the fact. that the Central's net income had increased
t}:drty--seven percent over 1952 figures, while the C. & o. under Younr-
Q
increased its net by only- 6.9 percent. Young countered) "The las t
thing we did for 01..U,' stockholders before our departure on February
1st, was to turn in a net income for January, 1954, of' $2,375,000,
when Mr , vrnite was rolling U,P a ~~2,r(60,000deficit for the NevI York
Cerrt.ra.L, rt~~hi te charged that Train X, the low-cost, low-slung, super
streamliner proposed by Young,was a figment of Young's imagination.
To 'c'h-].''" Y01..1_1-1',.',' repll" ed t,hat i,,'Jh-; 'te "s own opez-at.Lng, res 1 d- :...- - ~ -'- -uearc 1 an - traffic
men had recommended the installation of a similar type train on the
Central. He produced a year-old letter from ~'Jhite to the C. & o.
-~Thichpur,portedly proved this. James fA. Far-Ley', a nationally know-n
Democratic politician and a director of the Central signed full-page
advertisernents in newspapers across the country in which he voiced
hLs confidence in the moves of the board for the stockholders and
his corrvLct.Lon that a Young victory wou.Ldbe disastrous to the Central.
Despite all his f'ai.t.h, however, it was reported that Mr. Farley mmed.
only- one hundred shares of stock. Deegan pointed out that Far'Ley ,
as president of the GMC truck dealership Ln the Ne'\VYork area, Was
in "direct conf'Li.ct ,..;riththe Lnt.er-est.s of the Ne" York Central share-
holders.!!
Because Young was af'z-a.Ld. the Chase National Bank, who held Ln
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tru_st the C., & O. 's 800,000 shares of Central stock, might vote them
against him, he engineered a deal, wher-eby 'I'exas IvIillionaires Clint
Murchison and Sid Hichardson purchased the stock from the C. & O.
,lith loans they obtained from thePJ ..leghany Corporation, from Allan
Ki1;byand Leom the Central National Bank of Cleveland. The Central
unsucceas tu.Lly f'ought. through legal channe Ls and the 1.C. C. to keep
the shares from being vot.ed.,
Every move by the Young side was geared to catch the ]Jublic
eye through easy-to-understand vlOrdage. B'y contrast, the Central
management seemed to be muttering under its breath. H-; harped on
obscure pod.nt.s and seemingly sputtered at the audacity of its tor-
mentor and. challenger. One clue to management thi:l'Jdng that smacl;:_ed
of 100kiYID"down its nose was contained in a letter from f'our-t "'.-'b "-' _,een O..l
the fifteen directors, released shortly before the end of the contest,.
\\fe do not consi.der," the directors wrote) "that he (Young) is g_uali-
fled in ex_perience or in tem_perarnentor in standing ... It Marrv t k-'V S -oc -
holders we're arrbagorrlzed by t·'')";s statement. ":n_", stockh'01",~ L~ ~.~ Qers were
more readily able to identify themselves ,lith YoungIs cause than
that of the Cent,ral's banker-dlrectors. That was the "\vaythey voted.
Robert R. Young aasumed cont.rol of the Central by 1,067,273
votes. So completevras his victory- that Les s than five percent of
t.he votes cast in the next year's annua.Lelection opposed his slate's
bid for re-election.
Young's forces spent in excess of *1,300,000 and management
;~859,,000in the battle. It is rumored that management's aides cut;
their bills after Young's victory became YJ10wnand the management
:figures also do not :Lnclude the salaries of Central employees and
other expenses borne by the railro<'l.d. later the stockholders voted
to authorize the Central to reimburse the lUleghany Corporation for
-che cost to the Young forces of the proxy fight.
lVIontgomery_Hard & ComJ?any(1955).205 Only a year after the Robert
Young=New York Central spect.ac.l.e, the public '.TaS aga in treated to
proxy pyrotechn.ics, but this time the victor was not so evident.
Louisvlolfson waged, a nati onwLde campaign to unseat the entrenched
Montgomery ~Jard cha.lrrnan, Se"l{all Avery, and his board of directors.
Hhen the fj_ghi;was over, Holfson had gained only three seats on the
board out, of a t,otal of rri.ne. But seventeen days after the annual
meeting, Avery stepped. down from the chaf.rrnanah.Lp and the I)1'esident
resigned, which 1-701fsonhailed as the "firsJc fulfillments of the
vlolfson platfonn. II
Bot.h Avery and Holfson vere successi'ul. and vrealthy l)usinessmen
but there the similarity ended. Avery had deep-rooted beliefs in
absolutism and hefty 'bank balances and perenially looked f'or the
"depression around the corner." vJolfson) on the other hand vas ~, C.. cv
man of quick decision and s·trength "lith a national repucation as a
"slick opera tor. II
Sewa.Ll,Avery werrt to vlOrk£'01':MontgomeryvIaI'd in 1931 at the
r'eques t of a partner of J. P. 1,10rgan& Co. , \V'henthe companywas in-
curring heavy losses because of poor management. Avery took an in-
tense interest in everything that went on at the company and nursed
it back to sound financial health. Hcwever , his stubborn desire to
keep a hand in everything t.hat vent into the companyIs vast network
of stores vas more than many of his subordinates COUld.take. Over
the years, four lJresidents of Ward and more than thirty vice-presi-
205r<arr, Ope cLt , , pp. 111-5-168. •
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dents lei-s the company. Manyofche departing executives complained
that Avery f s refusal to de~Legate authority made 1t :irnposs::Lblefor the
execut.Lves -to perf'orm their tasks.
At the end of vJorld vIal' II, Avery, who began his career in one
d.epression and took over atlvard during another, got ready for a third.
He kept a tight lid on inventories and r-educed thelvard chain t'rom
648 stores in 19LeO to 587·
Mearrwhf.Le Sears Roebuck & Co., \vardIs leading competi.t.or, had
embarked. on an ext.ensi.ve expansion program that increased sales and
profits threefold by 1953. During this same period,\'lard' s sa.Les and
prof'it;s fell short of d.oub.Ling ,
Over the years, Avery's cautious approach had angered many
people _ But certainly Avery was correct in saying that the company
vias in the strongest financial condition of its hi.stOlY_ '~fuenWolfson
in 19511. announced his intention to figh-t :for the control of \vard, the
company had cash and current assets of' approximately *293 million,
with no ou:tstanding debts.
Lou:LsHolfson by contrast was associated vTi th many ccmpanies.
His first major deal carne after World Hal' II when he and his assocj.-
ates bought the st. Johns Hiver Shipyard at Jacksonville from the
governrnent _ They bought the property with a bid of 4i1, 900,000 and
Lat.e r ' 000 000 P_""o:r'-'iton the resale." made a ~:;2), .C
His next move put him in the headlines. He bought the Cap.ital
'1'rdnsiJe Companyof llashington, D.C. for $2 million. 'l'he companyhad
cash assets in the amount of $7 million. Holi'son then pu-t his asso-
eiates into office and handed out some startling dividend payments.
Because of his dealings at Capital 'l'ransi t and other dealings
at Merri't-c-Chapmanand Sco-c-tCor-porat.i.on, Devoe, and the Nel,[York
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Shipbui.lding Corporation, Holfson was brough-t under investigation
by various government committees and commissions. He was given a
clean hill of' health by these investigations but he nevertheless
acquired the reputation of a "slick operator' which stuck.
Wolfson's fight for Wardwas not a hastd Ly conceived plan.
sometime in 1951 he decided that Hard was worth close inspection.
The companyshowed all -the earmarks of vulnerability. Once '"loli'son
set his sights on a company,months and years wou.Id be spent 'by his
associates in checking the company's vital statistics. The research
on vIaI'd filled filing cabinets to overflowing in a tweJ_veby fifteen
f'oot room.
The decision to start the move on Montgomery~-lardwas made in
Ju.ly 19L,l,. UsLng "s-.treet namesv " Wolfson and h.is -r" d b-' t ~.c. J -, • j . c» . :rlen s egan buying
as many Hard shares as they could witihout, arousing suspicion. The
~yolf'songroup took a big chance with the company's annuaf meeting
still n:i.nemonths avay, If word Leaked prematurely that Violfson I-laS
on the prowl) the price of the stock would. jump and cut into his
trading profits. Of more importance wouLd be the notice to manage_
ment, for they wou.Ldhave time to fight back.
This is exactly what happened. One day a brokerage c.l.erk~ neg-
lected to use a street name and Wolfson's namewas recorded for a
purchase of ten thousand shares. Avery, who had been closely 'ofat ching
the f'Luah of act.i.vi ty on the trans fer books_,not-ed Vlolfson's name.
Just prior to this, the buying activity had shot the price of the
stock from *66 7/8 to $74-}. After the disclosure of Holfson's name)
the scock leaped to ~~85. On August 26, vlolfson called in reporters
and confirmed what;1.-113.11street already suspected: \rlolfson was out
to unseat -the Avery dynasty.
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Avery and Pres Lderrt K:r:Ldercalled j_ t a rai.d. They charged
that he smelled their money and wanted to spend it. The "raid"
charge cropped up again and again to haunt; Wolfson later in the cam-
paign.
In 1945; foresighted Sewa.LLAvery had pushed through loTi thout
consulting +he stockholders the so-called "stagger system" of electing
cu.rectors. 'l'his system, a.imed against the sort of' move l'I'olfson was
attempting, provided that d_irectors "ere elected for three-year
tenus and only three came up for election in any one year.
One 01' WolfsonI s first moves "as to institute court action to
have the "stagger ayst.em" declared unconst.Lt.ut.Lona.L. This movewas
successful and cleared the Hay for the assault on the Hhole slate of
incumbents,
Holfson made plans to tour the country to drink co:t'fee with
Hard I s stocY.bolders. "I want to see them, I want t.hem to see me, II
he said. The Allied Public Relations firm handled arrangements for
VJol:fsonI s road show. Near the end of the cam:paign, he mailed out
approximately sixteen thousand invitations to stockholders in -the
NewYork Ci-ty area to meet him at the Astor Hotel ballroom for coff'ee.
More than three thousand stockholders appear-ed for the mee"cing,
pr es i.ded over by Frank. Leahy, former Notre Damef'oot.ba.Ll, coach.
Ini-Ually the Ward :forces stayed out of the public eye as much
as possible. Instead of holding colorful rallies they quietly and
ef'fectively \,ent to work ringing doorbells of stocldlolders l-rith a
task force of tiw thousand proxy solicitors. Most of their workers
were selected from Hard's roster of employees. President Krider set
forth on a grass-roots tour of fourteen ci.ties to see small groups
of shareholders and influential people.
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Th difference between t.he tvlO camps was sharply illustrated
when Krider and Holfson crossed paths in 2an Francisco. Television
stations gave f'uLl, coverage of Holl'son's meetings and off'ered Kr~i.der
similar treatment. Said KriderJ " ••• they just couldn't understand
why I refused; they just couldn't understand that ',-lardis not conduc-
ting a public entertainment."
~-loll'sonsaid he "woul.dwelcome a chance to appear at any time,
aTlYplace with Mr. Avery and Mr. Krider to discuss all questions about
the Morrt.gome.ryvlard picture." This invitation, and the others that
f'o.l.Lowed, vere turned down flat.
Avery did not remain completely silent, however. IrJhenWolfson's
"coffee-cup" crew pulled into Chicago, Avery's home ground, it was
met by hostile f'ull-page newspaper advertisements. Avery charged
that the security of Ward's st;ockholders would be destroyed if Ivol:f:'-
son gained corrtro.l., that wolfson had milked Capital Transit of' its
cash surplus, and that Wolfson had a.l.Lowedthe f'amily-mrned companies
he controlled to make money selling supplies to the publicly-mmed
companies he corrtro.l.Led..
Montgomery'IvardI s 1954 annual report was Ii ttle more than
another blast at \-Jolfson. Only about tW'enty-f'ive lines of' type
dea.lt wj.th the business of the company. Thi.s revealed a drop in
earnings from $6.12 a share to $5.20 a share.
Wolfson's forces countered Avery by the1r own ful~l-'page adver-
tis ements which war-nedstockholders, "You CanI t Afford Pres ent Manage-
ment." They invited stockllolders to compare the earnings of companies
operated by ltJoli'son with WardIs earnings record.
The las 't f'ewweeks of t.he contest was marked ,lith invective as
both sides sought to Lnf'Luence the uncommitted stockholders. But a
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week before the April 22 meeting, Krider announced that management
had enough proxies to retain ma,jority control. The feeling in
financial circles was that Krider was not bluffing. Even ~volfsonIS
proxy solicitor admitted "the impression is out. that Avery "rill
win."
There ,Jere also rumors that Avery had been able -to obtain
decisive support only on conditiont:.hat he would step downas chairman
once the proxy. threat was over. l'ivery, hovever , vigorously denied
that he had any intention of re"i:;iring.
Meantime it became clear that -v.Jolfsonhad also revised his
plans. He nQ1.{maintained that. his strategy all along had been to
obtain four of the directorships and then wa.it for a vacancy wh:Lch
..muld set the stage for a swi·tch in his favor. 'The fact that; five
of the management's directors were over seventy-five years of age
indicates a degree of soundness in. the idea.
'1:hemeeting itself was calm in comparison to the proxy fight.
Wolfson conceded before the balloting that he had los t -the fight
for control. 'I'he vote was 1,793,398 for vJolfson IS conunit-tee against
4,033,481 for management.
Normally, the developments that followed the meeti.ng vrould
have been anti-climactic. But this was not the case in the 1,-Jard
story. As noted earlier, Avery stepped downseventeen days later as
chairman of t,he board and Krider resigned from the firm. 'Throughout
the campaign, \-101fsonhad attacked \-lardI s retail set-up; in July
it was disclosed that a retailing consultant had been engaged to
analyze t.he chain I s retail operations. The lrJolfson forces had
also pecked away at management for refusing to expand; the new
chairman, John Barr , announced in Sept.ember that vJardwouLd open
one hundred new catalog stores before the end of 1956.
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In January, 1956, VJolfson resigned from the board of directors,
and the other two Wolfson di rectoz-s folloHed suit soon after.
Announced ~jolrson, "I feel I can truthfully claim, so £'ar as Mont-
gomery Hard is concerned, mymission has been accomplished. Tr
Expenses o:f Proxy Fights. 'I'he examples of proxy contests d_ted have
shown that the cost of printing and me.iling solic:i:tation material
and f'ees of' Lawyers , accountants, security analysts, public relations
experts, professional proxy solicitors, et.c., may require the outlay
of very substantia]. sums of money. Managementhas a.Ivays had an
advantage in regard to i'inanci.ng such s o.l.Lc Lt.atLons £'or ordinarily
they are perrnitted to pay for such expenses out of the corporate
treasury. Outside groups, on the other hand, have had to use their
own resources to cover the costs oi' canvassing f'ellow security
holders. 206
A number of cases have se-ttled the right of management to
charge the corporate treasury for the cost of soliciting proxies.
Most Amez-Lcan cases which have considered the rIght to use co:rporate
funds in a proxy contest have adopted the reqUirement that the contest
involve co:rporate po.La cy rather than a struggle for personal .powe r
or position. 207 Emerson and Lsttchamargue convincingly that unless
opposing directors are men of no ideas or policies at all, this
limi tation has no meaning and might as we.l L be forgotten by the
208courts.
20%11er80nand Iatcham, op. cit., p . 71.
207Hosenfeld v. Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corp., 309 N.
Y. 168, 128 N.E. 2d 291 (1955); Handv. Hissouri-Kansas Pine Line Co.)
51.~ }i'ed. Supp. 649 (D.C. Del. 194~Hall v. Translux Corp.)· 20 lJel.
Ch. 76, 171 at 1 226 (1934); See also Ji'riedman, Expenses of Corporate
Proxy Contests, 51 Col. L. Rev. 951 (1951).
2°2rflerson and Lat.cham, 01)' cit., p. 72.
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All authorities agree that managementmay incur reasonable
expenses in connection with giving notice of the meeting and irt:forming
the st.ockho.Ld.ez-s, by proxy statement or otherwd se , wLth respect to
the corporation's affairs and ·the issues to be considered.209 'I'he
requirement of "reasonableness)" as -to both nature and amount of'
expenditures, is imposed by most courts.210 The burden of going
f'orwa rd to prove unreasonableness is on the plaintiff. 211 'rhus it
appears that a stockholder who undertakes to challenge the reason-
ab.Leneas of expenses incurred by management in a proxy contest must
be fully prepared to go forward with clear, detailed, and persuasive
., 212
evidence in support of his posltlon.
Hriters on the subject appear to agree in viewing the expenses
of professional proxy solicitors as being unreasonable.213 The ba.sis
upon wha.ch the courts have pennitted management to charge the COlorate
treo,sury for solici La.tLon expenses has been that the dissernina;tion
of information to stockholders is necessary f'o.r -their intelligent
decision. If the use of such professional solicitors is to retain
incumbents in office, or to justify existing policies, their hire
should not be allowed as a corporate expense. 21L~ Such a use goes
209Aranov and Ei.nhorn, op. cit., p. 499.
2l0Ybi.d., p. 506.
2llRosenfeld v. Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corp.) op. cit.
212 d '-,.nh Cl' 'tAranov an El orn, op. r :» p. 507.
213Q...... d T tho}) ci -'c P 73 .L'rl·.edman. op ,J2J{llersonan La cam, d' -. • , • I', .L' ,_
pp. 954-5.
2l4Emerson and Latcham, op. cit., p. 75.
cit. ,
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far beyond the courts I jusi~ification for permit;ting solici t.at Lon
expenses t.o be charged against the corporation. 215 However, to the
extent that the professional solicitors are used merely to obtain
a quorum or a specified pereentage of the stockholders to vote on
an issue, t.he expense involved should be a p:roper charge aga.i.ns t
'Yj c
the corporation. ,-_0
No case has specifically decided the propriety of em}J:Loying
professi.onal proxy soli.ci tors. 2:n Aranow and Einhorn believe that.
-the courts) in New York at least, would feel obliged to recognize
corporate rea~Lities and permit expendi-ture of' "reasonable S1..1IDS"
for such a purpose. 218 Certainly the practice of charging such ex-
penses against corporate treasuries by managements is cOllnllonplace.
Since the courts have permitted managementto disseminate
information t.o the s-tockholders at the expense of the corporation,
should opposition groups have to continue to meet their ownexpense:>
for a similar purpose? It seems that the same argument should apply
to them. Boweve.r, the rights of successful insurgents to be reimbursed
f'or their reasonable ex:penses in a pr-oxy contest has been decided in
only 'two cases. In both instances, reimbursement of the insurgents I
expens es was ratified by a majority of the stockholders, and in
each case the court upheld the reimbursement.
The first of these cases, Steinberg v , Adams_f19was decided
Ln 1950 by a :federal court on the basis of DeLawar-e law. This case
215Emersonand Latcham, 012· cit..) p. 73·
21h ..'Tbld., p. 75·
217Aranowand Einhorn, 012. ctt., pp. 503-1~.
21~id.) p. 50l.j- •
219steinberg v. AdamsJ 90 F, Supp. 60L~ (S.D.N.Y. 1950).
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resulted from a 19l~'(contest :for control of' the Thompson-Starret
Corporation" which was won 'by the insurgent group. During the
contest,the management group spent slightly over twenty thousand
dollars oT corporate funds f'or its expenses. A1'ter the insurgents
Look control, 'they reimbursed themselves out of corporate funds £'01'
something over twerrty -eeven t.housand dollars. This reimbu:r'sernent
ratified 'by a majority vote of the stock ..holders.220
A stockholder then brought a derivative action in the 1181neof
the co.rpor-a.t i.on against both the old and the new directorf) :for the
bot.a.l, proxy contest expenses incurred by bot.h sLd.es , The court
reasoned:
Once 1;112 assert that :incumbent dj,rectors may employ corporate funds
in policy contests to advocate 'their v i.ews to the stockholders even
if> the stockholders ultimately reject their vLews, it seems per-
missible to me that those vho advocate a contrary policy and
succeed. in aecur-Lngapproval from the stoclmold.ers shOUld.be
able to receive reimburs1ement, at least whe re there is approval
by both the board of (Erectors and a ma,jority of the stoclmolc1ers. c:21
The ae cond case dealing "\<ri th the righ-t of successf'ul insurgents
to reirabursement is the Rosenfeld v , Fairchild. E'ngine222 case_---- ) de-
eided in 1955 on the basis of NewYork .Lav, The facts are simi:Lar
to 'those of the first case. The new board of directors voted tore-
imburse the aucces sfu.l, insurgent group f'o.r their expenses of' over
tuenty-seven thousand dollars, and the reimbursement was subsequently
ratified by the stoc1:J:lOlders. A stockholder deri vat.i ve suit chal-
lenged 'the r-eimbur-s ement;of bot.h sides' expenses and argued that
ratification 'by stockholders, unless unanimous, was innnateria1.
220j\ranovJ and Einhorn, opo cit.) p. 508.
221steinberg v. /ldarns, op. cit.
222RosenfeLd v , Fairchild Engine and Airplane Co'rp; , op. cit ,
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'I'he court stated -tho.t.whe re a majority of the stockholders chose
to reimburse the suc ceas fu.L contesto.nts "for achieving the very
end sought and voted for by them as ovne rs of the corporation,
",[esee no reason to deny the effect of their ratification nor to
ho.ld the corporate body powcr-Les s to dete1111inehow its ownmonies
shall be aperrt i "
It appears, then, that under the Laws of Del.awar-eand Ne,,f
York, and J_Hce:lyunder the Laws of some other .st.a.t.es , successful
Lnsurgerrt.s may be reimbursed out of corporate funds for their expenses
I,
I
in a proxy contest, provided that such r'elmbur-semerrt.is ratj_fieel
by a majority oft.he stockholders and provided that such expenses
22')
were reasonable, both as t.o nature and amount. J Roth as to the
I
i management and insurgent groups, it may be argued that the co:rporat,e
purpose served :LS that of infonning the stockholders and thereby
facili tating a more intelligent exercise of judgmen-t on their part.
It may a.Ls o be argued that if reimbursement of successful insurgents
serves a cor'po ra't e pu~pose and is Lawfu.l., then ratification by the
stockholders is unnecessary and the boar-d of directors alone may
22hauthorize such an expenditure. HOHever, as yet no court has so
held.
If successful insurgents may be reimbursed, vrhat of partially
[
t
"t
I
successful groups? Jtr cumulative voting, a group may succeed in
electing certain oi' its director nominees, whomay constitute a minor-
iJcy or even a ma,jority of the boarel. Or the i.nsurgents may f'ail to
elect any directors but have some of its propositions adopted. No
223!-l..ranowand Einhorn, op. cit., p. 511.
22l~Ibid.) 1)' 512.
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court case has decided the right of such a group to be reimbu:rsed
for any af its expenses. It vou.Ldseem, hovever-, that the cansidera-
i~i,ons favoring: :reimbursement to' who.Ll.y successfv.l graups should apply
225also to' part:Lally successful graups. Various writers have auggest.ed
that such rej.mbursement cou.Ldbe condi t:Loned.on the insurgents I ab-
-Gaining a specified minimmupercentage 0'1' the vates226 or on a pr-o-
?2'7partianal basis such as:~-
Managem(;mtexpenses allO'lved
Vates seeured by management
x
votes' secured by non-management
(x repref3ents non-management expenses to' be reimbursed, but.
nat to' exceed actual expenses.)
Ivhat of the unsuccessful contestants? If D. nan-management graup
has honestly proposed an intelligent course of conduct , and has 1'e-
eeived the support of a substantial number of stockholders, doer; it
not have a reasonable basis for reimbursement? Certcl.inly there vlauld
seem to' be as much grmI.nd for reimbursing such a group as th(,re is
far justifying the usc of carparate funds 'by a defeated management.
It would seem that payments ·ta both groups could be justified an -the
grounds of infarming the stockh.olders of both sides af the cIuestion.
As painted out above, such reimbursement could. be conditioned an the
nan-management graup's receiving a fixed percentage af the vate or an
. 228a proportianal basls.
It has been said that if both sides know that their own expendi_
tures as vrell as t.hose of the opposi tion may be met out of carpara te
225Ibid.) pp. 513-1~.
226p,.. dm ° ·t p 9c:8.L'.,C:Le an, op. Cl ., • -) •
22~(Enerson and Latcham, o:£).cit., p. lL~2.
228-n...°d_.L_ul_. ) pp. 76-7.
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funds, there should be some reluctance on the part 01' both sides
to spend an unreasonable amount.229
'I
229Ib'd--~-.,p , 80.
It
f
I VII. CONCLUSIONS.AND R.ECOMMENDATIONS
Not, long ago concrete knowledge of 1:1 corporation's policies
and condl tion was almost a state secret--certainly not for the eyes
or ears of st,OCy,1101derswho owned the corporation. 'Theirs Has not
to know but to approve. They were a.Ll.owed to invest but not to
partidpate.230
All this has been changing since the advent of the Securities
and Exchange Act of 1"931~. illt, the automatic signing over of votes
or proxies -to management) regardless of the issues involved or the
policies proposed) still continues on a wholesale scale. The Act's
provisions apply to little more than half of the country's corpora-
0'"')1
tions) those listed on a national stock exchange. L.._)_ Even lis'Led
companies can and do find means of c.l r-cumverrti.ng the Law if they
so desire, commonlyby the simple expedient of not solic:Lting proxies
for the annua L meeting.
Al.t.hough the l\Je-vTYork stock Exchange has mad.e it obligatory
for all nev lisi~ings to pledge that they viII solicit proxies anmJall:y,
the comparri.es already listed and t,hose listed on other exchanges
are under no obligation to solicit. One\Triter has stated that ei rrl,t·b'l
percent of the stocks listed on the NeviYork stock Exchc:-tDgestill
fail to solicit. 232 Not onLy does failure to solid t deny the
230Gilbert, op. cit., p. 8.
23lThid.
232Ibid.
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stockholders the right to receive information under the SECAct, it
also denies him any voice on all sUbjects. Because proxies vere not
sought , a quorummay not be present at the meeting. Under the by-
laws, therefore, the directors and officers continue in office until
a quorum is present at a meeting--"hich may be a long time. Congres-
si.ona'Laction is needed to require corporations presently subject to
the pr'oxy rules to so.Li.c.it Ln an attempt to hold bona fide annua.I
meetings. In add.Lt.Lori, Congress should broaden the coverage of the
proxy r-egu.Lati on by requiring all pub'LLc.Ly owned corporations \<Iit.h
a~-.ysubstanti.al amount of stock held by "outsiders" to solicit regu-
larly. This would secure the guarantee of being heard for the inde-
pendent stockho.l.ders of thousands of corporations not listed on any
national sec1)xities exchange.
It has been f'requently suggested that independent nom:Lnations)
of either a single candidate for Ule board of directors or an entire
Lnsu.rgerrt sLat e, should be carried in the so-called managementproxy
statement.233 There is no reason vhy management shOuld be able to use
t.he corporation's proxy statement as an instrument of propaganda
since it is paid for by all the stockholders, including the insurgents
who must now also l)ay for their ownproxy statement when challenging
management. "[he Lnc.Lusion of opposing nomina-tions in the corporation r s
l)l'0XYstatement and form of proxy would make them resemble a political.
ballot 1vi th OIJposing candidates. This woul.dmerely be an extension
of the present proxy proposal rule.
Admittedly, the inclusion of opposing candidates in the manage-
233Gilbert) 012. cit., p. 166; Emerson and 1;1.t.charn, 91). cit.)
p , 79; Mortimer Caplin) Proxies z Annual ~!Ieetings and Corporate Demo-
cracy' 3~(v«. L. Rev. 653 (1951).
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ment proxy materi.al could r'esu.L t in a great deal of harassment of'
management. '1'0 pr'everrt irresponsible attacks it has been var:Lously
suggested that only holders of a prescribed m.i.ndrnum number of shares
. 2?leshould be permitted to nominate non-managementeLl.rectors.J 0'1' that
persons making such nominations be required to make a deposit I-lhich
would be :forfei tec.l in the nominee received less than a specified
2'"5percentage of' the vote.:; It would seem that this reform cou.l.d be
a-ttained by an additional proxy rule. 'me SECapparently has the
authority under the present Act to institute this requtrement.
'I'he ,'Triter believes that stackhalder democracy requires the
extension 0'1' the right of cumulative voting. Cumulative vati.ng has
been a much-debated issue. 1'he divisian af apinian is shownby the
fact that on.Ly one half af'che states present1y make the right af
236cumu.l.at.a ve vating mandat.ory. Oppanents have painted aut thut a
strang minarity cun actually elect a majarity af the directa s by
cumulating its vate if the majarity graup daes not cumUlate. HaweveJ~.,
if cumu.Lat.Lve vating vere mandatary 0'1' if advance natice af the in-
tentian to' cumuLat;e vates were requ:ired, there seems to' be no reasan
why the majarity shou.Ld fail to' secure its prapartianal rel)resentatian.
The ri.ght af minarity stackhalclers to' be re:presented prapartianal to'
their haldings shauld justi:fy guaranteeing the cumUlative vating right.
This req_uires actLon by the stat es to' guarantee the right by statute.
In additian to' cumulative vating, the extensian af stockhalder
demacracy req_uires an eliminatian 0'1' 'the stagger system of electing
234Gl...n " Lat.che op c-i +.r'.ll1ersanana J.J3. c kl.m,. - v. , p. 79·
235Gilbert, 0'1). cit., p. 167.
236Table A.
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directors, "hereby only part of the board is elected at anyone
election si.nce the directors I tenus of office are staggered. state
statutes should prohi'bi t such a p.ract.Lce wh.l.oh permits a group to
maintain control over a corpor-a.t.Lon even though an insurgent group
should win an oven/helming vi cto ry in an elect.ion in anyone year.
'.T'hespending of corporate funds by managementfor proxy contests
does not seem to be justified. Expenditures beyond those necesnary
·to present the r-equared proxy infonuation and inform the stockholders
are made for the purpose of continuir'l..gthe managementgroup in contro 1-.)
regardles 8 of t.he group Is performance. 'Thus the expenditures are
largely political and hme no cor-por-at-e purpose) but, rather, should
be considered personal expense of the managementgroup. The recent
cases jonwhi ch successful insurgents were reimbursed f'or- thej.r eXI)ences
puts the corporation in the position of paya.ng for both s:i.des of a
political contest. But; the insurgents have as much right to reim-
bursement ofl:;heir poli'tical expenses as does management. The vriter
believes that reasonable expenses of contests of both the management
and insurgents who get a substan'tial vote should be paid by the COl'-
poration on the grounds that both groups perfonu the stockholders a
service in of:fering alternative policies and. leaders. Excessive
expenditures should be borne by the group incurring them. The powers
o:f the SECappear to be su:fficiently broad to enable them to regulate
under the proxy rules the expenditures in cor-por-at-eelections.
Since Uw so-called. managementproxy is not really the property
of the management group, but the property of all the stockholders,
there is no justification :for permit.ting managementto vote unmarked
I
I
proxies in accordance with their preferences in a proxy contest.
Ei ther such unmarked proxies should not. be voted on any Lssue for
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which no decision is indicated or the votes of unmarked proxies
should be divided in the same proportion as the votes cast before the
unmarked proxies have been counted. The discretionary authority is
conferred by aanctd.on of the present proxy rules. This change CO"l11d
be achieved by incorporation into the proxy rules by the Commission.
One of the most important advant-ages which management has over
the oppos Ltzi.onin a proxy contest is access 't.o the stockholder lis-(;
'1'hepresent proxy rule requt res only that management furnish the
names and addresses of stockholders if it does not desire to matl
proAS material for insurgents. Information as to the holders or stock
and amounts held is invaluable to any group considering any action .i.n
opposition to management. Recent contests have seen instances in
wh Lch management wno owns very few shares is in the position of
denying to a group owning considerably more shares access to the list
of other stockholders. Such a situation can hardly be ,justi:Ued on
any grounds. Nany state statutes which guarantee the right of the
stockho.Lder to inspect the s,tockholderlist are dif>ficult to invoke
in time t.omake t.hemeffective in use. In lieu of state action to
guarantee actual access, the SEC could probably make provision Hhereby
the information cou.Ldbe secured since the Securities and Exchange
Act has been rather broadly interpreted by the courts.
In addition to its access to the complete list of stockholders
)
management has had an unequal access to the beneficial owner-s of
stock held in the name of ,theirnominees. Such access is gained 'by
contacts among the securities dealers and fiduciaries. Equfcy wouLd
require that such nominees not be permItted to reveal the names and
addresses of the 'beneficial owner's or to personally solicit the bene-
ficial owners unless equal treatment is afforded to all soliciting
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groups. '1'111scouLd be accomplished through the rules r-egu.La.t.Lng
t.he brokers and secur.i.t.Les exchanges.
'l'he SECproxy regulation has been effective in securing for
stockholders of covered companies full and truthful information
through the proxy statement. It has also been potent in preventing
fraud in the solicitation of prox:Lesby use of misleading statements
or omission of ma-terial facts. It has been less effective in giving
stockholclers an opportunit,y to commundcate with 1'el101.-1stockholders
and to vote on non-managementproposals and director nominees. Cer-
tainly it has been a desirable step. It appears that the chances of
legislation by the states to i'urther stockholder d,emocracyare dim- ,
due both to the broad jurisdiction of the federal government and to
the inc11nation of the state legislatures. 'I'he hopes of achieving
the substance of corporate democracy depend almost exclusively upon
Congressional action and attendant regulation by the SEC.
I'
APPE...1IJDIX I
SEC'}'ION ll~ OF THE SECURITIES EXCIIAHGEACT OF 1934
(a) r-t shall be un.Lawf'u.L for any person, by the use of the
mails or by any means or Lns t rument.a.Ll ty of interstate co!mnerce
or of any facility of any national secur:L-ties exchange or othenrise
to solicit or to permit the use of his name "\:,0 solicit any proxy
or consent or authorization Ln res'pect of any security (other tJ:1an
an exempted security) registered on any national securities ex-
change in contravention of such rules and regulations as the Com-
mission may p.rescz-Lbe as necessary or appropriate in the public
inte:rest or i~or the protection of investors.
(b) It shall be unlawful for any memberof a national securi-
ties exchange or any broker or dealer Iv110 transacts a business
in securities through the mediumof any such memberto give a
proxy) consent, or authorization in respect of' any security regis-
t.er-ed 011 a national securities exchange and carried for ·the account
of a cust.cme.rin contravention of such rules and regulations as
the Comm.i.s sLon may prescribe as necessarJ or appropriate in the
public :Lnterest or for the protection of investors.
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/\.PPENDIX II
SEC IiEGULll.TION X-ll+ __THE PROXY RULES
Ru.LeX-lltA-l. Definitions. Unless the context othel"'i-liserenuJ.·r'e'"':1.. .~ ";J,
all terms used in this regulation have the same meanings as in the
Act or eLsewhere in the General Rules and Regulations thereunder.
In addition, the follo'\.J"ingdefinitions apply unless the context other-
wiBe requires;
Associate. The term "associate" used to indicate a relation-
shIp Hith any person, means (1) any co.rpoz-atLon or organization
(oth.e:: than the issue:: or a rr~a;~orityowned subsic1~ary ~f the issuer)
o:f\lh~ch such person lS an of'f'Lcer or partner or ~s) cllrectly or
indirectly) the ~beneficial owner' of 10 percent or more of any class
of equi t.y securities, (2) any trust or other estate in "i.J"hi.chsuch
person has a substantial beneficial interest or as to which such
person serves as trustee or in a similar fiduciary capacity, and
(3) a.n;y relative or spouse of such person, or any relative ~f such
spouse, who has the same homeas such person or who is a director
or ofi'icer of the issuer or any of its parents or subsidiaries.
Issuer. The tenn "a ssuer " means the issuer of the securitie'"
in respect of whLch a proxy is solicited. '"
last fiscal year. The term "last fiscal year" of the issuer
means the last fiscal year of the issuer en~i~lg prior to the date of
the meeting for whLch proxies are to be sO.llcl ted.
Proxy. 1'he t.erm "proxy" includes every proxy) consent or
authorization -vli-cl"1inthe meaning of Section ll~(a) of the Act. The
consent or authoriza~tion may take the form of failure to object or
to dissent.
F-.coxystatement. The tenn "proxy statement II means the state_
ment required by Rule X-llt-A-3(a), whether or not contained in a
single document.
Solicitation. The terms "solicit" and
(1) any request for a pro?c;)Tvhethe r or
included in a form of proxy;
(2) any reques~t to execute or not to execute, or to revoke,
"SOlicitation" include-_
not accompanied by or
a proxy; or
(3) the i'urnishing of a f'orm of proxy or other communication
to security holders under circumstances reasonably calculated to
resul~t in the procurement, withholding or revocation of a proxy.
The terms do not app.Ly, hovever-, to the furnishing of a form
()f' proxy to a security holder upon the unsolicited request of such
security holder, the performance.by the issuer of acts required by
Rule X-l.ltA-7, or the performance by any person of ministerial acts
on behalf of' a person soliciting a proxy.
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Rule x-·lhA-2. Solicitation to 'It/hichRules Apply. The rules contained
.in this regulation apply to every solici Lati.on of a proxy with respect
to secur:Lt:Les listed and registered on a nat.Lona.L securities excbane;e,
whet.her or not trad.ing in such securities has been suspended, except;
the f'o.Ll.owing:
(a) .tuWsolicitation made ot.herwi se than on behalf' of the manaGe-
ment of the issu.er l-lherethe total number of persons solicited if, not
more than 'ten.
(b) Jury sol.icitation by a person in r espec+ of secur-L tj_es carried
in his name or Ln the name of' his nominee (othen-rLse than as voting
trustee) or held in his custody, if such person--
(1) receives no commission or r-emunerat.Lon for such solicitaU.on
directly' or indirectly, other than r-e.imbur-s emerrt of reasonable 'expenses,
(2) furnishes promptly to the person solicited a copy of all
solici ting mat.e.r-La.L \,ri th respect to the same subject matter or meetj_ng
received from cdl persons who shall furnish copies thereof for Guch
purpose and who s118.11,j_£,requested, defray the reasonable expenses
to be incurred in forwarding such material, and -
(3) in addition, does no more than impartially Lnstruct. the
person solicj_ted to f'o.rward a proxy to the person, if any, to "Thorn
the person solicited desires to give a proxy or impartially r'equest
f'rom the person solicited Lnst ruct.Lons as to the authority to be
conferred by the proxy and state that a proxy \.-lill be given if no
ins truct.ions are received by a certain date.
(c) Any solj.citation by a person in respect of seclxr'itj_es of
wh.ich he is the beneficial owner ,
(d) Il.nysolicitation involved in the offer or sale of a certi-
ficate of deposi't or other secur.lty registered under the Securities
Act of 1933.
(e) Jmy sol:i.ci-tation with respect to a plan of' reorganization
under Chapter X of the EaukrtLptcyAct, as amended, if made after t11c
entry of an order approving such plan pursuant to Section 1721 of said
Act and after, or concurrently "lith, the transmittal of illformct ion ..
concern:i.ng such plan as reqv.ired by Section 175 0:[' said Ac-t.-
(f) Any solid tat ion which is aub.ject to Hule U-62 under the
Pub.Li.cutility Holding CompanyAct of 1935·
(g) Any solicita'Uon through the med.Lum of a nevlspaper advertise_
merrt which Lnf'orms securi ty holde~s 0.1' a s~urce from which they may
obtain copies of a :proxy statemen-c, form 01 proxy and any other soli-
citing material and does no more than (1) name the issuer, (2) state
the reason for the advertisement, and (3) identify the proposal or
proposals to be ac.t.ed upon by secur-it;y holders.
Rl)_leX_"ll~A-3. Infonnation to Ee Furnished Security Holders. (a) No
solicitation subject to this regulation shall be made unless each
peraon solicited is concurrently furnished or has previously been
furnished with a vritten pr-oxy statement cont.af.n.i.ngthe information
specii'ied in Schedule IhA.
(b) Ii' the solicitation is made on behalf of the managementof'
the .Lssuer and relates t.o an annual meeting of security holders at
wh.i.chdirectors are to be elected; each proxy statement f'u rrri.ahod pur-
suant -to paragraph (a) shall be accompanied or preceded by an annual
report ,to such security holders containing such f:Lnancial statements
for the l.ast fiscal year as will) in the opj_nion of the management,
adequately reflect the financial position and operations of the issuer.
Such annual report, including I'Lnane i.a.L statements) may be Ln any
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form deemed su.itable by the management. This paragraph shall not
apply) however, to solicitations made on behalf of the management
before the f'inancial. statements are available if' solicitation is
being made at the time in opposition to the managementand if the
managementIS proxy statement includes an undertaking in bold face
type to f'ur-n.lah such annual report to all persons being solicited,
at least bventy days before the dat.e of the meeting.
(c) Four copies of each annual report sent to security holders
pur-suant, to this rule shall be mailed to the Commission, solely for
its Lnf'orma t i on, not Lat.er 'tl1an the date on wh.ich such report is
f'1r8t sent or given to security holders or the date onwh1ch prelimi-
nary copies of solicitation material are filed with the Commission
pur-suant; to Rule X-l!-l-A-6(a)}vlhichever date is later. The an..nual
report is not deemed t.o be "soliciting material" or to be "filed"
'with the Commissionor ot.herwLse subject to this regulation or to
the liabilities of Section 18 of the Act, except to the extent 'that
the issuer specifically requests that it 'be treated as a part of the
proxy solicit:Lng material or incorporates it in the proxy statement
by reference.
Rule X,..lL~A-4.Requirements as to Proxy. (a) The form of'l')roxy (1)
shall Lnd.l ca.t.e in bold face type "'he~theror. not the proxy is solicited
on behalf of the management, (2) shall provlde a specifically desig_
nated blank space for dating. the proxy and (3),8hall identify clea;ly
and impartially each matter or group of related matters intended to
be acted upon,\-Thether proposed by the managementor by security
holders. No reference need be made, however) to proposals as to
whieh dis cretionary authority. is c?nferre~ l)Urs~ant to paragraph (c).
(b) Means shall be provlded In the rorm of proxy '-Therebythe
person soliei ted Ls afforded an opportunity t.o specify by ballot a
choice betweeri approval or disapproval of each matter or group of·
rel.ated matters referred to therein as intended to be acted upon
othe.r than elections to office. A proxy m~,yconf'er- discretiona~
aut.hor-L'ty "lith respect to other matters whl ch may comebefore the
meeting, provided the persons on whose behalf the solicitation is
made are not aware a reasonable time prior to the time the solici-
tation is made that any such other matters are to be presented for
action at the meeting and provided further that a specific statement
to that effect is made in the pr-oxy statement or in the form of
proxy. A proxy may also confer discretionary authority with respect
to any proposal omitted. from the proxy statement and t'crm of' proxy
pursuant to paragraph (c) of RuLe X-ll~A-8.
(d) No proxy shall confer authorJty (1) to vote for 'the election
of any person to any office for i-Thicha bona :fide nominee is not
named in the proxy statement, or (2) to vote at any annual meeting
other than the next annual mee'ting (or any adj ournment thereof) to
be held aft,er the date on which the proxy statement and form of proxy
are first sent or given to security holders.
(e) The proxy statement or :formof proxy shall provide, sub,ject
to reasonable specified conditions, that the shares represented by
the proxy will be voted and that where the person solid ted speci:fies
by means of a ballot provided pursuant to paragraph (b) a choice ili th
respect to any matter to be acted upon, the shares "ill be vot-ed in
accordance vIith the specifications so made.
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Rule X-Ill-A-5. Presentation of Infonl1ation in Proxy Statement.
(a) The information included in the proxy statement shall be
clearly presen-t~edand the sta-tements made shall be divided Lnt.ogroups
according to subject matter and the various groups of statements
shall be preceded by appropriate neada.ngs . 'fhe order of items and
sub-d.tems in the schedule need not be f'oLl.owed, IV-herepracticable
and appropriat.e,. the information shall be presented in tabular form.
All amount.s shall be stated in f'Lgur es , Information req_uired by more
·than one applicable item need not be repea-ted. No statement need be
made in r-esponse to any item or sub-item wh.i.ch is inapplicable.
(b) fury information req_uired to be included in the proxy state-
ment as t.o terms of securities or other su-bject matter wh'i ch from a
s-tandpoint of practical necessity must be determined in the future
may be stated in terms of present knowledge and intention. 'I'o the
extent practicable, the authority -to be conferred concerning each
such matter shall be confined vIithin limits reasonably re l.at.ed to the
need f'o r discret;ionary authority. Subject to the foregoing) infor-
mation wh i.ch is not known to the persons on whose behalf' the solic:i-
tation is t.o be made and wh Lch it is not reasonably 'vithin the power
of such persons to ascertain or procure may 'be omitted) if a brief'
statement of the ci,rcurnst.ances rendering such information unavailable
is made.
(c) There may be omitt.ed from the liroxy statement any infor-
mation contained in any other proxy soliciting material which has
been furnished to each person solicited in connection vJi th the same
meeting or subject matter if a clear reference is made to the part:i-
cular document containing such ini'ormation.
(a) All printed proxy statemen-ts shall be set in roman type at
least as large as ten-point modern type except that to the extent
nec esaa.ry for convenient presentation fin~ncial statements and other
statistical or tabular matter may be set ln roman type at least as
large as eight-point modern type. All type shall be leaded at least
tvo points.
Rule x-14A-6. Ma-terial Hequired to Be F~led. ,(a) _Three preliminary
copies of the proxy statement and form of proxy and any other- soli-
ci.t.Lngmaterial to be f'urnished, to sec~ri~y holders concurren-Uy
thereiVith shall be filed with tne CommlSSlonat least ten days "ri -
f
' ,.. 1 .t:' or
-to the date definit,ive copies 0 sucn ma-~erla .are first sent or given
to security holders, or such shorter. perH~d pr-i.or- to that date as the
Cormnissionmay authorize upon a shmnng 01 good cause Ulerefor.
(b) 'l'hree preliminary copies of' any additional soliciting
material, relating to Lhe samemee-ting or subject matter, furnished
to security holders subseq_uentto the proxy statement shall be filed
vrit.h Lhe Commissionat least two d,:"ys(e,xclusive of. S~turdays) Sundays
or holidays) prior to the date coples of such materlal are first sent
or given to security holders, or such shorter period pr-Lor- to such
date as the Commissionmay authorize upon a shoiVingof good cause
therefor.(c) Four definitive copies of the proxy statemerrt, form of proxy
and all other soliciting material, in the form in iVhichsuch materj_al
is furnished to securj,ty holders, shall be filed ,vith, or mailed f'or
filing to, the Commissionnot later than the date such material is
first sent or g1ven to any security holders. Three copies of such
material shall at the same time be filed with, or mailed :for filing
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to, each na't i.ona.Lsecurities exchange upon which any security of the
issuer is listed and registered.
(d) Ii' the solid tation is to be made in whole or in part by
personal so.Li.ci t.atl on, three copies of all written instructions or
other material whi ch discusses or revievrs) or commentsupon the merits
of, any matter to be acted upon and whl ch is furnished to the indiv-
iduals making the actual solicitation for their use directly or Ln-
directly in cormect.Lon w:ith the solid tation shaLl, be filed with the
Commi.ssionby the person on wnose behalf the solicitation Ls made at
least five days prtor to >thedate copies of such material are first
sent or given to such individuals, or S11Chshorter period prior to
that date as the Commissionmay authorize upon a showing of good cause
there±'or.
(e) Al.L copies of mat.er-La.L fi.l.ed pur-suant. to paragraph (a) or
(b) shall be clearly marked "Preliminary Copies" and shall be for the
information of the Commissiononly, except that such material may be
disclosed to any department or agency of the United states Govern-
ment and the Commissionmaymake such inquiries or investigation in
regard to the material as may be necessary f'or an adequate revie11
thereof by the Commission. All material filed pursuant to paragralJh
Ca), (b) or (c) shall be accompanied by a statement of the date upon
which copies thereof are intended to 'be , or have been, released to
securi ty holders. All mater:ial filed pur-suant, to paragraph Cd) shall
be accompanied by a statement of the date upon whi ch copies thereof
are intended to be released to the individuals whowill make the
actual solid- tation.
(f) Copies of replies to inquiries from security holders re-
questing f'uz+he r Lnf'ormat-Lon and copl.es of communications which do
no more than request that forms of proxy theretofore solicited be
s i.gned and returned need not be filed pursuant to this rule.
(g) Nobrithstanding the provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b)
of this rule and of paragraph (e) of Rule x-14A-1I, copies of soli-
ci.t Lng material in the form of speeches) press releases and radio or
te1evision scr-Lpt.s may) but need not) be filed with the Commission
prior to use or publication. Definitive copies, hmvever) shall be
filed '\-lith or mail.ed for filing to the Commissionas required by
paragraph (c) not, later than the date such material is used or pub-
lished. The provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b) of this rule and
of paragraph (e) of Rule X-IL~A-llshall apply, however , to any re-
prints or reproductions of all or any part of such material.
Note: Imere preliminary copies of na terial are filed ,;vi th the
Commissionpursuant to this rule, the printing of definitive copies
for d.lst r-LbutLon t.o security holders should be deferred until the
comments of the Commission's staff have been received and considered.
RtJ.lex-lhA-7. Mailing Communications for Security Holders. If the
management of the issuer has made or intends to make any solici-ta-tion
subject to this regulation, the issuer shall perf'orm such of the
follmving act.s as may be duly requested in vlTiting with respect to
the same subject matter or meeting by any security holder who is
entitled to vote on such matter or to vote at such meet:Lngand who
aha.LL defray the reasonable expenses to be incurred by the issuer
in t.he per:i'onnance of the act 01' acts requested.
(a) The issuer shall mail or ot.hervf.se furnish to such security
holder the folloiving information as promptly as practicable after the
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receipt of such request:
(1) A statement of the approximate number of holders of record
of any class of securities) any of' the holders of which have been or
are to 'be solicited on 'behaLf of the management, or any group of such
ho.Lders which the security holder shall designate.
(2) If the managementof the issuer has made or int.ends to make:
through bankers, brokers or other persons any solicitation of the
beneficial. owner-sof secur-it.Les of any cLass , a statement of the
approximate number of such beneficial owne'rs, or any group of such
owner-swhLch the security holder shall designate.
(3) An estimate of the cost of' mailing a specii'ied proxy state-
ment, t'orm of proxy or other commun1cationto such holders, includinrr
insofar as knownor reasonably available, the estimated bandling and_'-'
mailing costs of the bankers, brokers or other persons specified in
(2) above.
(b) (1) Copies of' any proxy statement, fonn of' proxy or other
communication furnisheti by the security holder shall be mailed by the
issuer -to such of the holders of record specified in (a) (1) above
as the security holder shall designate. 'I'he issuer shall also mail
to each banker , broker, or other person specified in (a) (2) above
a sui'ficient number of copies of such proxy statement, form of proxy
or other communication as will enable the banker, broker, or other
person to furnish a copy thereof' to each beneficial ovner s01ici ted
or to be solid ted through him.
(2) Any such material whi ch is furnished by the security
holder shall be mailed with reasonable promptness by the issuer
after receipt of a tender of the material to be mailed, of envelopes
or other containers therefor an~lof postage o~' p,:"YIDentfor postage.
'I'he issuer need not, hOvlever,mall any such ma1:.erlal '"hich relates
to any matt er to be acted upon at an annual meeting of security
holders prior to the earlier of (i! =. ~ay corre~ponding to the first
d.a'te on which management.proxy SOllCl'Glngmaterlal vas released to
securuty holders in connection with the last annual meeting of se ~" " ' cur-
i ty holders, or (ii) the first day on WInchso.Lt.c.itation is made on
behalf of management. 1-lith respect to any such material vlhich re-
lates to any matter to be acted upon by security holders othe:nrise
than at an annual meeting, such material need not be mailed prior t.o
the f'Lr-st day on which solicitation i~, ma~e on behalf of management.
(3) Neither the managementnor 'Cuel88uer shall be responsible
for such proxy statement, t'orm of proxy or ot.her canmunication. ~
(c) .In lieu of perfonning the acts specified above, the issuer
may, at ii~8 option, furnish promptly to such security holder a reason-
ably current list of the n81nesand addresses of such of the hO:Lders
of' record specified in (a) (1) above as the security holder shall
des:l.gnate together with a statement of the approximate number of bene-
f'Lc i.a.L owners solicited or t.obe solicited through each such banker
broker or other per-sen and a schedule of the handling and mailing ,
costs of' each such banker', broker or other person, if such schedule
has been supplied to the managementof' the issuer. 'I'he foregoing
information shall be furnished promptly upon the r'equest of the
security holder or at daily or other reasonable intervals as it
becomes available to the managementof the issuer.
Rule X-llt.A-8. Proposals of Security Holders. (a) If any security
holder enti t.Led to vote at a meeting of secur1ty holders of the
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issuer aha.Ll, submit to the management of the issuer a reasonable time
before the so.Li.cf.tation is made a proposal which is accompanied by
notice of his intention to present the proposal £'01' action at the
meeting, the management shall set forth the proposal in its proxy
statement and shall identifY the proposal in its fonn of proxy and
provide means by whi.chsecurity holders can make the specification
provided for by Rule X-lll-A-4(b). A proposal so submitted with respect
to an annual meeting more than 60 days in advance of a day cor'r-esoon.,
[ling to the first date on wh i ch management; proxy soliciting material
was released to security holders in connection with the last armual
meeting of security holders shall prima facie be deemed to have been
submitted a reasonable time before the soliciation. 'I'h:Lsrule shall
not apply, hOlfever, to elections to office.
(b ) If the management oppos es the proposal, it shall also, at
the reg_uest of the secvrity holder, include in its proxy statement
the name and address of the security holder and a statement of the
securi ty holder in not more than one hundred words j_nsupport ot' the
proposa.L. 'Thestatement and request of the security holder shall be
furnished to the management at the same time that the proposal is
furnished. Neither the management nor the issuer shall be respon-
sible for such statement.
(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing, the management may omit a
proposal and any statemen-t in support thereof from its proxy state-
ment and fonn of proxy under any of the following circumstances:
(1) If the proposal as submitted is, under the Laws of the
issuer's domicile, not a proper subject for action by security hOl-
ders; or
(2) If it clearly appears that the proposal is submitted by
the security holder primarily for.the purpos~ of enforCing a personal
cl.airoor redressing a personal gr~evance agaa.ns t the issuer or its
management, or primarily for the purpose of promoting general econ-
omic, political, racial, religious, social or similar causes' or
(3) If' the management has at the security holder' s req~est
included a proposal in its proxy statement and form of proxy relatina-
to either yf the last two annual meetings of security holders or a -b
special meeting held subsequent to the earlier 01' such two annual ny
meetings and such security holder has failed without good cause to
present the proposal) in person or by proxy, for action at the
meeting; or
(l~) If substantially the same proposal has previously been
submitted to security holders, int11e management's proxy statement
and form of proxy relating to any annual or special meeting of'secur-
ity holders held within the preceding five calendar years, it may be
omitted from the management's proxy material relating to any meeting
of'security holders held within the three calendar years after the
latest such previous submission, provided that--
(i) Lf the proposal was submitted at only one meeting during
such preceding period, it received less than 3?b of the total number
of votes cast in regard thereto; or
(ii) If the proposal was submitted at only two meetings during
such preceding period, it received at the time of its second submis-
sion less than 6% of the total number of votes cast;in regard thereto;
or
(iii) If the proposal was submitted at three or more meetings
d.uring such preceding period, it received at the time of its latest
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sulm.i.ssLcn less than 10%o:f -the total number of votes cast. in regard
t.her-e to ,
(5) If the _proposal consists of a recommendation or request
that the management take action w:ith respect to a matter relating
to the conduct of t.he ordinary business opera't.Lons of the issuer.
(e.) vJ'heneverthe management asserts that a proposal and any
statement in support thereof may properly be om.itt.ed.from its proxy
statement and form of' proxy, i.t shall file wj_th the Commission, not.
later than 20 days prior to the date the preliminary cop1es of' the
_proxy stat ement and form of proxy are f11ed pursuant to Rule x-14A-
6 (a), or such shorter period _prior to such date as the CoTtll'nission
may pe:rmi-t, a copy of the proposal and any statement in suppor-t there-
of as received from the security holder, together wi t.h a statement
of the reasons why the manage.mentdeems such omission to be p.ropei-
in the particular case, and, where such reasons are based on ma-tte:rs
of' law, a supporting opinion of counsel. The management shall at
the same time, if it has not already done so, notify the security
holder suomitting the proposal of it;s intention to omit the _proposal
from its proxy statement and form of proxy and shall f'orward to him.
a copy of the statement of the reasons why the management deems the
omission of the proposal to be proper and a co_pyof such supporting
opinion of counsel.
I
I
I.
Ru.le X-ll~A-9. False or MisleadiI"..gSta-tements. No solicitation
subject to th:is regulation shall be made by means of any proxy state_
merrt, form of proxy) notice of meet.Lng, or other communication, 1,ri t-
ten or oral, containing any statement 1,1hic11,at the time and in the
light of the circumstances under whd.chit is made, 18 f'alse or mis-
leading with respec-t to any material fact, or wh.lch omits to state
any material f'act necessary in order to make t.he statements therein
not ~'alse or m~_sle~ding_~r neces~~ry t~ corr~~t_.c~rw.statement in any
earll.er communf.cat.LonvT:L t.h resp~c t; t~.t~e sollcl tab.on of a proxy for
the same meeting or subject mat.t.er whl ch has become false or mis-
leading.
Note. The i'ollovling are some examples ?i' wha~, depending upon
particular :facts and. circumstances, may be m1.s1eadlngwithin the
meaning of this rule:
(a) Predictions as to specific f'uture market values, earnings,
or di vidE~nds•
(b) llT.a.terialwhich directly or indirectly makes charges con-
cerning improper, illegal or immoral conduct or associations, wi-thout
factual foundation.
(c) Failure to so identify a proxy statement, f'orm of' proxy
and other soliciti.ng material as to clearly distinguish it from the
soli.ci ting material of any other person or persons sollciting for the
same meeting or subject matter.
(d) Claims made prior to a meeting regarding the results of a
sollcitation.
Rule x-lhA-lO. Prohibition of Certain Solicitations. Noperson
making a solicitation which is subject to thls regulation shall solicit-_
(a) Any undated or post-dated proxy; or
(b) Any proxy which provides -that it shall be deemed to be dated
as 01' any date subsequent to the date on which it is signed by the
security holder.
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piul~ ~(-ll~A-ll. Special Provisions Applicable to Election Contests.
(A) So.lici tations tol-lhich 'I'h'i s Rule il])plies.
Tnis rule applies to any soliei"tation aub.ject to this regulation
by any person or croup of persons for the purpose of opposing a soli-
ci,tation sub.ject to this regulation by any other person or Croup of
persons ,'-lith reSIJect, to -the eLecti.on or removal of directors at any
annual or special meet i ng of' security holders.
(B) Participant or Participant in a Solicitation.
For purposes of this rule the tenus "par-ticIpant." and "parti_
cipant in a soliei tation" include the f'o.Ll.owa ng :
(1) the issuer;
(2) any director of the Lssuer , and any nominee for whose
el.eetion as a director proxies are solicited;
(3) any committee or group wh'ich solicits proxies, any member
of such cormm.t.t.ee or group, and any person vhethe r or not namedas
a m~nlb~rwho, acting ,:lon~ ~r. v;i~h o~leor mo::e.other. pers~ns, directly
or Lnd.i.r-ectLy , takes "(,heLnf.t.Lat.Lvea.n orcanlzlng, d2rectulg or finan_
cing any such comm.ltt.eeor group;
(l~) any person who f'Lnariceeor joins ,v-:it.h another to finance
the solici.tatiol1 of proxies, except persons who contribute not more
than ~~500and who are not othe1'\v-iseparticipants;
(5) any person who lends moneyor furnishes creclit or enters
into any other arrangements, pursuant to any contract or understanclfu cr
"\-ri.tha participant,) for the purpose of financing or othervrise i11- b
duci.ng the purchase, sale, holding or voting of' securities of the
issuer by any participant or other persons) in support of' or in op-
position t.o a participant; except that such terms do not include a
bank, broker or dealer who, in the ordinary course of business, lends
money or executes orders for ·t~hepurchase or sale of securities and
who is not ot.herwLse a participant;
(6) any ot.her per;on Vihosolicits proxies;
provided, however-, that such terms do no-t include (i) any person or
organization retained or employed .?y a cop~rt:l.cipant t? solicit security
holders, or any person whomere~y <;ran"'r;...lts p::~xy so.lJ.ci-Ung material
or performs ministerial or clerlcal dutles; Cu..) any person employed
by a participant in the capacity of attorney, account.arrt, or adver-
i.:.ising, pub.Li,c relations or financial advisor, and whose activities
are limiteu to the performance of his du-ties in the course of such
employment; (iii) any person regu.1arl:l emp.Loyed as an of'f'icer or em-
ployee o:f the issuer or any of its subsidiaries who is not othe:r'1ifise
a part:lcipant; or (iv) any officer or director of, or aTZYperson re7U-
larly employed "by, an;y other partic~p~nt, if such officer, director:"
or employee is nOGotherwise a partlclpant.
(c) Filing of Information Hequired by Schedule ll~B.
(1) No solieitation subject to thi.s rule shall be made -byany
person other than ·the managementof an issuer unless at least five
-business days prior thereto, or such shorter period as the Com.rnission
may authorize upon a showing of good cause therefor, there has ·been
filed) vTi ththe Conmlissionand ·Hith each national securities exchcmce
upon which any security of the issuer is 1isted and registered, by or
on behalf' of each par·'cicipant in such solicitation) a statement in
duplicate containing the information specified by Schedule lhB.
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(2) vJithin f'Lve business days after a solicitation subject to
this rule .is made by the managementof an Lsaue r , or such longer
period as the Commissionmay authorize upon a showing of good cause
therefore, there shall be i'iled) with the Commissionand "lith each
national securities exchange upon wh.lch any security of the issuer
is listed and registered, by or on behalf of each partic:i.pant in such
solicitation, other than th.e issuer, a st.at.ement.Ln duplicate COIl-
tainj.ng the inforrnation specii':ied by Schecllile lll·B.
(3) If any solicitation on behalf 01' managementor any other
person has beeri macle, or if proxy material is ready for distribution,
prior to a solicitation sub.ject to this rule in opposition thereto,
a st.at.emerrt in duplicate containing the j_nf'orrnationspecifierl in
Schedule l~B shall be filed by or on behalf of each participant in
such pri.or solicitation, other than the issuer, as soon as reason-
ably practicable after the commencementof the solicitation in opposi-
t.Lon thereto) with the Commissionand with each national securi·ties
exchange on which any security of the issuer is listed and registered.
(4) If, sUbsequent to the filing of the statements required by
subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3) above, add'Lt.LonaLpersons become ~
participants in a solicitation sUb,ject to this rule,there shall be
:filed., with the Commissionand each appropriate exchange, by or on
behalf of' each such person a statem~nt in duplicate containing the
Lnf'orrnat.Lon specified by Schedule 14B, vTithin three business days
af't.er such person becomes a participant, or such longer period as
the Commissionmay authorize upon a shovang of good cause there:for.
(5) If any material cha~ge ~ccurs in ~h~ facts reported in any
statement filed by or on behalf OI any part~clpant, an appropriate
amendmentto such statement shall be filed promptly with the- Commis-
sion and each ap))ropriate exchange.
(6) Each sta+emerrt and amendmentt.he.reto filed pursuant to thi'.'
paragraph (c) shall be part of the official public files of the Com_
u
mission and for purposes of ·this regulation shall be deemeda com-
munication subject to the provisions of Rule x-14A-9.
(D) Solicitations Prior to Furnishing Required ~vritten Proxy S·tatement.
Notwithstanding t.he provisions of Hule X-ll~A-3(a), a solici-
tation subject to this rule may be made.p::ior = ~'urnishing security
holders a written proxy statement contal:-l~lg tue lnformation-speci:fied
in Schedule l4A with respect to such sollcl-ca-Cion, provided that--
(1) Tne statements required by paragraph (c) of t,his rule are
filed by or on 'beha.Lfof each participant in such solicitation.
(2) No form of proxy is furnished to security holders l)rior to
the time the \{ritten proxy statement required by Rule X-ll~A-3(a) is
furnished to security holders: Provided, novever, that this sub-
paragraph (2) shall not apply where a proxy statement then mee·ting
the requirements of Schedule l4A has been f'urrri shed to secur itry
holders.
(3) At least the information specified in Items 2(a) and 3(a)
of ·the statement rec.luired by paragraph (c) to be filed by each par-
ticipant, or an appropriate summarythereof, is included in each
cormnunication sent or given to security holders in connectionvlith
the solicitation.
(1.j.) A I-lritten proxy statement eontaining the Lnf'ormatdon speci-
f'ied in Schedule lL}A vii th respect to a solicil.ation is sent or given
securi·ty holders at the earliest practicable date.
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(E) Solici.tations Prior to Fur-n.i.abLng Required Written Proxy S-Late-
ment--Filing Requirements.
Three copies of any soliciting material proposed to be sent or
given to securl ty holders p.r i or- t,o the furni sh.i.ng of the ',Iri tten proxy
statement requ:Lred by Rule x-14A-3 (a) shall be filed \vith the Commis-
sion in preliminary form) at; least five 'business days pr:Lor to the
da~Gedef:Lnit;ivc copies of such material are first sent or ziven to
seC'L~.J..ityholders, or such shorter period El,S the Commissionmay auch-
orize upon a sho\Ting of good cause t.heref'or,
(I") Application of 'I'h.i s Ru.l,eto Annual PJ2:port. _
Notvdthstanding t,he provis:ions of RuJ.eX-l11-!\-3(b)and (c),
three cop.lec of any portion o:f the annual report referred to in Rule
X-ILI-A-3 (b) wh.ich commentsupon or refers to any solicitation subject
-to this rule; or to any part~ictpant in any such so.Lf.cl t.at Lon, other
than the solicitat:Lon by t.he management, shall be flIed "lith the Com-
ma.s Lon in pre~LiTl1j,na:r"Jform at least five business days prior Lo the
da.te copies of the report are first sent or given to security l.\olde:cs.
(G) A})plication of EuJ.e X-ILIA-6.
" 'I'he provisions of paraGraphs (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g) of
Rule X-ll~A-6 shall apply, to the extent pertinent, to soliciting
material sub,ject to paragraphs (e) and. (f) of this RuJ.eX-ll:A-l.l.
(II) Use of Repr:Lnts or Reproductions.
In any solj_citation subject to this rule, sol~Lcitin...gmaterial
wh.ich LncLudes , in l1hol.e or part) any reprints or reproCiuctlons Of:-
any previously published. material. shall:
(1) State the name of the author and publication, the date of
prior pub.Li.ca'tLon, and identify any person who is quoted without
being named in the oreviously published materiaL
(2) Except i11--the case of a public official document or s-tat6_
merrt, state whet.her or not the consent o~' the author and. PUblicatj_~n
has been obtaincdto the use of the prevlously published material as
proxy soliciting material.
(3) If any participant using the prev~_ously published material
or anyone on his behalf, paid, directly OJ~~ lnd:i.rec'tly, for the l)re- )
par'at.Lon or l)rior publication of the pr-ev.ioue.ly published material
or han made or proposes to make any payments or give any ot.her- con~
sideration in connection 'ii th the publication or republicat10n 01'
such material, stat.e the circ1)mstances.
APpmmIX III
SCHEDULE ll~A. INFOPJVfJ'I.'I'IOn REC,2UIHED IN PROXY srrATEl\18llfJ'
Note. I'Thereany Lt.emcalls for information vlith respect to
any mat.t.e'r to be ac t.ed upon and such matter involves other matters
,'r:1 th respect to wh i ch information is called for by other items of
·this schedule)·· the informat:ton called for by all applicable it.ems
shall be given. For example) if action is to be t.aken v7i1.:.hrespect
to any merger) consolidation or acquisition, ape cLf'Led in Item J)+
wrri ch involves the election of' directors) Items 6 and 7 shall a.Lso
be answe rcd ,
Item 1. Revocabtlity of Proxy.
state vhether or not the person g~v~ng the proxy has the l)O\Je1'
to revoke it. If the right of revocation before the proxy 'i._s exe r-
cLsed is limi-!:;edor is sub.iec t to compliance ,d th any for';'I18.. P;'~_.l_-
cedure, briefly describe such limitation or procedure.
Item 2. Dissenters I Rights of Apprai~al.
Outline briefly the rights of appra:Lsal or similar rights or
dissenters vrith r-eapec t to any matter to be acted upon and indicate
any. st;atutory procedure required t~ be f'o.l.l.owed by dissenting securit
holders in order to perfect such r~ghts. tmere such rights may be y
exercised only within a limited time after the date of the adoption
of a proposal, the filing of a e.hart.er amendmentor other similar
a.ct , stat.e whebher the person so.l.Lci ted l-1i11'be no·tified of such date.
Item 3. Persons Malting the Solicitation. .
(It) SOLICITATIONS Nor SUBJECT TO RUlE x-14A-ll.
(1) If the solicitation is made by the managemen·tof the
so state. Give the name of any director of the issuer who has
formed the management in ,Triting that he intends to oppose any
intended t.o be taken by the managementEnd ind.ieat.e the aetion
he int.ends to oppose.
(2) If the solicitation is made
merrt of 'Lhe issuer, so state and give
whomand on whose behalf' it is made.
(3) If the solid tation is to be made othe rwt.se t.han by the
use of' the mails, describe the methods to be employed. If the sol:L-
ci tat.ion is t.o be made by especialJ.y engaged employees or paid so11.-
citors, state (i) the material f'eat).lres of any contract or arrange-
ment for such solicitation and identify the parties, and (ii) the
cost or arrt.Lc.i pat-ed cost thereof.
(Li-) Stat~ the names of the persons by whomthe cost of soli.-
citation has been or will be borne, directly or indirectly.
issuer'. ,
in-
ac·tion
whl.eh
other-vise than by the manage-
the names of the persons by
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(B) ::30LICI'I'Nl'IONS SUBJEcrl~TO RULl'!; X-12I,A-11-
(1) Stc1,te by whomthe solicitation is made and describei:.he
methods employed and to be emp.Loyedto soli cit security holders.
(2) If re[';ular employees o:f the issuer or any other partiCipant
in a ao.Iic.lt.at.Lon have been or are to 'be employed to solicit secur-Ity
ho.Ldez-s , descri'be the class or classes of employees to be so employed
and the manner and nature of their employmentf'o.r such purpose. '
(3) If specially engaged employees, representatives or other
persons have been or are to 'be employed to solicit security holders,
state (i) 'the material features of any contract or arrangement for
such solicitation and identify 'j~heparties, (ii) the cost or anticj-
pated cost thereof, and (iii) the approximate number of such emploveec
or employees of any other person (naming such other person) who- \.li:ll '"
solicit securi.ty holders.
(h) ,state the total amount estimated to be spent and the totHl
expendItures to en.te for, in furtherance of, or in connec't.Lon ,vith
the solici taU.on of secur lty holders.
(5) State by "hom tl1e cost of the solicitation "ill be borne.
If' such cost is to be borne initially by any person other than t,he
issuer, state whet.her reimbursement Ilill be sought. from the issuer
and, if' so, whether the quest i.on of such reimbursement will be S1J.b:
mitted to a vote of security holders.
Instruction. Hith respect to solid tations subject to Rule
X-ll~A-ll, costs and oxpendl tures within the meaning of this Item 3
shall LncLude fees for attorneys, accountants, public relations or
f'Lnancf.a.L advisors, solicitors, advertising, printing, traW3portation
litigation 2nd other costs incidental to the soliCitation, except'
th<J:t 'I:;heLs suer may exclude the amounts of such cost s rcpresent~d 'by
the amount nonnally expended for a solicitation for an election of
d:irectors in the absence of a contest) and costs re])resented bv
salaries and ·\vagesof reGulae employees and off':Lcers) provided" a
statement; to that ef'f'ect is included in the proxy statement.
Item 1.1,. Interest of certain Persons in MD.tters to be Acted Upon.
(A) SOLICITA'I'IOHrS NOl' SUBJECT TO .HULEx-14A-11.
Dcs cr-Lbe briefly aDY substantiEJJ. interest, direct or indjrect
by security holdings or othen-rise, of each of the fol1mring per,:;or;[/
in any matter to be acted upon) other than elections to office:
(1) If the solidta'l:;ion is made on behalf of management, each
person who has been a director or off::Lcerof the issuer at anyt:ime
since the beginning of the last f'Ls ca.l yecl,r.
(2) If the solicitation is made othenr:tf;e than on behalf of'
management) each person on whose behalf the solicitation is made.
lmy person whowould be a participant in a solicitation for purpOses
of Hule X-J_4A-ll as defined in paragraph (b) (3)" (It), (5) and (6)
thereof aha.LL be deemeda person on whose 'beha.l.fthe 801ic:Ltation is
maie for purposes of' this paragraph (a).
(3) Each nominee for electton as a director of the issuer.
(4) Each associate of the foregoing persons.
Instruction. E::Xceptin 'the case of a solid tation sul);ject to
this regulation made in opposition to another solicitation subject
to this regulation, this sub-item (a) shall not apply to any interest
arising fran the ownership of securities of the issuer vhere the se-
curity holder receives no extra or special 'benefit not shared on a
pro rata basis by all other hoilders of the same class.
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(B) SOLICI'l'A'I'IONS3UBJEC'rfOHULEX-lhA-ll.
(1)Describe briefly any substantial interest, direct or in-
direct, by security holdings or otherv.i.se, of each participant as
def'Lned in Rule X-l1i-A-ll(b) (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6), in any matter
-to be acted upon at the meeting: and include with respect, to each
participant the information, or a fai.r and adeq_uatesl..unmarythereof,
required by Items 2(a}, 2(d.), 3" 4(b) and 4(c) of' Schedule 14:8.
(2) Hith respect to any person namedin answer to Item 6(b),
describe any subst.arrti..al interest, direct or indirect, by security
holdings or otherwise, that he has in any matter to be acted upon at
t.he meeting, and furnish t.he in:fonnation called for by Item It- (b)
and (c) of Schedule Ilj·B.
Item 5. Voting Securities and Principal Holders Thereof.
(a) State as to each class of voting securities of the issuer
enti tled to be voted at the meeting, the number of shares outstandin'T
and the number of votcs to which each class is entitled. .b
(b) Give the date as of which the record of security holders
entitled to vote at the meeting "\dll be determined. If the right
to vote is not limited to security holders of record on that date ,
Lndl cat e the conditions under which other security holders may be
entitled to vote.
(c) If' action is "to be taken with respect to the election of
direetors and if the persons soliei ted have cumulati.ve voting rights
make a st.at.emerrt Lha't they have such rights and state briefly the '
cond.itions precedent to the exercise thereof.
Cd) If to the kno"ldedgeof the per-sons on whose behalf the
solici tat ion is made, any person owns of record or beneficially
more than 10 percerrt of the outstanding voting se cur-Ities of the
issuer, name such person, state the approx:i.mateamount of such se-
curi-ties owned of record but not ownednbeneficially and thc approxi-
mate amount of' such securities ownedor record but not ownedbene-
ficially and the approximate 8I:101mto'~nedbene~i?ially by such person
and the percentage of outs'eandl:ng :otlng secu::ltles represented by
t.he amount of securities so owneda.n each sucn manner'.
I-tem6. Nomi.neesand D:irectors.
(a) Ii' action is to be taken with respeet to the eleetion of'
di:r.'ectors, furnish the following infonnation, in tabular f'or-mto the
extent practicable, vith respect to eac.hperson nominated for election
as a director and each other person whose term of office as a direc-
tor wi.ll continue after the meeting:
(1) Nameeach such person, state vnen his "termof office or
t;he t.erm o:f office for vrhich he is a nominee will expire, and ail
other pos.it.l.ons and offices i-lith the issuer presently held by him,
and indicate which persons are nominees for election as directors
at that meeting.
(2) State his present principal occupation or employmentand
give the name and principal business of' any corporation or other or-
ganization in "rhich such employmentis carried on. Furrush similar
information as to all of his principal occupations or employments
during the last five years, unless he is nowa director and Vas
elected to his present te1111of office by a vote of security holders
at a meeting for wh.ich proxies were solicited under this regulation.
(3) If he is or has previously been a director of the issuer
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st.at.e the period or periods during itrhi.chhe has served as such.
(h) state, as of the most recent practicable date, the approxi-
mat.e amount of each class of equity securities of the issuer or any
of its parents or subsidiaries, other than directors! qualifying
shares, beneficially owned directly or indirectly by him. If he
Ls not the beneficial owne r oi' any such securities, make a statement
to +ha't ef'f'ect..
(5) If more than 10~(,of any class of securitie.s of the Lscuer
or any of :Lts parerrts or subsidiaries are benei'icially owned by him
and his as soca at.es , state'che approximate amount of each class of
such securities beneficially owned by such associates, nami.ng each
a.ssoci ate whose holdings are subst.ant La.L.
(b) If ctrw nominee for elec!:;ion as a eli rector is proposed to
be elected pursuant to any arrangement or underst;anding betveenthe
nominee and any other person or persons, except, the directors and
officers of the issuer acting solely in that capacLty , nam- such
other person or ])ersons and deccr-Lbebriefly such arrangement or
understanding.
i,
Item 7. Remuneration D.Tlcl other Transactions with IvIanagernentand Others
Fur-n.iah the ini'ormation called for by this item if' action is-"
to be taken -uiUl respect to (s.) the election of directors, (ii) any-
bonus) profit sharing or other remuneration plan, contract or arl'ar:qe_
ment in whi ch any director, nominee for election as a director or.tg
t·· t C···) »officer of the issuer vill par- a.ci.pa e, J.ll any _pension or retire_
merrt plan Ln wh.ich any such person "\dl1 _participate, or (Lv ) the
granting or extension to any such person of any options, itlarrants
or rights issued to security holclers) as (such, on a l)ro-rata basis.
Hovever , if the solicitation is made.on_behal:f of persons other than
the management, the information requlred need be :fl1rnished only ~C'
to nominees for election as directors and as to their associates:""
(a) :Furnish the follo,ling information in subs·tantially the
tabular form indicated. belO\I as to ~11dire::t remuneration l")aid by
the issuer and its subsidiaries d~YJ.ng.the lssuer Is last f'iscal ye ar
'co the follovring persons for seTVlces In all capacities:(1)Each director, and each of the three highest paid officers
of the issuer whose direc·t aggregate remuneration exceeded *30,000 '
naming each such _person. '
(2) All directors and officers of the issuer as a group, with_
out naming t.hem,
(A)
Nameof individual
or identity of
group
(B)
Capadties in whl ch
remuneration was
received
(c)
Aggregate
remuneration
Instructions. 1. 'l'his i tern applies to any _person 1tT110 was a
director or officer of the issuer at any ti.me durLng t.he period sIleci-
fied. Hmrever, informat:Lon need not be given for any portion of' the
period during ,rhieh such person \-,Tasnot a director or officer of the
issuer.
2. The information is to be given on an accrual basis if prac-
ticable. rfhe tables required by this paragraIJh and paragraph (b)
may be combined if the issuer so desires.
3. Do not include remuneration paid to a partnership in which
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any director or officer was a partner, but see paragraph (f) beLow.
(b) Furnish the f'ollowing Lrrt'orma t.ion, in substantially the
tabular form indicated, as to all pension or retirement benefits
proposed to be paid under any existing plan in the event of retire-
ment at normal retirement date, directly or ind:Lrectly, but the issuer
or any of its subsidiaries to each d:irec-cor or officer named in
answer to paragrapb (a) (1):
(A)
Nameof individual
or identity of
group
( 13)
./\rnountset
aside or accrued
during issuer's
last fiscal year
(c)
Estimated armua.I
benefits upon
retirement
Instructions. 1. The term "plan" in this paragraph and in
paragraph (c) includes all plans, contracts, authorizations or ar-
r'angemerrt.s, whet.her or set forth in any formal document.
2. Column (B) need not be answer-edwith respect to payments
computed on an actuarial basis under any plan which provides for
fixed benefits in the event of retirement at a specifiecl age or
after a specified number of' years of service.
3. The information called for by Co.Lumn(C) may be given in
a tahle showing the annual benefits payable upon retirement to persons
in specified salary classil·ications.
2.". In the case of any p.l.an (other than those specified in
instruction 2) Vlhere the amount set aside each year depends Upon
the amount of earnings of ,the issuer or its subsid:l,aries for such
year or a prior year, or wher'e i-t is ot.herwase impracticable 'co
state the estimated armual benefits upon retirement, there shall be
set forth, in lieu of the ini'o:rmation called for by Co.Lumn(C),
the aggregate amount set aside or accrued to date, unless it :i,G
imprac'ticable to do so, in vhi ch case there shall be stated the
method of computing such benefits.
(c) 'D.2scrinebriefly all remuneration payments (other than
payments r'epoz-t.edunder paragraph (a) ~r _~b) of this :Ltem)proposed
co be made in the future, direc'Lly or lndlrectly, by the issuer or
any of' its subsidiaries pursuant. to any exi~ting p.l.an or arrange_
ment t.o (i) each director or offlcer n~~d a.n an~3Vlerto paragraph
(a) (1), nanri.ng each such person, and. (:U), all dlrectors and of':ficers
of the issuer as a group, Vlithout namlng tnem.
Instruction. Information re ed not be Lnc.Luded as to payments
to be made for, or benefits to be received from, group Lif'e or acci-
derrt insurance, group hospitalization or similar group payments or
benefits. If it is impracticable to state the amount of remuneration
payments proposed to 'be made, the aggregate amount set aside or
accrued to date in respect of such payments shall be stated, together
1"ritll an explanation of the basis for future payments.
(d) F'urnish the following information as to all options to
purchase securities, from the issuer or any of its subsidiaries,
wh.ich wer-e granted to or exercised by the fol1ovring persons since
the beginning of the issuer's last fiscal year: (i) each director
or officer named in answer to paragraph (a) (1), naming each such
person; and (ii) all directors and officers of the issuer as a group,
Vl:L thou t naming them:
(1.) Jill to options granted, state (i) the title and amount '01'
r
I
I
I,
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securities called for; (ii ) the pY:i.ces, expiration dates and other
material prov:i.sions,; (iii) the consideration received for the granting
thereof; and (iv) the market value of the securities called for on
t.he granting date.
(2) As to opt.Lens exercised, state (i) the title and amount of
secur:Lties pur-cnas ed; (ii) the purchase price; and (iii) the market
value of the aecur-Lt Les j.uz-chas ed on the date 01' purchase.
Instructions. 1. The term "options" as used in this paragraph
(d) includes all options, war-rant.s or rights other than those Lsaued
to security holc1ers as such an a pro rata basis.
2. rr.ne extension of' op-tions shall be deemedthe granting of'
options vrithin the meaning of this paraGraph.
3. (i )vJhere the total market. value on the granting dates of the
securities called for by all options granted during the period speci-
fied does not exceed $10,000 for any officer or di.rector namedin
anawe r to paragraph (a) (1), or $30,000 for all officers and directors
as a group, this item need not be answer-ed ivith respect to options
granted to such person or group. (ii)\rfnere the total market value
on the dates of purchase of all securities purchased through the
exercise of options during the period specified does not exceed
$10,000 for any such person or ;~30,000 for such group, this item
need not 'be answered with respect to options exercised by such person
or group ,
1!-.1'he information for all direc'Lors and of:ficers as a group
regarding market value of the securities on the granting d.ate of the
options and on the purchase date, maybe given .i.nthe form of.'price
ranges for each calendar quarter during wh.i.choptions were granted
or exercised.
(e) state as to each of the fol101.ringpersons whovas indebted
to the issuer or its subsidiaries at any time since the beginning
of the las t f'Ls cal year of the 1.ssue~, (i) ~Ghe1arges t aggregate amount
of indebtedness outstanding at any tune dur-Lngsuch period, (ii) the
nature of the indebtedness and of the transaction in which it "'as
incurred, (iii) the amount;thereof outstanding as of the latest prac-
ticable date and (:Lv)the rate of interest paid or charged thereon', ..
(1) Each directOr or officer of the issuer;
(2) Each nominee for election as a director; and
(3) Each associate of any such direc·tor, officer or nominee.
Instructions. l. See instruction 1 to paragraph (a). Include
·the name of each person whoae indebtedness is descri.bed and the nature
of the relationship by reason of whLch the information is required
to be given.
2. This paragraph does not apply to any person \vhose aggregate
indebtedness did not exceed $10,000 or 1%of the issuer's total assets
l.fhichever is less, at any time during the period specified. Exclude '
in the determination of the amount of indebtedness all amounts due
from the particular person for purchases subject to usual trade terms,
for ordinary travel and expense advances and for other transactions
in the ordinary course of business.
(f) Describe briefly, and where practicable state the approxi-
mate amount of, any material interest, direct or indirect, of any of
·the follovring persons in any material transactions since the begin-
ning of the issuer's last fiscal year, or in any material proposed
transactions, to which the issuer or any of its subsidiaries I'JaS
or is to be a party:II
~.
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(1) Any director OT officer of the issuer;
(2) 1-"mynominee for election as a director;
(3) lLrr,y security ho l.der namedin answer- to item 5(d)j or
(L~) Any associate of any of the foregoing persons.
Instructions. 1. See instruction 1 to paragraph (a). Include
the name of each person whose interest in any transaction is des-
cribed and the nature of the relationship by reason of wh.Lch such
interest is r'equa red to be described. l-[here it is not practicable
to state the appr-ox.i.mat.e amount; of the interest, the approximate
amount involved in the transaction shall be indicated.
2. As to any transaction involving the purchase or sale of
assets by 01' to the issuer or any subsid:i..ary, ot.hezwf.s e than in the
ordinary course of bus Lnes s , state the cost of the assets to the pur-
chaser and the cost thereof to the seller if acquired by the seller
vlithin two years 1)rior to the transaction.
3. The ins truct:Lon -to :i.tem ~-shall app.Iy to this item.
h. No information need. be given under this paragraph as to any
transaction or any interest therein 'where:
(i) The rates or charges involved in the transaction are fixed
by Lav or determined. by competiti ve bids;
(ii) rl'heinterest of -the specified person in the transaction
is solely that of a director of another corporation wh l ch is a party
to the transaction;
(iii) 'The transaction involves servi.ces as a bank depos:i.tary 01'
funds, transfer agent, registrar, trustee under a t rust indenture, or
other similar services;
(iv) The interest oft:.he specified. person does not exceed
~~30, 00; or
(v) The t.ransact.Lon does not involve remuneration for services,
directly or indirectly, and (A) the interest of the specified per'scns
arises from the ownership individually and in the aggregate of less
than 10% of any class of equity securities of another corporation
which is a party to the transaction, (B) the transaction is Ln tbe
ordinary course of' business of the issuer or its subsidiaries, and
(C) the amount of such transaction or series of transactions is less
than 10% of the total sales or purchases, as the case maybe, of the
issuer and its subsidiaries.
6. Lnf'ormatd.on shall be furnished under this paragraph "YTith
respect to transactions not excluded above which involve remuneration,
directly or indirectly, to any of the specified persons for services
inan,y capacity unless the interest of such persons arises solely
from the ownership individually and in the aggregate of less than 10%
of any class of equity securities of another corporation furnishing
the services to the issuer or its subs:idiaries.
7. This paragraph (f) does. not require the disclosure of any
interest in any transaction unless such interest and transaction
are material.
Item 8. Selection of Auditors.
If action is to be taken wi-th r-espect. to the selection or
approval of auditors, or if it is proposed that particular auditors
shall be recommendedby any comnrittee to select auditors for whom
votes are co be cast, name the audi.tors and describe briefly any
direct financial interest in the issuer or any of its parents or
subsidiaries, or any connection during the past three years with the
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issuer or any of it.s parents or subsidiaries in the capacity of
promoter, unde.rwr-Lt.er, vot.Lng trustee, director, officer or employee.
Item 9. Eonusz Profi.t Sharing, and Other Hemune:rationPlans.
If' action is to be t.akcn "lIich respect to any bonus, profit
sharing, or other remuneration plan, furnish th0 following infoTInation:
(a) Describe briefly the mat.ero.a.l, features of the plan, identify
each class of l)en30nSwho will partid.pate therein, indicate the ap-
proximate number of persons in each such class and state the basis of
such participatton.
(b) St.ate separately the amounts which would have been distri-
but.able under the plan durirlg the last fiscal year of the issuer (1)
to directors and officers and (2) to employees if the plan had been
in e.f'f'ec't ,
(c) StaGe the name and position vith the issuer of each person
s'peciI'Led in item 7(61.), "r110 Ivill part.icipate in the :plan and the amount
"\Ihi.cheach such person would have received under the plan r'or the last
fiscal year of' the issuer if the plan had been in effect.
(d) Fu rn.i.ah such Lnf'ormat.f.on, in add.i.tLon that required by
this item and item 7) as may be necessary to desera.be ad quat.eIy the
I)1'ovisions already made pursuant to all bonus) profit sharing or other
remuneration or incentive plans for (1) each director or officer named
in answer to item 7(0..) who 'will participate J,n the plan to be acted
upon; (ii) all directors and officers of the issuer as a group; and
(iii) all employees.
(e) If the plan to be acted upon can be amendedotheniise than
by a vote of stockholders, to increase the cost thereof to the issuer
or to alter the allocation of the benef.iLs as between the groups
speci.i'ied in (b), state the nature of the amendment.swhf.chcan be so
made.
Instructions. 1.• The ter:m "plan" as used in this item means
any plan as defined in instruction 1 to item 7 (b) •
:2. If the plan is set i'orth in a formal plan, contract or ar-
rangement, three copies thereof shall be filed with the Commission
at the time prellm:inary copies of the proxy statement and form of
proxy are filed pursuant to paragraph (a) of Rule X-llj.A-6.
Item 10. Pensi on ancl Retirement Plans.
If action is to be +aken vi th respect to any pension or retire-
ment plan, furnish the folloving Lnf'orma t.Lon:
(a) Describe briefly the material f'eatures of the plan, iden-
tify each class of persons whowill be entitled to participaLe therein,
indicate the approximate nwnber of' persons in each such class and
state the basis o:f such participation.
(b) state (1) the approximate total amount neceasary to f'und.
the plan "\lith respect to past serv.icea, the period over \'Thichsuch
amount is to be paid and the escfmat.ed annual payments necessary to
pay the total amount.over such period, (2) the estimated annual pay-
ment to be made with respect to current services and (3) ·the amount
of such annual payments to be made 1'01' the benei'it of' (1) directors
and officers and (ii) employees.
(c) State (1) the name and position \dt,h the issuer of each
person specified in item 7 (a) ,-r110will be entitled to participate
in t.he plan, (2) the amount "lYD.ichwouLd have been paid or set aside
by the issv.er and i.ts subsidiaries for the benefit of such person for
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the last fiscal year of the issuer if the plan had been :in effect)
and (:3) the amount of the annual benefits est imat.ed to be payab.l.e
to such pe.rson in the event of retirement at normal retirement date.
(d) Furnish such information, in addition to that recluired by
this item and item 7) as may be necessary to des crf.be adeq_uately the
provisions already made pursuant to all bonus) prolit sharing or
other remuneration or incentive plans for (:L) each director or officer
named in answer to j,tem '7 (a) who '''ill pm'ticipate in the plan to be
acted upon; (ii) all directors and officers of the issuer as a group;
and (i:i5) all emp.loyees ,
(e) If the plan to be acted UT)Oncan be amendedotherwise than
by a vote of at.ockhoj.ders to increase the cost thereof to the Lsauer
or alter the a.lLoca'ti.on of the benefits as 'between the groups speci-
fied in (b)(3), state the nature of the amendmentsvlhlch can be so
made.
Instruct:ions. 1. The term "pLan" as used in this item means
any plan as d.ef'Lned in :instruction 1 to j:tem '7 (b) .
2. 'The information ca112(1for by parag rapb (b) (3) or (c) (2)
need not be g:iven as to payments made on an actuarial basl s pursuant
t.o any group pension plan whl.ch provides for fixed benefits in 'the
event of requirement at a specified age or after a specified number
of years of service.
3. If the plan is set forth in a formal plan, contract or other
'document, three copies thereof shall be filed vith the preliminary
copies of the proxy statement and form of proxy at the time copies
thereof are filed vr:lth the Comm:issionpursuant to pa.rag'raph (a) of'
Rule x-14A-6.
Item 11. Options) VJa.rrantszor Eights.
If action is to be taken with respect to the granting or ex-
'tension of a.ny options, warrants or rights to purchase securities
of the issuer or any aubei.dd.a.ry , furnish the following Lnf'orrnat.Lon;
(a) state (i) the title and amount of securities called for or
to be called for by such options, war-rant.s or rights; (ii) the prices,
expiration dates and other mater:ial conditions upon which the options
warrants or rights may be exercised; (iii) the consi eration received
or to be received by the issuer or subsidiary for the granting or
extension of the options, Ylarrants or rights; and (iv) the market
value of the securit:ies called for or to be called for by the options,
war-r-ant-sor righ'ts, as of the latest practicable date.
(b) state separately the amount of options) warr-ant.s or rights
received or t.o be received by the follovring persons, naming each such
person: (i) each director or officer named in answer to item 7(a);
(ii) each nominee for election as a director of the issuer; (iii)
each associate of such directors, officers or nominees; and (iv)
each other person who received or is to receive 5~b or more of such
options, warrants or rights. State also the total amount of such
options, war-rants or rights received or to be received 'by all directors
and officers of' 'the issuer as a group) Viithout naming them.
(c) Furnish such information, in addition to that raluired by
this item and item 7, as may be necessary to describe adeq_uately the
provisions already made pursuant to all bonus, profit sharing or othr
remuneration or incentive plans for (i) each director or officer
named in answer to item 7(8.) who .¥ill participate in the pLan to be
acted upon; (ij,) all directors and officers of the Lssuer as a group;
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and (iii) all employees.
Instruction. Paragraph (b) and (c) do not apply to warrant.s
or rights to be issued to security holders as such on a pr-o rata
basis.
Item 12. Authorization or Issuance of i3ecurities Otherwise than
for Exchange.
If action is to be taken \,rithrespect to the authorization or
issua!.lC~of any se~urities oth~nrise than 1'0~ ex~hange for outstanding
secur-ito.esof the r.asuer , f'u'rrri.ah the follo\nng lnformation:
(a) state the title and amount of securities to be authorized
or issued.
(b) Furnish a description of the securities such as wou.Ld be
required to be furnished in an application on the appropriate form
for their registration on a national securities exchange. If the
secur-Lt.Les are additional shares of common stock of a class outstand-
ing, the description may be omitted except for a statement of the
preemptive rights, if any.
(c) Describe briefly the transaction in which the securities
are to be issued, including a statement as to (1) the nature and ap-
proximate amount of consideration received or to be received by the
issuer) and (2) the approximate amount devoted to each purpose so
far as determinable, for vhf.ch the net proceeds have been or are to
be used.
(d) If the securities are to be issued o'therw.l se than in a
general public offering for cash, state the reasons for the proposed
authorization or issuance, the general effect thereof upon the rights
of existing security holders, and the vote needed for approval.
Item 13. Modification or Exchange of Securities.
If action is to be taken with respect to the modification of
any class of aecur-i ties of the issuer, or the issuance or authori-
zation for issuance of securities of the issuer :Lnexchange for
outstanding securities of the issuer, furnish the follovling informa-
tion: (a) If outstanding securities are to be modified, state the
title and amount thereof. If securities are to be issued in exchange
for outstanding securities) state the title and amount of securities
to be GO issued, the title and amount of outstanding securities to
be exchanged therefor and the basis of the exchange.
(b) Describe any material differences between the outstanding
securities and the modified or new securities in respect of any of
the matters concerning whd ch information would be required in the
description of the securities in an application on the appropriate
form for their registration on a national securities exchange.
(c) sta'tethe reasons for the proposed modification or exchange
the general effect thereof upon the rights of existing security )
holders, and the vote needed for approva.L.
(d) Furnish a brief statement as to arrears in dividends or
as to defaults in principal or interest in respect to the outstanding
securities which are to be modified or exchanged and such other in-
fonnation as may be appropriate in the particular case to disclose
adequately the nature and effect of the proposed action.
(e) Outline briefly any other material features of the proposed
modification or exchange. If the plan of proposed action is set
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forth in a I-lr:Ltten document) file copies thereof v1ith the Commission
in accordance wath Rule X-1LfA-6.
Item ll~. Mergers,? Consolidati~:ms, ACCJ.uisitions.. and Similar Matters.
Furrri.sh the following infonnation if action is to be taken "lith
respect to aD_Yplan for (i) the merger or consolid.at:i.on of the :issuer
into or with any other person or of any other person into or 1"it11 the
issuer, (:Li_) the acquisition by the :i.ssuer or any of its security
holders of securities of another issuer, (iii) the acquisition by
the Lssue.r of any other going busLnens or of the assets thereof) (j.v)
the sale or other transfer of all or any substarrt La'L part of the assets
of' the issuer, or (v) the Llqu'l.da.t.Lon or d.issolution of the issuer:
(a) Outline briefly the material features of the plan. State
the reasons therefor, the general effect thereof upon the rights of
existing security holders, and the vote needed for its approval. If
the plan is set forth in a vTritten documerrt , file three copies tbereof'
vrith the Commissionat the time preliminary copies of the proxy state-
ment and f'orm of proxy are filed pursuant to Rule X-ll~A-6(a).
(b) Furnish the follo\.J"ing inforrnation as to each person (other
than totally-held subsidiaries of the issuer )vihich is to be merged
into the issuer or into or l-lith which the :i.ssuer 1.S to be merged or
consolidated or the business or assets of vhLch are to be acquf.r-ed
or wh.ich is the issuer of securities to be acquired by the issuer
in exchange for all or a substantial part of :i.ts assets or to be
acquired by security holders of the issuer.
(1) Describe briefl;y the business of such person. Information
i.s to be given regarding pertinent matters such as the nature of the
products or services, methods of production, markets, methods of dis-
tribution and the sources and supply of raw materials.
(2) ;3tate the location and describe the general character of
the plants and other important physical properties of such person.
'Jlhedescription is to be given from an economic and busi.nes s stand-
point, as distinguished from a legal standpoint.
(3) Furnish a brief statement as to dividends in arrears or
defaults in principal or interest in respect of any securities of ·t.he
issuer or of such person, and as to the effect of the plan thereon
and such other information as may be appropriate in the particular
case to disclose adequately the nature and effect of the proposed
action.
(c) As to each class of securities of the issuer, or of any
person specified in paragraph (b), whi.ch is admitted to dealing on a
national securities exchange or with r-espect. to which a market ot.her-.
wi se exists, and \-lhicbwill be materially affected "bythe plan, state
the high and Low sale prices (or, in the absence of trading in a par--
ticular period, the range of the bid and asked prices) for each Quar-
terly perlod within two years. ']'his information may be omit.ted if
the plan involves merely the liCJ.uidation o:r dissolution of the issuer.
Item 15. Financial Statements.
(a) If action is to be taken with respect to any matter speci-
fied in items 12, 13, or 11+above, furnish certified financial state-
ments of the issuer and its subsidiaries such as wouLd currently be
reCJ.ui.redin an origin.3.1 application for the registration of securities
of the issuer under the Act. All schedules other than the schedules
of supplementary profit and loss information may be oradt.t.ed,
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Instruction. Such statements shall be prepared and certified
in accordance \vith Regulation S-X.
. (b! If action ~.s t~ be,,~aken."\dth respect to any matter speci-
:fied .i.n ~tem 14 (b), lUl'n:Lshf'Lnanc i.ak statements such as would cur-
rently be required. in an original application by any person specified
therein for registration of securities under the J-Ict. Such s·tatement.s
need not be certified and all schedules other than the schedules of
supplernentaXV'Jprofit and loss information may be omit-ted. However,
such statements may be omitted for (1) a totally-held subsidlary of'
the issuer "rhich is included in the consolidated statement of the
issuer and its subsidiaries, or (ii) a person which is to succeed to
the issuer or to the issuer and one or more of its totally-held
subsidiaries under such circumstances that Form 8-B would be approp-
riate for registration of securities of such person issued in exchange
for listed securities of the issuer.
(c) Not'\-rithstanding paragraphs (a) and (b) above, any or all of
such financial statements "ivhichare not material for the exercise of
prudent judgment in regard to the matter eo be acted upon may be amitted
if the reasons for such omission are stated. Such financial statements
are deemedmaterial to the exercise of prudent judgment in the usual
case involving the authorization or i.ssuance of any material amount
of senior securities, but are not deemedmaterial in cases involving
the authorization or issuance of commonstock, othenvise than in
exchange.(d) The :proxy statement may incorporate by reference any f'Lnan-
ci.aL statements cantaj_ned in an annual report sent to security halders
pursuant to Ru.LeX-14JI- 3 with respect to' the samemeeting as that to
vlhich the praxy sta tement relates, pravided such financial statements
substantially meet the requirE'.ments of this item.
Item 16. Acquisitian or Dispositian of Praperty.
If action is to' be taken iV1th respect to the acquisition or
disposi tion of any property, furnish the folloving information:
(a) Describe briefly the general character and location of
the property.(b) state the nature and amount of consideratj.an to be paid or
received by the issuer or any subsidiary. To the ex-tent practicable,
outline briefly the facts beax'ing upon the question of the fairness
of the consideration.(c) State the name and address of the transferor or transferee,
as the case may be, and the nature of any material relationship of
such person to the issuer or a!1-Yaffiliate of the iSSUer.
(d) Ou.tline briefly any other material :features 0'1' the contract
or transaction.
Item 17. Resta-tement of Accounts.
If action is to be t.akeri with respect to the restatement of
any asset, cap:i..tal, or surplus account of the issuer, furnish the
follolV'ing information:(a) State the nature of the restatement and the date as of
vhich it is to be effective.
(b) outline briefly the reasons for the restatement and for
the selection of the particular effective dat.e.
(c) state the name and amount of each account (including any
reserve accounts) affected by the restatement and the effect of
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the restat:;ement thereon.
(d) 'l'o the extent practicable, state ••hether and the extent
if any, to whichJthe resta'tement\,il1, at) of the date thereof, a~_ter
the amount available for distribution to the holders of equity securi-
ties.
Item 18. Act.ion v:Lth Respect to Reports.
If action is to be t.aken vi t1l respect to any report of the
issuer or of its dj.rectors) officers or cormnitt.ees or any mt.nut.es
of meeting of its stockholders, furnish the follmvi.ng infol'mat:Lon:
(a) Statey/hethel' or not such action is to constitute approval
or disapproval of any of the mat.t.ers referred to in such reports or
mintites.(b) Identify each of such mattersvrhich 1-c is Lnt.endedvill
be approved or disapprovecl, and furnish the information required by
the appropriate ::Ltem or items of this schedule with respect to each
such matter.
Item 19. Matters Not Required to :Be Submitted.
If action is to be taken with respect to any mat'ter vhl ch is
not required to be submitted to a vote of security holders, state the
nature of such matter, the reasons for sv,bmitting it to a vote of
securi ty holders and what action is intended to be talcen by the man-
agement in the event of' a nega-tive vote on the ma-Gterby the security
holders.
Item 20. Amendmentof Charter z J3'J- Jj:J.vm,or other Documents.
If action is to be taken with respect; to any amendment-of the
issuer I s charter, by-lavs or other doc1JI!lentsas to which infonnation
is not reg,uired above, state briefly the reasons for and general
effect of such amendmentand the vote needed for its approval.
Item 21. other Proposed Action.
If action is to be taken with respect to any matter not speci-
fically referred to above, descrj.be briefly the substance of each
such matter in substantially the same degree of detail as is required
by items 5 to 20, inclusive, above.
1
APPENDIX IV
SCHEDULE: 11l-B. INFORlVI.?l:l'ION '1'0 BE INCLUDED IN
STATEMENTS FILED BY on ON J3E.HJJ..J' OF A
PARTICIPANT (OTHER 'THAN 'THE ISSUEH) m A PROXY
SOLICITATION PUHSUANl' TO HULE X-IJ+A-l1(c)
Ansver every item. If an :It.emis inapplicable or the answer
is in "the negative", so state. The inforrnat'ion called for by Items
2(a) and 3 (a) or a fair aummary thereof is reQul.reci to be included
Ln all preliminary soliciting material by Hule x-14A-11(d).
ITEM 1. ISSUER.
State the name and address of the :iss'uer.
ITEM 2 _ IDENJ:I'l'Y AND BACKGEOUND.
(a) State the fol10iving:
(1) Your name and business address.
(2) Your present principal occupation or employment and the
name, principal business and address of any corporation or other or-
ganization in which such employment is carrted on.
(b) State the following:
(1) Your residence address.
(2) Information as to all material occupations, positions,
offices or employments during the last ten years, giving starting
and ending dates of each and the name, principal business and address
of any business corporation ox' other business organization in which
each such occupation, position, offic;e or employmentwas carried on.
(c) state whether or not you are or have been a participant in any
other proxy contest involving this or other issuers ,vi thin the past
ten years. If so, identify the principals, the su'b,ject matter and
your relationship to the parties and the outcome.
(d) State whether or not, during the past ten years, you have been
convicted in a criminal proceeding (excluding traffic violations or
similar misdemeanors) and, if so, give dates, nature of conviction,
name and location of court, and penalty imposed or other disposition
of the case. i\. negative answer to this slib-item need not be in-
cluo.ed in the proxy statement or other proxy soliciting material.
I'rEJliI 3. INl~EI{8STSIN SECURI~:IESOF' rffIE ISSUER.
(a) State the amount of each class of securities of the issuer
which you ownbeneficially, directly or indirectly-
(b) State the amount of each class of securities of the issuer
which you own of record "but not benefidally.
(c) state i\Tith respect to the seclJ.rities specified in (a) and
(b) t.he amounts acquired within the past hTO years" the dates of
ac;quis:i.tion and the amounts acquired on each date.
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Cd) If any part of the purchase price or market value of
any of the shares Bpecified in paragraph (c) is represented by
f'unds bor-rowed or otbenlise obba'i.ned t'cr the purpose of acquirhlg
or holding such secur t t.Les , so state and indicate the amount of the
:Lnd(~hi,:,ednessa of the latest practicable date. If such funds we re
borrowed or obtained ot.he rwi.se than purGuant to a margin account or
bank loan i,n the regular course of business of a bank, broker or
d.ea.Le.r , briefly describe the transaetion, and state the names of the
part:Les.
- (e) State "het,her or not you are a party to any contracts"
arrangement::, or understandings vith any person vii t.h respect to any
securities of the issuer, including but not limited to jotnt ventureG,
loan or option arrangements, puts or callB, guarantees against loss
or guarantees of profits, d:tvision of J_osses or prot'Lt-s, or the giving
or withholding of proxies. If so) name the per-sons with whomsuch
contracts, arrangements, or understandings exist and give the details
thereof.(:f) State the amount of securities of ·the issuer owned bene-
fidally, directly or indirectly, by each of your associates and the
name and address of each such associa·te.
(g) State the amount of each class of securities of any parent
or subsidIary of the :Lssuerwhich you own beneficially, directly or
indirectly.
I'TEM 1+. FUHTHEH Mit1"l'ERS.
(a) Describe the time and ctrcmnstances under whIch you pecame
a parttcipant in the solicitation and sta-te the nature and extent of
your activities or proposed activities as a parU.cipant.
(b) Furnish for yourself and your associates the j.nformation
requi.red by Item 7 (f) of Schedule 14A.
(c) State vhether or not you or any of your associates have
any arrap.gement or understanding 1,lith any person--
(1) "lith respect to any futu.re employment by the issuer or its
affiliates; or(2) ,vi th respect to any future transactions to whd.ch the issuer
or any of i-['8 affiliates will or may be a party.
If so, describe such arrange"ment or understanding and state the
names of the parties thereto.
I'l'EM 5. STGNl\'l'URI~.The statement shall be dated and signed in the following manner:
I cer·tif'y that the statements maclein this statement are true,
complete and correct, to the best of my lmovJledge and belief.
(Datel (S:i.gnature of participant or
authorized representative)
Instruction. If the statement is signed on behalf of a par-
ticipant by the latter's authorized representative, evi(le~ce of the
representativets authority to sign on behalf of such partlcipant
shall be filed with the statement.
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